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ABSTRACT 

The demand for clean and environmentally benign energy resources has been a 

great concern in the last two decades. To alleviate the associated environmental 

problems, reduction of the use of fossil fuels by developing more cost-effective 

renewable energy technologies becomes more and more significant. Among various 

types of renewable energy sources, solar energy and bioenergy take a great proportion. 

This dissertation focuses on the heat transfer and flow in solar energy and bioenergy 

systems, specifically for Thermal Energy Storage (TES) systems in Concentrated 

Solar Power (CSP) plants and open-channel algal culture raceways for biofuel 

production. 

The first part of this dissertation is the discussion about mathematical modeling, 

numerical simulation and experimental investigation of solar TES system. First of all, 

in order to accurately and efficiently simulate the conjugate heat transfer between 

Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF) and filler material in four different solid-fluid TES 

configurations, formulas of an effective heat transfer coefficient were theoretically 

developed and presented by extending the validity of Lumped Capacitance Method 

(LCM) to large Biot number, as well as verifications/validations to this simplified 

model. Secondly, to provide design guidelines for TES system in CSP plant using 

Phase Change Materials (PCM), a general storage tank volume sizing strategy and an 

energy storage startup strategy were proposed using the enthalpy-based 1D transient 

model. Then experimental investigations were conducted to explore a novel thermal 

storage material. The thermal storage performances were also compared between this 
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novel storage material and concrete at a temperature range from 400 °C to 500 °C. It 

is recommended to apply this novel thermal storage material to replace concrete at 

high operating temperatures in sensible heat TES systems. 

The second part of this dissertation mainly focuses on the numerical and 

experimental study of an open-channel algae culture raceway for biofuel production. 

According to the proposed flow field design of ARID-HV algal raceway, experiments 

and numerical simulation have been conducted to understand the enhancement of 

flow mixing in the flow field of ARID-HV raceway by cutting slots on top of the dam 

near the dead zones. A new method was proposed to quantitatively evaluate the flow 

mixing by using the statistics of temporal and spatial distribution of the massless fluid 

particles (centered in each cell at the inlet surface) in the raceway collecting the data 

of path-lines of fluid particles from CFD results. It is hoped that this method can be 

applied to assist the algal raceway flow field design as well as other engineering 

applications. 

The third part introduces the details about the construction work of a high 

temperature molten salt test loop. Because of the limited operating temperature of 

conventional synthetic oils, in order to obtain higher energy conversion efficiency, 

higher operating temperature is always desirable in a CSP plant which leads to the 

requirement of new generation of HTF. Currently, a halide salt eutectic mixture 

(NaCl-KCl-ZnCl2) as a potential HTF for future CSP applications has been proposed 

by a multi-institute research team, led by University of Arizona. The thermophysical 

properties of the halide eutectic salt have been measured. However, this new 
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developed halide eutectic salt has not been tested in a circulating loop at a high 

operating temperature for the measurement of heat transfer coefficient. It is a 

significant effort to build such a test system due to extremely high operating 

temperature. As a consequence, in the third part of this dissertation, details about the 

design of the lab-scale test system and all the equipment items will be introduced. 

The investigations included in this dissertation for the heat transfer and flow in 

solar energy and bioenergy systems are of particular interest to the renewable energy 

engineering community. It is expected that the proposed methods can provide useful 

information for engineers and researchers.  
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PART-I: MATHEMATICAL MODELING, NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SOLAR THERMAL ENERGY 

STORAGE SYSTEM 

 

CHAPTER 1 Introduction to the Development of Concentrating Solar Power 

and Solar Thermal Energy Storage 

 

1.1 Background of Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) 

According to “World Energy Outlook 2014” issued by International Energy 

Agency (IEA), global energy demand will increase by one third from 2011 to 2035, 

and energy-related CO2 emission will be increased by 20%, to 37.2 Gigaton if fossil 

fuels are still used as usual [1]. To alleviate the associated environmental problems, 

reduction of the use of fossil fuels by developing more cost-effective renewable 

energy technologies becomes more and more significant. Among various types of 

renewable energy sources, solar energy is promising due to its large energy potential 

and clean nature [2]. 

The energy from the sun to the earth in 1 hour is 4.3×1011 GJ, which is more 

than the total energy consumed globally in 2001 (4.1×1011 GJ) [3]. However, the solar 

energy received by the planet is not evenly distributed [4]; major desert regions in the 

world have the highest potential for solar energy because of high Direct Normal 

Irradiance (DNI) [5]. The solar energy received by the worldwide desert regions 

within 6 hours is approximately more than the energy consumed by humankind in a 
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year [6]. To put it another way, electricity produced by covering 1% of the area of the 

Sahara desert with solar thermal plants is enough for the world annual power 

consumption [7]. Figure 1 shows the solar energy received by desert regions in the 

Middle East and North Africa (MENA), Spain, Australia, Southwestern of the United 

States and Mongolia with highest DNI (>1800 kWh/m2/y) compared to other areas in 

the world. Besides extensive exposure to sunlight, the desert regions also have mostly 

sunny weather with quite low rain precipitation, low population density and large land 

availability, which enable large scale solar energy projects in these areas [8]. 

 

 

Figure 1 Solar annual direct normal irradiation (DNI) across the world 

(unit: kWh/m2/y) (Source: SolarGIS © 2015 GeoModel Solar [9]) 

 

Currently, photovoltaic (PV) and concentrating solar power (CSP) power 

generation are the two main technologies for solar energy harvest. A CSP system may 
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use a solar power tower, parabolic troughs, or linear Fresnel reflectors to concentrate 

sunlight and produce intense heat which is carried away by a heat transfer fluid (HTF) 

to send to the power block for power generation [10]. PV directly converts solar 

energy to electricity using solar cells [11]. The energy conversion efficiency of a 

commercial grade PV is relatively low compared to CSP systems, although the cost of 

PV panels is getting reduced due to the advancement of the solar cell manufacturing 

technologies. Furthermore, PV cell’s efficiency is highly dependent on ambient 

temperature, the efficiency decreases as ambient temperature increases. The biggest 

disadvantage of PV-based power production is the inability of power dispatch due to 

the challenge of electrical energy storage [12]. By contrast, thermal energy storage 

(TES) system can be integrated with CSP systems to deliver dispatchable power on 

demands regardless the time of the day or weather conditions. Incorporation of TES 

with CSP significantly adds value to the system compared to PV regarding the grid 

services. It is important to note that a CSP system is very suitable for large scale 

applications (>100MW) because it generates electrical power using conventional 

thermal power plant technologies [8]. 

Spain is currently the largest producer of CSP electricity with 48 plants totaling 

and installed capacity of 2,304 MWe. The USA has 19 CSP plants in operation 

totaling 1640 MWe (Accessed in July 2015) [13]. Algeria, Iran, Egypt, and Morocco 

have commercial CSP integrated with natural gas combined cycles (integrated solar 

combined cycle – ISCC). Other countries with good solar resources like United Arab 

Emirates, Australia, China, India, Iran, Israel, Italy, Jordan, Mexico, and South Africa 
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also have CSP programs and commercial or demonstration projects at different stages 

of construction and/or operation [4,13,14]. Most recently, a number of different types 

of CSP plants are under construction which will make a totally of more than 2.42 GW 

in the USA [13]. The IEA sets a target of 1089 GW global installed CSP capacity by 

2050, which provides 4770 TWh annually with an average capacity factor of 50% 

(4380 hours per year), or 11.3% of the estimated global electricity production [15]. 

 

1.2 Brief review of TES systems 

With the recent development of CSP technologies, TES is the key to make CSP 

be competitive [16,17]. TES system can smooth out the short-term transients and 

extend the daily operation of CSP plants during the late afternoon and evening hours 

[10,18]; in other words, TES is highly dispatchable with electricity demands. A TES 

system also has several advantages, such as lower capital costs and high round-trip 

efficiency, compared to mechanical or chemical energy storage technologies. The TES 

prototype system incorporated into the Solar Two project in Daggett, California, has a 

reported round-trip efficiency greater than 97% [19-21]. 

 

1.2.1 Development of TES systems 

TES systems have been developed through three generations. The first 

generation of TES is the direct HTF storage system with storage tanks, as shown in 

Figure 2 (a), one for hot fluid and the other for cold fluid [20]. In this case, the HTF 

itself is directly used as the energy storage medium. The second generation of direct 
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HTF storage system has only one tank, as shown in Figure 2 (b) [22]. A stratification 

of fluid, which maintains hot fluid on top of cold fluid, is important to such a single 

tank TES system [23-26]. 

 

 

Figure 2 Three generations of TES systems 

(a) The first generation two-tank TES with HTF only; (b) The second generation 

one-tank TES with HTF only; (c) The third generation one-tank TES with HTF and a 

loosely packed-bed solid material; (d) The third generation one-tank TES with HTF 

and an embedded heat storage material. 

 

However, due to the high cost of HTF (typically liquid salts or synthetic oils), 
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direct storage of HTF is not economical. From the cost reduction point of view, using 

cheaper solid material as the primary thermal storage medium and HTF as the 

heat-carrying fluid that releases/extracts heat to/from the primary thermal storage 

material can be attractive [27]. The third generation of TES system uses two different 

medias, a HTF and a primary thermal storage material [28] (either solid or liquid) 

with only a single storage tank. Depending on the contact and heat transfer interaction 

between the HTF and the primary energy storage material, the third generation of TES 

system has two types. The first type, as shown in Figure 2 (c), includes loosely packed 

solid materials (such as rocks, pebbles of metals, capsules of phase change materials 

(PCM)), as a porous bed held in a containment system, through which the HTF flows 

and transports energy to or from the solid material; while the second type of 

two-medium heat storage system, as shown in Figure 2 (d), is the embedded structure 

system which is applied to enhance the heat transfer between HTF and storage 

medium. 

Currently, the two-tank storage system is the most commercially mature 

technology and has been widely applied in industry. The thermocline TES system 

attracts a lot of attention in recent years. In a thermocline system, a thermal gradient is 

created and is ideally stabilized and preserved by buoyancy effects, as a result a 

stratification of fluid can be maintained in the storage system so that the hot fluid 

remains at the top while the cold fluid remains at the bottom [29]. An ideal 

thermocline model is shown in Figure 3. It has an imaginary vertically movable 

perfect thermal insulation baffle that prevents the mixing of hot and cold fluids. Since 
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HTFs are very usually expensive, a porous media packed bed thermocline thermal 

storage system is beneficial to aid in maintaining the gradient and reduce natural 

convection within the HTF [30]. 

 

 

Figure 3 Schematics of an ideal sensible heat storage thermocline system 

 

1.2.2 Thermal storage materials 

The materials used for TES are classified into three main categories according to 

their different storage mechanisms: sensible heat storage, latent heat storage and 

chemical heat storage (with their storage capacity in ascending order). Sensible heat 

storage is the most developed technology and there are a large number of low-cost 

materials available [31-33], but it has the lowest storage capacity which significantly 

increases the system size. Latent heat storage has much higher thermal storage 

capacity, but poor heat transfer usually accompanies if heat transfer enhancement is 

not employed. Chemical storage has the highest storage capacity, but the following 
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problems restrict its application: complicated reactors needed for specific chemical 

reactions, weak long-term durability (reversibility) and chemical stability. In current 

CSP industries thermal-chemical energy storage has not yet been used due to both 

technical and economic challenges. To date, synthetic oil and molten salts are the 

most widely used sensible heat storage materials in commercialized CSP plants. 

Latent-heat thermal storage using PCMs for CSP plants are still under active research 

and development [34]. 

Solid materials, such as concrete, sand, rock, brick, soil, graphite, silicon carbide, 

taconite, cast iron, and even waste metal chips, have been considered or applied for 

thermal energy storage purposes [22]. Depending on the formation and granular size 

of these solid materials, some of them can be used to form a packed bed storage 

system as illustrated in Figure 2 (c) and others may only be suitable for use in a 

storage system as shown in Figure 2 (d). The main properties of some of these 

sensible heat materials are given in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Properties of solid material suitable for thermal energy storage 

Medium 
Working temperature 

(ºC) 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

Specific heat 

(KJ/kg K) 

Energy Density 

(KJ/m3 K) 

Thermal conductivity 

(W/m K) 

Sand-rock minerals 200-300 1700 1.30 2210 1.0 

Cast iron 200-400 7200 0.56 4032 37.0 

Reinforced concrete 200-400 2200 0.85 1870 1.5 

Silica fire bricks 200-700 1820 1.00 1820 1.5 

Cast steel 200-700 7800 0.60 4680 40.0 

Magnesia fire bricks 200-1200 3000 1.15 3450 5.0 

 

Studies conducted to compare latent heat (from PCMs) and sensible heat thermal 
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storage have shown that a significant reduction in storage volume can be achieved 

using PCMs [35,36]. As a result a CSP plant using a latent heat storage system (LHSS) 

is promising for large scale solar thermal energy application. LHSS using PCMs is an 

isothermal process that can provide significantly larger storage capacity compared to 

sensible heat storage system (SHSS) of the same temperature range. Isothermal 

process is an important characteristic because the variation of HTF temperature from 

the inlet and exit of solar field are constrained by the equipment in solar field and the 

thermal power Rankine cycles [37]. As the storage capacity of a LHSS is governed 

largely by the latent heat which is typically several times bigger than the sensible heat, 

it is possible to have smaller, more efficient and lower cost TES systems. However, a 

major technology barrier limiting the use of PCM is its very low thermal conductivity 

(usually less than 1.0 W/m·K). Consequently, heat transfer enhancement technologies 

are necessary in LHSS. 

Methods of improving the heat transfer performance between PCM and HTF 

include the increase of the thermal conduction inside PCM by adding highly thermal 

conductive particles or metal fins to overcome the weakness of intrinsic low thermal 

conductivity of PCMs [36]. There are a lot of studies using finned tubes of various 

configurations [38-46]. Other approaches seen in the literature include: bubble 

agitation [47], carbon fiber brushes for increasing the thermal conductivity of PCM 

[48], insertion of a metal matrix into the PCM [2,49-51], dispersing high conductivity 

particles into PCM [ 52 ], micro/macro encapsulation of the PCM [ 53 , 54 ] or 

shell-and-tube packaging [55,56]. 
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The product of density and latent heat of PCM is the energy storage capacity in 

the phase transition process. Some detailed data of the surveyed PCMs are given in 

Table 2 through Table 4. Table 2 shows that LiCl-LiOH (wt% 37-67) has the highest 

energy density during the phase transition among these seven different types of PCMs. 

In Table 3, the melting temperatures of the PCMs range from 220 ºC to 400 ºC, which 

perfectly matches the operating temperature range of the Rankine cycle. It is obvious 

that NaNO3, NaOH, KNO3, NaCl-KCl (wt% 58:42) and KOH are all good candidates 

for LHSS. Table 4 demonstrates some PCMs potentially for high temperature 

applications, as needed for higher thermal efficiency in a CSP system [57]. As 

observed in Table 4, NaF-MgF2 (wt% 75:25) with a melting temperature at 650 ºC is 

a good candidate for high temperature thermal storage application due to its high 

energy density in phase transition. 

 

Table 2 Phase change materials with melting temperature between 100 ºC and 280 ºC 

Compound 
Melting point 

(ºC) 

Latent heat 

(KJ/kg) 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

Energy density in phase 

transition (KJ/m3) 

Thermal conductivity 

(W/m K) 

MgCl2·6H2O 

[5862] 
117 168.6 

1450 (liquid, 120 ºC) 

1569 (solid, 20 ºC) 

244470 (liquid,120 ºC) 

264533 (solid, 20 ºC) 

0.570 (liquid, 120 ºC) 

0.694 (solid, 90 ºC) 

NaNO3-KNO3 (wt% 50:50) 

[58,59] 
220 100.7 1920 193344 0.56 

KCl-ZnCl2 (wt% 68.1:31.9) 

[58-60] 
235 198 2480 491040 0.8 

LiCl-LiOH, (wt% 37:67) 

[61,62] 
262 485 1550 751750 1.10 

 

Table 3 Phase change materials with melting temperature between 280 ºC and 400 ºC 

Compound Melting point (ºC) 
Latent heat 

(KJ/kg) 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

Energy density in phase 

transition (KJ/m3) 

Thermal conductivity 

(W/m K) 

ZnCl2 [58,59] 280 75 2907 218025 0.5 
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NaNO3 [58,59] 308 199 2257 449143 0.5 

NaOH [58,59] 318 165 2100 346500 0.92 

KNO3 [58,59] 336 116 2110 244760 0.5 

NaCl-KCl (w% 58:42) 

[58,59] 
360 119 2084.4 248044 0.48 

KOH [58,59] 380 149.7 2044 305987 0.5 

Mg-Ca-Zn (w% 55:28:17) 

[59,60] 
400 146 2260 329960 N/A 

 

Table 4 Phase change materials with melting temperature above 400 ºC 

Compound Melting point (ºC) 
Latent heat 

(KJ/kg) 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

Energy density in phase 

transition (KJ/m3) 

Thermal conductivity 

(W/m K) 

MgCl2-NaCl (w% 38.5:61.5) 

[63-65] 
435 351 2480 870480 N/A 

Na2CO3-Li2CO3 (w% 56:44) 

[63-65] 
496 370 2320 858400 2.09 

NaF-MgF2 (w% 75:25) 

[65,66] 
650 860 2820 2425200 1.15 

MgCl2 [59] 714 452 2140 967280 N/A 

LiF-CaF2 (w% 80.5:19.5) 

[65,67] 
767 816 2390 1950240 

1.70 (liquid) 

3.8 (solid) 

NaCl [65] 800 492 2160 1062720 5.0 

Na2CO3 [65] 854 275.7 2533 698348 2.0 

K2CO3 [65] 897 235.8 2290 539982 2.0 

 

1.2.3 Sensible heat storage system (SHSS) 

A SHSS achieves thermal storage by raising the temperature of a sensible heat 

material (such as concrete, sand, rock, brick, soil, graphite, silicon carbide, taconite, 

cast iron, or even waste metal chips), therefore there is no phase change process over 

the temperature range of storage process [68]. All of the current commercialized CSP 

plants installed TES systems are using sensible heat storage materials. Besides the 

state-of-art technology of the indirect two-tank TES system, there are two types of 

thermocline storage system which are still undergoing extensive research and study: 
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the embedded structure system and the packed bed system [69]. 

The embedded structure system can improve the heat transfer between the 

storage material and the HTF. For high temperature SHSS, concrete systems with an 

integrated tubular heat exchanger were investigated by Laing et al. [70]. The HTF 

passes through embedded pipes in the storage concrete to transfer heat to the concrete. 

Single unit and modular charging/discharging concrete storage concepts were also 

investigated [71,72]. Instead of using high conductivity materials, heat transfer can 

also be improved by using a high conductivity heat exchanging mechanism. The use 

of embedded heat pipes (HPs) or thermosyphons between a PCM and the HTF as a 

means of enhancing the thermal energy transport between them has been explored in 

the literature [43,73-75]. 

In a packed bed system, the bed consists of storage materials such as rocks, ores, 

or pebbles, a container and the HTF flowing through the voids in the bed, as shown in 

Figure 4 [76]. This system can maintain the thermocline when low thermal conductive 

materials such as rocks are used. Most packed bed systems are single tank systems 

that act as a thermocline. Using a solid storage medium in a single storage tank 

significantly reduces the cost of this system relative to the two-tank systems [77]. The 

Solar One central receiver pilot plant uses a thermocline storage system with a 

eutectic mixture of sodium nitrate and potassium nitrate as the HTF along with 

quartzite and silica sand as the low cost filler material [78]. It was found that at 

temperatures of 400°C, the cost of a thermocline heat storage system is only 2/3 of the 

cost of a two-tank system, both using the same molten salts. 
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Figure 4 Schematic of a packed bed sensible heat storage thermocline system, [76] 

 

Most of the experiments performed in a packed bed focused on developing the 

heat transfer correlations for different configurations and shapes of the particles that 

can be used for the thermal analysis of the system [79,80]. A high temperature thermal 

storage system using a packed bed of rocks for air-based central receiver CSP plants 

was modeled and validated by Hänchen et al. [79]. They validated their simulations 

with experiments that were performed with magnesium silicate rock as the storage 

material at 800 K. According to their study, the pumping power for a particle size of 

more than 10 mm was less than 1% of the power produced. Warekar et al. [81] 

describe the results of simulations and some experimental measurements of the heat 

exchanger, and discuss the scale-up options. 

 

1.2.4 Latent heat storage system (LHSS) 

A LHSS is a nearly isothermal process that can provide significantly larger 
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storage capacity when compared to a SHSS with the same temperature range. Since 

the storage capacity of a latent heat system is governed not just by the specific heat of 

the material but also by the enthalpy of phase change, this can potentially enable a 

smaller, more efficient lower cost alternative to SHSS. 

Due to the low thermal conductivity of PCM, a large heat transfer surface area of 

interaction between HTF and PCM is necessary, and there are two approaches to 

accomplish this requirement [36]. One is the encapsulation of small amounts of PCM 

in spherical or cylindrical capsules [82], which can be arranged to form a packed bed. 

HTF can flow through the packed bed for energy delivery and extraction. It has been 

reported that PCM stored in capsules with a diameter of 10 mm offers a surface area 

of more than 300 square meters per cubic meter [83,84]. Based on this motivation, 

research to find suitable materials and processes to encapsulate high temperature 

PCM mixtures is underway [85,86]. The other approach is to embed the PCM in a 

matrix made of another solid material with high heat conduction, and to pump the 

HTF running through the PCM matrix [2,51]. The use of a matrix material (e.g. 

graphite or metal mesh) helps enhance heat conduction in the PCM. 

 

1.2.5 Combined system and cascade latent heat storage system (CLHSS) 

In a traditional superheated steam Rankine cycle power block, it is desirable to 

minimize the temperature difference between the storage medium and HTF in order to 

reduce energy losses [87]. A three-part storage system demonstrated in Figure 5 is 

proposed by Laing et al. [88], where a PCM was deployed for two-phase evaporation 
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in a CSP plant, while concrete was used as sensible thermal storage material for 

preheating water and superheating steam. Laboratory test results of a PCM test 

module with 140 kg NaNO3, applying the sandwich concept for enhancement of heat 

transfer, are presented, proving the expected capacity and power density. 

 

 

Figure 5 Schematic of a three-part TES system combining sensible and latent storage 

charging process, [88] 

 

Cascade latent heat storage systems (CLHSS) are one possible TES alternative 

which is marked by a minimum of necessary storage material [89] as shown in Figure 

6 [90]. The use of a cascade of multiple PCMs ensures the optimal utilization of the 

storage material. A theoretical analysis based on a simplified optimization model of a 

CLHSS is presented by Aceves et al. [91]. For single charging and discharging 

processes, it is shown that a CLHSS yields exergetic advantages if operated in 
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counterflow with respect to charging/discharging and if sufficient good heat transfer 

can be realized. Energy and exergy analysis of a thermal energy storage system 

employing multiple PCMs was developed by Domanski and Fellah [92]. They showed 

that the exergy efficiency can be significantly improved using multiple PCMs 

compared with a single PCM in a system. 

 

 

Figure 6 Schematic of a CLHSS with 5 different PCMs, [90] 

 

1.2.6 Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF) 

HTF is an essential component of a CSP plant as it transfers heat concentrated by 

the solar receiver to steam turbine. Presently, several different types of HTFs are used 

in commercial CSP plants, including air, water/steam, synthetic oils, organics and 

molten salts [93,94]. Ideally the HTF is expected to not only transfer heat as a media 

in the CSP system, but also directly store heat in a thermal energy storage (TES) tank 

without an additional heat exchanger. Desirable characteristics for HTFs should 

include low freezing point, good thermal stability at wide range of temperatures, low 

viscosity, high specific heat capacity, as well as acceptably low corrosion rate to metal 

alloys of containers and pipes that hold the HTF [95,96]. Low cost of the HTF is 
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another critical criterion for industrial application [95,96].  

 

1.3 Current status of TES for CSP 

 

 

Figure 7 Various CSP technologies along with their installed ratios, [10] 

 

CSP technology dates back to 1970s, but most of the commercial CSP 

installations were only made in this decade, particularly in Spain and the United 

States [93,94]. Four well-known CSP technologies are including: parabolic trough 

collectors (PTC), linear Fresnel reflectors (LFR), solar power tower (SPT), and 

parabolic dish systems (PDS), as shown in Figure 7. Among these technologies, PTC 

is the most common, which includes more than 95% of the global CSP installations. 

CSP technology has made great progresses in U.S. during the last decade. There 

were five CSP plants in the world just completed at the end of 2014 [97]. National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has a webpage introducing all the CSP plants 
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in operation around the world up to date [98]. Table 5 lists the detailed information of 

the CSP plants with TES systems in full commission operation since 2010 in U.S. and 

Spain. 

 

Table 5 Summary of CSP plants in operation since 2010 in U.S. and Spain, [97] 

Country Project Name 
Capacity 

(MW) 
CSP type HTF 

Commission 

Date 
TES 

Storage 

Type 

USA 
Solana Generating 

Station 
250 PTC Therminol VP-1 2013 

6 h capacity 2-tank indirect storage 

with molten salts 
SHSS 

USA 
Crescent Dunes 

Solar Energy 
110 SPT Molten salts 2013 

10 h capacity 2-tank direct storage 

with molten salts 
SHSS 

Spain 
Andasol Solar 

Power Station 
150 PTC 

Dowtherm 

A/Thermal oil 
2008 – 2011 

7.5 h capacity 2-tank indirect 

storage with Solar Salt  
SHSS 

Spain Arcosol 50 50 PTC 
Biphenyl/Diphenyl 

oxide 
2011 

7.5 h capacity 2-tank indirect 

storage with Solar Salt 
SHSS 

Spain Arenales 50 PTC Diphyl 2013 
7 h capacity 2-tank indirect storage 

with Solar Salt 
SHSS 

Spain 
Aste Solar Power 

Station 
100 PTC Dowtherm A 2012 

8 h capacity 2-tank indirect storage 

with Solar Salt 
SHSS 

Spain Astexol II 50 PTC Thermal oil 2012 
8 h capacity 2-tank indirect storage 

with Solar Salt 
SHSS 

Spain Casablanca 50 PTC 
Biphenyl/Diphenyl 

oxide 
2013 

7.5 h capacity 2-tank indirect 

storage with Solar Salt 
SHSS 

Spain Extresol 150 PTC 
Biphenyl/Diphenyl 

oxide 
2010 – 2012 

7.5 h capacity 2-tank indirect 

storage with Solar Salt  
SHSS 

Spain 
Gemasolar 

Thermosolar Plant 
20 SPT Solar Salt 2011 

15 h capacity 2-tank direct with 

Solar Salt 
SHSS 

Spain La Africana 50 PTC Undefined 2012 
7.5 h capacity 2-tank indirect 

storage with Solar Salt 
SHSS 

Spain La Dehesa 50 PTC 
Biphenyl/Diphenyl 

oxide 
2011 

7.5 h capacity 2-tank indirect 

storage with Solar Salt 
SHSS 

Spain La Florida 50 PTC 
Biphenyl/Diphenyl 

oxide 
2010 

7.5 h capacity 2-tank indirect 

storage with Solar Salt 
SHSS 

Spain Manchasol 100 PTC 
Biphenyl/Diphenyl 

oxide 
2011 

7.5 h capacity 2-tank indirect 

storage with Solar Salt  
SHSS 

Spain Termesol 50 50 PTC 
Biphenyl/Diphenyl 

oxide 
2011 

7.5 h capacity 2-tank indirect 

storage with Solar Salt 
SHSS 

Spain Termosol 100 PTC Thermal oil 2013 
9 h capacity 2-tank indirect storage 

with Solar Salt 
SHSS 
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(Note: All information is from NREL of Concentrated Solar Power Project Profiles.) 

 

As indicated in Table 5, Solar Salt SHTES is utilized in most of CSP plants. 

While LHTES using high temperature PCM is obviously not popular yet for 

commercialized CSP plants. The reason is that the more challenging high temperature 

PCM encapsulation and heat transfer enhancement techniques are still undergoing 

research and development [56]. However, as observed from Table 5, if PCM is 

adopted as the storage media in commercialized CSP plants, the operating 

temperatures will be the same from 293 °C to 393 °C. It is also worth noting that 

PCM with higher melting temperature is always desirable in CSP plants with higher 

operating temperature (>600 °C) due to the requirement of increasing energy 

conversion efficiency. 

In the last decade, however, there are still quite amount of researches and 

developments for high temperature LHSS. The German Aerospace Centre (DLR) did 

intensive research to investigate sodium nitrate (NaNO3) as a PCM latent-heat thermal 

storage medium in the temperature range of 296 °C - 316 °C. They used NaNO3 for 

thermal storage in a direct steam CSP plant. Acting as a heat transfer fluid, the steam 

generated in solar field has a pressure of around 100 bar that passes through a thermal 

storage tank and gives out heat for storage. Laing et al. from DLR [99] tested a 

prototype storage tank with 140 kg of NaNO3 as storage media and water/steam as 

HTF, and seven steel steam tubes were imbedded in the tank with aluminum fins 

mounted on them, as shown in Figure 8. This is the shell-and-tube type of packing 
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configuration. They operated the thermal storage system for 172 cycles (more than 

4000 hours) from 296 °C to 316 °C, and proved no decomposition of the PCM and no 

degradation of the finned aluminum steam tubes. 

 

 

Figure 8 Schematic of a test module with Al fins attached on the steam tube, [99] 

 

The storage module in Figure 8 was then scaled up to a unit having 14 tons of 

NaNO3 [100]. The PCM modules were combined with two concrete sensible thermal 

storage modules in a direct steam generation facility in Spain under real operation 

conditions, and the two concrete sensible thermal storage modules were used to store 

the heat for preheating and superheating of the water/steam, as shown in Figure 9. 

Such a test facility demonstrated the sandwich concept for enhancement of heat 

transfer as a possibility to achieve high discharge power even at elevated temperature, 

in spite of the low heat conductivity of PCMs. After 172 cycles in the temperature 

range from 25 °C to 400 °C, no degradation of PCMs was detected. 

 

Aluminum fins 

NaNO3 

Steel steam tube 
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Figure 9 Overview of a three-part thermal energy storage system for Direct Steam 

Generation (DSG) combining sensible and latent heat storage, [100] 

 

Adinberg et al. [101] tested a reflux heat transfer storage (RHTS) system with 

PCM, as shown in Figure 10. The concept of reflux heat transfer storage is based on 

the reflux evaporation-condensation occurring in the intermediate HTF. In their 

experiments, the discharge and charge heat exchangers were placed externally of the 

PCM at the top and the bottom of the storage unit, and the charge heat exchanger was 

also immersed in the liquid intermediate HTF. They used sodium chloride as the PCM 

and sodium metal as the intermediate heat transfer medium for a storage temperature 

of 800 °C. A metal alloy Zn-Sn (wt% 70-30) and the eutectic mixture of biphenyl and 

diphenyl oxide were experimentally investigated as the PCM-HTF system for 

producing high-temperature superheated steam in the temperature range of 350 °C - 

400 °C [101]. Although the proposed PCM is much more expensive than any of the 

molten salts, RHTS applications can probably be rewarding as the end result of a 
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significantly improved thermal storage performance based on outstanding chemical 

stability, superior thermal conductivity and high heat transfer. 

 

 

Figure 10 Schematic diagram of the reflux heat transfer storage concept, [101]. 

 

Thermal storage systems employing multiple PCMs with different melting 

temperatures is another attractive heat transfer enhancement technology. In this type 

of system, a few modules containing different PCMs with different melting 

temperatures are connected to each other in series. The multiple PCMs in 

shell-and-tube units should be in the flow direction that the melting temperature 

decreases in the charging process and increases in the discharging process as 

illustrated in Figure 11 [102]. 

 

 

Figure 11 Sequence of multiple PCMs in shell and tube latent heat storage unit, [102] 
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Michels and Pitz-Paal [103] designed and tested a vertical shell-and-tube heat 

storage system filled with three high temperature PCMs–KNO3 (PCM-1), eutectic 

KNO3/KCl (PCM-2) and NaNO3 (PCM-3). Figure 12 shows the schematic of the 

experimental setup and a picture of multiple-PCM thermal storage unit. The 

experimental results showed that around 92% of the PCM in the multiple-PCM 

storage unit was completely molten at the end of charging and around 67% was 

completely solidified at the end of discharging. In the single storage unit containing 

NaNO3 as the PCM, almost 100% of the PCM was completely molten at the end of 

charging but only 2% was completely solidified at end of discharging. They found 

that multiple-PCM storage unit can offer a higher utilization of the possible phase 

change, and a more uniform HTF outlet temperature and higher exergy efficiency. 

 

 

Figure 12 Schematic of experimental setup of multiple PCM storage system, [103] 
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Due to the complexity of LHTES system, parametric study to LHTES system 

has to be conducted first in order to further improve the thermal storage efficiency of 

latent heat storage system. Since 2005, only one research paper reporting the 

parametric study for high temperature LHTES system. Guo and Zhang [ 104] 

conducted parametric study to assess how the performance of the storage can be 

affected by the geometry, thermal and boundary conditions, which leads to 

correlations for the time of complete discharge. The computational results illustrated 

how the heat transfer and discharge time are affected by the changes in geometry of 

the aluminum foil, tube radius, boundary conditions and thermal conductivity of the 

PCM. It is hoped that more thorough investigations including the thermoproperties of 

PCM and the operating parameters of thermal storage system can be discussed. 

The Department of Energy of U.S. SunShot program has funded a number of 

projects to develop high temperature PCM-based LHTES system for CSP plants. It is 

expected that a cost-effective design of PCM-based LHTES system will be applied in 

commercialized CSP plant in the future, after thorough parametric studies and solid 

systematic optimizations are conducted, as well as more effective pilot-scale latent het 

thermal storage systems are tested in the future. 
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CHAPTER 2 Extending the Validity of Lumped Capacitance Method for Large 

Biot Number in Thermal Storage Application 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Van Lew et al. [30] and Li et al. [105] have developed a robust and efficient 1D 

transient model simulating the heat transfer and energy storage/extraction in a packed 

bed TES system. The model is robust and efficient in carrying out thousands of 

calculations for sizing the thermal storage tanks with various scales of thermal energy 

requirement. The model treats the heat conduction in the thermal storage material by 

using a Lumped Capacitance Method (LCM), which is not valid when the Biot 

number is large ( Bi hL k , which is a ratio of conduction thermal resistance and 

convection thermal resistance of a solid body). In this study, we extend the validity of 

the LCM to any large Biot number, and analytically derive formulas for effective heat 

transfer coefficients. Consequently, the 1D transient model can be generally applied to 

obtain accurate thermal energy storage calculations. 

Earlier in 1970s, Bradshaw [106] and Jeffreson [107] conducted a pioneering 

work to extend the use of LCM to the circumstance that the internal thermal resistance 

of a solid sphere is significant compared to the external convective thermal resistance. 

Essentially, they based their analysis on the argument that the slow internal heat 

conduction of the solid can be viewed as a thermal resistance preventing a rapid 

transfer of the internal energy from the core of a solid to reach the surface and being 

carried away by a passing fluid, or vice versa. Therefore, the presence of internal 
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thermal resistance in the solid reduces the heat transfer capabilities from a solid to a 

fluid-the greater the internal temperature gradient, the less quickly the heat addition or 

removal can be achieved by the passing fluid. This lag in energy storage/extraction 

performance leads them to introduce a correction to the heat transfer coefficient and 

use it in the LCM to analyze the heat storage/extraction in solid spherical particles.  

In TES systems, there are different types of packed beds with different 

geometries, for example plates, cylindrical rods immersed in fluid, or a solid core with 

circular channels inside for the HTF. Bradshaw [106] successfully derived a formula 

for the effective heat transfer coefficient for spherical particles in a fluid flow. In this 

study, following the methodology developed by Bradshaw et al., the formulas of the 

effective heat transfer coefficient (Biot number) for three different solid-fluid 

packed-bed geometries will be presented. Comparison to analytical results will verify 

their usefulness. Hausen in 1976 [108] also proposed a similar concept of using 

corrected heat transfer coefficients in a LCM. The equations for corrections to the 

heat transfer coefficient were also summarized in the book by Schmidt and Willmott 

[109] which are reexamined in this work. Other works on this issue include those 

done by Razelos and Lazaridis [110], Hughes et al. [111], and Mumma and Marvin 

[112]. The concluding equations in these references will be compared to evaluate the 

results from the current study. 

 

2.2 A basic thermal storage model and its general application 

Figure 13 shows an example of a thermocline thermal storage tank, in which 
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HTF flows through a packed bed of solid particles (or filler materials). During the 

heat charge process, hot HTF flows down in the tank, gives thermal energy to the 

solid material and flows out at a lower temperature. During the heat discharge process, 

cold HTF flows up in the tank, extracts thermal energy from the solid particles and 

flows out at a higher temperature. 

 

 

Figure 13 Schematic of a thermocline thermal storage tank and a control volume for 

mathematical analysis 

 

For mathematical analysis of the energy balance, we consider a differential 

control volume of length dz  of the tank. The fluid is assumed to be flowing at a 

uniform velocity and carries heat/enthalpy in and out. For convenience of analysis, the 

fluid inlet location to a storage tank is always set to be 0z  . This means that for the 

heat charge process, the coordinate z  is at the top of the tank is zero; while for heat 

discharge process the coordinate z  is at the bottom of the tank is zero. 

For the energy balance analysis in the control volume, dz , the following 

assumptions are made: 
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a) There is a uniform radial distribution of the fluid flow and filler material through 

the storage tank. 

b) Between the filler materials (spherical particles of size of several millimeters to 

several centimeters) there is only point contact and therefore heat conduction 

between solid particles is negligible. 

c) It is the convection mechanism, not conduction, that dominates the heat transfer 

in the HTF, and therefore, the heat conduction in the axial direction in the fluid 

is negligible. 

d) The LCM is applicable to the heat conduction within the filler material. 

e) There is no heat loss from the storage tank to the surroundings. This applies to 

both the charge and discharge processes. 

Assumption (a) can be satisfied by using adequate flow distribution designs in a 

thermal storage tank [113]. Assumption (c) is typically satisfied for convection flow 

of most fluid except liquid metals. Assumption (d) is valid when the Biot number is 

small. However, if assumption (d) is invalid, a correction will be introduced, which is 

the major issue that this study will address. 

For a cylindrical thermal storage tank, the energy balance of the fluid in the 

elementary volume of dz  is of the form:   

2
( )

f f filler

LM f

f f

T T hS
U T T

t z C R 

 
  

 
               (1) 

where h  is the heat transfer coefficient between solid filler material and HTF.   is 

the equivalent porosity ( tankfV V  ). The temperature LMT  denotes a lumped 
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temperature of the solid particles. The parameter 
fillerS  is the total surface area of 

solid particles per unit length [22]. Therefore, 
fillerS  has the same unit as the length. 

For spherical particles, 
fillerS  is obtained through the following steps: 

a) The volume of filler material in a unit length z  of tank is given as 

 2 1R z   . One sphere of rock has a volume of 
34 3sphereV r , where r  is 

the diameter of packed solid filler material, and therefore in the length of z  in 

the tank, the number of rocks is  2 1 sphereR z V   . 

b) The total surface area of rocks is then determined to be 

 2 21 4 sphereR z r V     , which becomes  23 1R z r    after 
sphereV  is 

substituted in the expression of total surface area of rocks. 

c) Finally, the heat transfer area of rocks per unit height of tank is 

 23 1
filler

R
S

r

 
                 (2) 

For the same control volume, dz , the energy balance analysis is applied to the 

solid particles. The internal energy change in the solid material is due to the heat 

transfer from the solid material to the HTF. The equation is then written as 

2
( )

(1 )

fillerLM
LM f

r r

hST
T T

t C R  


  

 
                 (3) 

During the heat charge process, the hot HTF enters from the top ( 0z  ) of the 

tank and the inlet boundary condition is the hot HTF temperature; during the heat 

discharge process, the cold HTF enters from the bottom ( 0z  ) of the tank and the 

inlet boundary condition is the cold HTF temperature.  

It is important to note that the thermal storage system shown in Figure 13 can be 
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generally described as a system with a heat transfer fluid flowing through a porous 

medium. Therefore, the physical relationship between the HTF and the porous 

thermal storage material in Figure 13 can be viewed as a general phenomenon, which 

may include three other scenarios. 

As shown in Figure 14, case (a) has a fluid flowing in flat channels separated by 

walls of thermal storage materials. Figure 14 (b) shows the case that a fluid flowing 

through a bundle of cylindrical rods of the thermal storage solid material, and Figure 

14 (c) is the case that a fluid flowing in pipes that are imbedded in thermal storage 

material, which is also called as shell-and-tube storage unit. The equivalent porosity 

of the thermal storage material in the three cases in Figure 14 can be easily calculated 

by counting the fluid volume compared to the total volume of the storage system. 

 

                   

(a)                     (b)                  (c)       

Figure 14 Three typical solid-fluid scenarios of heat transfer 

(  solid thermal storage material;  HTF) 

 

Following the same procedures of the above heat transfer analysis for energy 

balance, it is convenient that the governing equations, Eq. (1) and (3) are applicable 
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for all the three scenarios in Figure 14 with their respectively porosity and heat 

transfer surface area
fillerS  being applied. 

Van Lew et al. have developed very efficient numerical approaches [30,105] to 

solve the governing equations, Eqs. (1) and (3), which were originally derived by 

Schumann [114] and further discussed by Shitzer and Levy [115]. Although the 

modeling and the approaches of the solution have been proved to be very convenient 

and efficient, a serious concern about the accuracy of the method could be raised 

when the assumption of lumped heat capacitance heat conduction in a solid filler 

material is not satisfied. This is particularly true if the internal thermal resistance of 

the solid particles in Figure 13 is large. In order to still apply the same basic approach 

of energy storage analysis as discussed in above and keep the methodology of the 

LCM being used, a correction to the lumped heat capacitance method has been 

proposed for spherical particles by Bradshaw et al. [106] and Jeffreson [107]. In their 

work, they introduced an effective heat transfer coefficient 
effh  to replace h  in Eqs. 

(1) and (3). 

Similarly for the other three thermal storage systems shown in Figure 14, when 

the internal thermal resistance in solid thermal storage material is significant, it is also 

convenient that an effective heat transfer coefficient be introduced to replace the 

actual heat transfer coefficient h  so that the LCM is still applicable in Eqs. (1) and 

(3). The objective of the following analyses is to find the effective heat transfer 

coefficient for all the thermal energy storage cases given in Figure 14. 
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2.3 Mathematical formulation and the concept of effective heat transfer coefficient 

For a thermal storage in a solid material of general geometry, the 1D transient 

heat transfer governing equations in the fluid and the solid are given here in 

dimensional form, 

( )
f f

f f f r LM f

T T
C V U hS T T

t z


  
   

  
              (4) 

 ( )LM
r r r r LM f

T
C V hS T T

t



  


                  (5) 

where 
fV  is the volume of the fluid in an elementary control volume of length z  

of the thermal storage tank; rS  is the surface area of the solid material in the same 

control volume of length z . Eq. (4) simulates the heat transfer in the fluid, which 

has a heat source due to the convection heat transfer between the filler materials and 

fluid. Eq. (5) simulates the heat transfer in the filler material, which has a heat sink 

term, which is negative but has the exact value as the heat source term in Eq. (4). Note 

that lumped capacitance assumption for the thermal storage material is assumed to be 

valid in Eqs. (4) and (5). The validity of the lumped capacitance assumption is 

determined by the Biot number, cBi hL k , typically less than 0.1, where 

/c r rL V S . 

When the lumped capacitance assumption is not valid, the heat conduction 

within the solid material has to be included in the formulation, which yields 

r

f f r
f f f r

S

T T T
C V U k dS

t z n


   
   

   
               (6) 

         
2r

r r r r

T
C k T

t



 


                       (7) 
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The following analysis is to approximate the internal heat conduction effect in 

the thermal storage material, given on the right-hand sides in Eq. (7), in the form of 

Newton’s cooling relationship. Specifically this should result in the volume-integrated 

right-hand side of Eq. (7) being expressed as 

2 ( )r r eff r LM f

V

k T dV h S T T                      (8) 

If we substitute Eq. (8) into Eqs. (6) and (7), the lumped-capacitance-type of 

formulations can be obtained, except the heat transfer coefficient is replaced by an 

effective heat transfer coefficient 
effh . In fact, the effective heat transfer coefficient 

effh  will be a corrected value based on the intrinsic heat transfer coefficient h . It is 

necessary to point out that the effective heat transfer coefficient 
effh  will strongly 

depend on the geometry of the solid filler materials. The following analysis takes the 

spherical filler material as an example to elucidate the methodology. Following the 

same method, we will present similar solutions for the other three geometries of 

thermal storage materials as shown in Figure 14. 

For the purpose of extracting the effective heat transfer coefficient as explained 

in the above discussion, it is sufficient to consider a simple case where the fluid 

temperature does not vary with time. There are two reasons to consider the fluid 

equation at steady state. First, the heat transfer coefficient will not be changed as the 

charging/discharging time period progresses, therefore the heat transfer only causes 

fluid temperature to change in z direction. Second, according to the operating 

parameters and thermophysical properties of HTF and filler materials for a typical 

CSP plant with 60 MWe electricity output, it is easy to find that fT t   is almost 
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one order of magnitude smaller than  fU T z  , as a result it is reasonable to ignore 

the transient term and calculate the effective heat transfer coefficient at steady state. 

This simplification allows us to focus on the heat transfer between the fluid and filler 

materials. Therefore, the energy balance equations from LCM for the fluid and 

thermal storage material are: 

 f

f f f r r f

T
C V U hS T T

z



 


                  (9) 

 r
r r r r r f

T
C V hS T T

t



  


                 (10) 

The initial conditions are 

0, 0f rt T T                    (11) 

The boundary conditions are 

 0, fz T TI t                        (12) 

where  TI t  is the fluid inlet temperature. We further assume that the solid material 

attains the final equilibrium temperature, M  (independent of z ), at the end of the 

charging process, in time  . The fluid temperature at z L  is  TO t . Define the 

finite Laplace transform as follows: 

    
0

, , pt

f fz p T z t e dt


                       (13) 

   
0

, , pt

r rz p T z t e dt


                       (14) 

Applying these finite Laplace transform to Eqs. (9) and (10) and eliminating

 ,r z p , we obtain 

 
0

p
f

f

d p Me

dz p p

 

 


   

 
                   (15) 
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r

f f

hS

C U


 
                         (16) 

r

r r

hS

C



                          (17) 

The transformed boundary condition is, 

 
0

0, ( ) ptz f p TI t e dt


                    (18) 

The solution to Eq. (15) subject to the boundary condition as in Eq. (18) is, 

    ,

pz

p p p

f

M M
z p e f p e e

p p



  


   
     

 
      (19) 

It is interesting to examine the following formula for weighted average time, 

which was introduced by Bradshaw [106], 

0
0 0

0 0

0 0 0

( ) ( ) ?( )

  lim lim
( ) ( ) ( )

pt
pt

p ppt pt

d
g t e dtt g t dt t g t e dt dp

t
g t dt g t e dt g t e dt


 

  




  
   

 

  
      (20) 

The weighted average time can therefore be calculated by the following 

equation, 

 

 0
lim
p

d
p

dp
t

p



 


                       (21) 

where  p  is the finite Laplace transform of function ( )g t . 

We will now form a function,      0, ,f f fp p L p    , which is the 

difference of the finite Laplace transform for fluid temperature at inlet and outlet.  

Substitute the function ( )f p  as  p  into Eq. (21), the weighted average time 

formula for the lumped capacitance case is obtained as: 

 0

2

r r r r

r f f

fC C L
t

hS U C M

 


 
                  (22) 
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This is the functional form for the weighted average time. In the following 

sections (2.3.1 - 2.3.4), we consider the four cases of different solid body structures. 

The heat transfer within the solid body is modeled by the heat diffusion equation in 

the appropriate co-ordinate system. Following the method of Bradshaw et al. [106], 

we obtain analytical formulas for the weighted average time. By comparing these 

formulas to Eq. (22), we can extract the effective heat transfer coefficient 
effh .  

 

2.3.1 Solid sphere in fluid flow 

We assume here the solid thermal storage materials are spheres as shown in the 

schematic diagram in Figure 15. 

 

 

Figure 15 Model of a solid sphere in a fluid flow 

 (  solid thermal storage material;  HTF) 

 

     When the Biot number for the sphere is large, the lumped capacitance 

assumption is no longer valid, which means that the temperature insider the sphere 

cannot be assumed uniform. Therefore, the governing equations are, 

  

R 
L 
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f r
f f f r r
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C V U k S
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             (23) 
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                  (24) 

     The initial and boundary conditions for 
fT  remain the same as in Eqs. (11) 

and (12). The initial and boundary conditions for rT  are,  

 ,0 0rT r                            (25) 

r  0, 
Tr

r
 0                         (26) 

 , r
r r f

T
r R k h T T

r


   


                (27) 

Taking the finite Laplace transform, we have 

 f C fVfU
d f

dz
 krSr

r

r







rR

 0                (28) 
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r r r rC Me p k r
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     The transformed temperature of the sphere can be solved as 

       , , , ,r fr p A r p B r p z p               (32) 
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Equation (28) can then be solved for  f r, p , 
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We now follow the same procedure as in the lumped capacitance case by 

defining  f p   f 0, p   f L, p . The weighted average time is obtained for 

the solid sphere which has internal resistance: 

   0 0

5 2 2

(0)

2

r r r r r r r r r r

r r r f f E r f f

r r r r

eff r f f

f fC R C C L C C L
t

hS k S U C M h S U C M

C C L f

h S U C M

    
 

   

 


 

        

   

              (36) 

In Eq. (36) we combine the two terms r r

r

C

hS


 and 

5

r r

r r

R C

k S


 and introduce an 

effective heat transfer coefficient 
effh . This makes the structure of Eq. (36) similar to 

the equation from lumped capacitance case as given by Eq. (22). Therefore, for the 

sphere solid thermal storage material the relationship of the effective heat transfer 

coefficient 
effh  and the actual heat transfer coefficient h  is obtained: 

1

1

5

eff sp

r

h
R

h k

 



                        (37) 

When 
eff sph 

 is used to replace h  in the LCM, we expect the solution will 

approach the precise analytical solution closely. The results for the effective heat 

transfer coefficient of a sphere match the solution published by Jeffreson [107]. 
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2.3.2 Solid plates in fluid flow 

We now turn to the case where the solid thermal storage materials are large 

plates with fluid flowing in between them. The schematic of this case is shown in 

Figure 16. The same procedure of analysis as in Section 2.3.1 will be applied. 

 

 

Figure 16 Model of a large plate in fluid flow 

(  solid thermal storage material;  HTF) 

 

The governing equations are, 
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The initial and boundary conditions for 
fT  remain the same as in Eqs. (11) and 

(12). The initial and boundary conditions for rT  are,  

 ,0 0rT x                   (40) 
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Taking the finite Laplace Transform, the governing equations become, 
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The corresponding boundary conditions transform to, 
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We first solve for the transformed temperature of the solid thermal storage 

material. 

       , , , ,r fr p A r p B r p z p                 (47) 
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where r r rk C   

Equation (43) can then be solved for  ,f x p , 
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As in the previous analyses to find the weighted average time, 
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The effective heat transfer coefficient is then found to be,  
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2.3.3 Solid cylinder in fluid flow 

 

 

Figure 17 Model of a long cylindrical rod surrounded by fluid flow 

 (  solid thermal storage material;  HTF) 

 

We now consider the filler materials as cylinder and the fluid flows through it 
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longitudinally. Figure 17 shows the schematic diagram of solid cylinder case. The 

coupled heat transfer equations are, 
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The initial and boundary conditions are, 

0, 0f rt T T                      (55) 
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Taking the finite Laplace Transform, the governing equations become, 
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The corresponding boundary conditions transform to, 
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The solutions are found to be, 
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where 0I  and 1I  are modified Bessel functions. 
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As in the previous analyses to find the weighted average time, 
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From this equation, we found that the effective heat transfer coefficient for a 

cylindrical solid is 
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h k
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2.3.4 Fluid flow inside a shell-and-tube storage unit 

We consider now the shell-and-tube thermal storage unit, and Figure 18 shows 

the schematic diagram. 
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Figure 18 Model of a shell-and-tube storage unit 

 (  solid thermal storage material;  heat transfer fluid) 

 

The coupled heat transfer equations for the fluid and the solid tube are,  
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The initial and boundary conditions are: 
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Taking the finite Laplace Transform, the governing equations become, 
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The corresponding boundary conditions transform to, 
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The general solution for ( , )r r p  is, 
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where  r r rk C  , the coefficients 1C  and 2C  are based on the boundary 

conditions, the solutions are, 
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The above solutions have modified Bessel Function K . In order to have explicit 

expression of the effective heat transfer coefficient as shown in previous sections for 

engineering applications, expansion of the Bessel functions is necessary. However, the 

zero order Bessel K  function has singularity at 0r   and cannot be expanded. 

Therefore, small variable expansion is applied to replace zero order and first order 

Bessel K  and I functions, while the third order term is kept. The expansions are as 

follows,   
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where 1D , 2D , 3D , 4D  are constants. 

Substitute the expansions in Eqs. (81) to (84) to Eqs. (77) ~ (80), the ( , )A r p ,

( , )B r p , and ( , )C r p  will be expressed in their new format as given by ( , )A r p , 

( , )B r p , and ( , )C r p , respectively, 
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Replace ( , )A r p , ( , )B r p , and ( , )C r p  by ( , )A r p , ( , )B r p , and ( , )C r p , 

respectively, 
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Finally the solution is expressed as  
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which is further expressed as 
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In the following analysis we will find the solution for ( )f z . The transformed 

boundary conditions are substituted into Eq.(72), 
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When the solution of ( , )r r p  is substituted into Eq.(94), 
f  can be solved as 
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Again according to the definition for ( )f p  
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Finally, as in the previous analyses to find the weighted average time, 
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In this equation, we know that the effective convective heat transfer coefficient 

can be obtained when we lump the first two terms of the right-hand side of Eq. (95).   
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Introducing the following definitions, set b a  ,     2 2 2LC rBi h k b a a   

or further     2 2 22LC rBi ha k b a a  , Eq. (100) is further reduced to a more 

compact form: 
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Finally as a conclusion, the effective heat transfer coefficients of all the four 

discussed structures of the solid bodies are summarized in Table 6. 

It is easy to understand that when b a   approaches 1.0, the tube becomes a 

half of the plate (see Figure 16 and Figure 18). Therefore, when   approaches to 1.0, 

the expression of Bieff by Eq. (101) for a tube should be able to convert into that for a 

plate. This is examined by checking the factor term for BiLC that is on the 
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denominator of Eq. (101). Given   approaching 1.0, the factor term converges to a 

value of 1/3, which is exactly the value as for a plate as given in Table 6. This is a 

useful check of the mathematical method and our analysis applied in this work. We 

did a similar examination to the equation given in the book by Schmidt and Willmott 

[109] for a shell-and-tube unit, which they called as hollow cylinder. Their formula of 

the effective heat transfer coefficient has some mistakes, and it does not show the 

same feature when   approaches 1.0, which therefore remain to be questionable. 

 

Table 6 Effective heat transfer coefficients for different solid-fluid scenarios 
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Nevertheless, the current obtained corrections for the cases of spheres, plates, 

and cylinders are identical to the equations referenced by Schmidt and Willmott [109], 

which were originally derived by Hausen [108] using a different approach. 

 

2.4 Energy storage solutions from LCM, corrected LCM, and precise analytical 

method 

In this section we will examine the results of energy storage prediction by 

introducing the effective heat transfer coefficient in the LCM. Therefore, results of the 

energy storage in the solid materials obtained from the LCM, the corrected LCM 

(with 
effh  and 

effBi  used) and the analytical method will be compared. 

For the convenience of conducting the comparison, we introduce the following 

three definitions for the general transient heat conduction of a solid body of any shape 

in a fluid flow: 
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The general solution for the lumped capacitance transient heat conduction can be 

readily looked up from standard heat transfer textbooks [116], 

*
LCBi t

LM e 
                        (104) 

The energy stored in the filler materials is  r r r LM iC V T T  , and it can also be 

reduced into a dimensionless form as follows: 
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When the heat transfer coefficient h  in the definition of LCBi  is replaced by 

the effective heat transfer coefficient 
effBi , we can obtain the corrected dimensionless 

temperature LM , as well as the dimensionless heat, *

LMQ . The analytical solutions 

for the transient heat conduction of solid bodies in a fluid can be found in textbooks 

[117,118]. For all the discussed solid bodies in this study, the equations for 

dimensionless temperatures and heat storage are listed in Table 7. The definitions of 

the general Bi used in analytical solutions for different cases are also given in Table 7. 

 

Table 7 Dimensionless temperature and energy in a solid body from analytic solution 
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Figure 19 Comparison of results from analytic method, LCM, and corrected LCM 

(with Bieff used) for spheres of different Biot numbers 
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Figure 19 shows the dimensionless heat absorbed/released in a solid body versus 

time determined from the LCM, corrected LCM, and analytical method for a sphere. 

At a small Biot number, 0.1, the curves of the dimensionless energy storage from all 

three methods agree very well, which verifies that the LCM is valid at small Biot 

numbers. At a Biot number of 1.0, the corrected LCM agrees with the analytical 

solution very well, while the curve from the LCM has a significant discrepancy with 

the analytical solution. When the Biot number is 10.0 or 100, the discrepancy between 

the corrected LCM and the analytical method increases slightly, but is still acceptable. 

However, the LCM predicts a very different energy storage and is thus unacceptable. 

 

 

Figure 20 Comparison of results from analytic method, LCM, and corrected LCM 

(with Bieff used) for plate geometry of different Biot numbers 
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Figure 21 Comparison of results from analytic method, LCM, and LCM (with Bieff 

used) for cylindrical geometry of different Biot numbers 

 

Figure 20 shows the dimensionless heat absorbed/released in a solid body versus 

time as determined by the LCM, corrected LCM, and analytical method for a plate in 

a fluid flow. The results show similar features: at a small Biot number, 0.1, the curves 

of the dimensionless energy storage from all three methods agree very well. At a Biot 

number of 1.0, the corrected LCM agrees with the analytical solution very well, while 

the curve from the LCM has a significant discrepancy. When the Biot number 

increases to 10.0 and 100, the discrepancy between the results from the corrected 

LCM and the analytical method increases slightly but is less significant compared to 
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the results from the case of the sphere. Similarly, the results from the LCM are greatly 

different from those of both the corrected LCM and the analytical method, and are 

thus unacceptable. 

The dimensionless heat absorbed/released in a solid body versus time as 

determined by the LCM, corrected LCM, and precise analytical method shown in 

Figure 21 are for a cylinder in a fluid flow. The results are very similar regarding the 

comparison among the three methods. Again, the discrepancies between the results 

from the corrected LCM and the analytical method are generally small and acceptable. 

However, the results from the LCM are greatly different from those of both the 

corrected LCM and the analytical method when the Biot number is larger than 1.0, 

and therefore should not be used in the thermal energy storage analysis. 
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Figure 22 Comparison of results from analytic method, LCM, and corrected LCM 

(with Bieff used) for cylindrical geometry of different Biot numbers 

 

For a tubular rod in a fluid flow, the results are shown in Figure 22 (a) - (d) for 

four diameter ratios defined as b a  . Even though the ratio, g, varies, the 

discrepancy of the results from the corrected LCM and the analytical method is very 

small under all the investigated Biot numbers, 0.1–100. Again, the results from the 

LCM are very different from those of both the corrected LCM and the analytical 

method when the Biot number is larger than 1.0. With the increase of the ratio, g, this 

difference becomes more significant. This is rational as when the ratio, g, increases, 

the tube becomes thicker and thus the LCM will cause more inaccuracy. 

From Figure 19 through Figure 22, it is necessary to point out that in the very 
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beginning stage, when t* is very small, Q* is also very small. Therefore, the 

difference of the Q* results due to the corrected LCM and analytical solution is 

appreciable compared to the absolute value of Q*. With a slight increase of time, this 

difference quickly becomes insignificant, which is less than 5% of Q* for all the cases 

even if Bi is as large as 100. In fact, for thermal energy storage applications, the very 

initial stage of time is not of interest. The energy charge and discharge processes 

usually need a sufficiently long time. Therefore, it is believed that the corrected LCM 

provides sufficient accuracy for energy storage applications. 

 

2.5 Conclusions 

a) This work discusses a very typical and general issue of using an effective heat 

transfer coefficient in the LCM to precisely predict the energy storage in solid 

thermal energy storage material. The work is of great significance to the 

simplification and effectiveness of the analysis of the heat transfer and energy 

storage in packed-bed thermal energy storage systems. 

b) The effective heat transfer coefficients were derived in the current analysis for 

spherical particles, structured solid thermal storage materials of a flat plate, a 

cylinder that heat transfer fluid flowing longitudinally around it, and a tube where 

heat transfer fluid flows inside. Using the effective heat transfer coefficients to 

replace the actual heat transfer coefficient in the LCM, the energy storage in the 

solid material was calculated. It has been verified that the results from the 

corrected LCM for the energy storage in solid filler materials of different shapes 
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is very close to what was obtained from the analytical solution. It is 

recommended that the equations of the effective heat transfer coefficients can be 

used in the analysis of energy storage in the future. 

c) It is necessary to note that there are certain restrictions in the current method. 

First of all, in the generic energy balance analysis, as described in Eqs. (1) and (3), 

the axial heat conduction in the heat transfer fluid and solid material is ignored. 

This means that the analyzed plate, cylinder, and tube in the current analysis only 

have 1D heat conduction, perpendicular to the fluid flow direction. The heat 

conduction in the direction of fluid flow is neglected. Under most circumstances, 

this treatment is sufficiently accurate. However, if the heat transfer fluids are 

metallic liquids and if the solid thermal storage materials are highly conductive 

metals, which are not common for thermal storage application, the discrepancy 

may be significant and specific analysis or experiment is expected to address the 

issue for a future study. 
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CHAPTER 3 Verification and Validation of a Model of Thermal Storage 

Incorporated with an Extended Lumped Capacitance Method for Various 

Solid-fluid Structural Combinations 

 

3.1 Introduction 

As discussed in Chapter 2 of Part-I, in practical applications, where the internal 

thermal resistance becomes significant, if one still wants to take the advantage of the 

1D model represented and the corresponding numerical method of solution, a 

correction to the LCM is necessary. Xu et al. [119] extended the LCM for solids 

objects of flat plate, infinite long cylinders, and shell-and-tube for Biot numbers up to 

100 with sufficient accuracy, based on the pioneering work conducted by Bradshaw et 

al. [106] and Jeffreson [107] for spherical solid material. In practical application, a 

large sized solid material structure can make the Biot number for the heat conduction 

in the solid material typically be above 0.1. Therefore, one has to introduce the 

effective heat transfer coefficient 
effh , so that the Schumann equations can be still 

used to obtain accurate solutions to the problem. 

Before recommending this modeling of incorporating the effective heat transfer 

coefficient 
effh  into the 1D transient model (described by Schumann equations) for 

general and accurate analysis of the four types of thermal energy storage scenarios, a 

validation either by experimental data or data from a comprehensive numerical 

analysis has to be conducted [120,121]. For thermal storage with solid spherical 

pebbles, the 1D transient modeling introduced with effective heat transfer coefficient 
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effh , has been compared to and validated by Valmiki et al. [122] with experimental 

data. In this chapter, comprehensive CFD-based analysis to the heat transfer and 

energy storage of the packed flat plates, packed cylinder and shell-and-tube structural 

combinations will be conducted first, and then the numerical results will be used to 

verify the 1D transient modeling in which the effective heat transfer coefficient 
effh  

is applied. Finally, due to the fact that shell-and-tube storage unit is the most 

popularly applied because of its heat transfer enhancement, a model validation for 

shell-and-tube storage unit will be performed, according to the experiments conducted 

by Rathod and Banerjee [123]. Once this simplified 1D model is validated, it will be 

used later for many other solar thermal storage applications. 

 

3.2 The 1D transient mathematical modeling for general thermal storage systems 

All four solid-fluid configurations are generally viewed as systems with HTF 

flowing through a porous media (with equivalent porosity introduced for the latter 

three cases in the figure). Details about this 1D transient model can be found in 

Section 2.2 in Chapter 2 of Part-I. 

In cases where the solid material is not in the form of packed spheres, such as 

those shown in Figure 14 (a) - (c), an equivalent porosity with the same expression is 

introduced. With the equivalent porosity used, the same governing equations (Eqs. (1) 

and (2)) can be used provided that the effective heat transfer coefficient 
effh , as given 

in Table 6, is also used to replace the original heat transfer coefficient h  in Eqs. (1) 

and (2). 
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The parameter 
fillerS  is the total surface area of solid particles per unit length. 

For spherical particles, 
fillerS  is shown as  23 1fillerS R r   . For other 

solid-fluid structural combinations, one can find out the expression of 
fillerS  based on 

the same definition and procedure mentioned above. In general, the heat transfer and 

energy balance in the solid-fluid structural combinations in Figure 14 (a) - (c) can all 

be analyzed by only considering one typical volume which includes a typical solid 

and fluid region as indicated on the right-side of each of the figure. For the case of 

plates, the length in the direction normal to the paper in Figure 14 (a) is chosen to be a 

unit length of 1.0L m . As a result, the flow channel will have a ratio of 20fL D  , 

where 
fD  is the width of flow channel. Table 8 gives the obtained 

fillerS  for all the 

other three cases in Figure 14. 

 

Table 8 Total heat transfer surface area of solid per unit height of a typical volume as 

shown in Figure 14 (a) - (c) 

 Total heat transfer surface area (m2) Height (m) fillerS  (m) 

Packed Plate 2(1 )H  H  2 

Packed cylinder 2 rH  H  2 r  

Shell-and-tube 2 aH  H  2 a  

 

3.3 Incorporating extended LCM in the model 

In this section, dimensionless governing equations will be introduced in a 

standard format. The extended LCM will also be incorporated. The solutions of the 

temperature distribution of thermal storage tank for different solid-fluid structural 
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combinations will be provided in the section after next. 

 

3.3.1 Dimensionless governing equations introduced with corrected heat transfer 

coefficient 

For the general situation, the heat transfer coefficient h in Schumann equations 

(Eqs. (1) and (2)) must be replaced by the corrected heat transfer coefficient 
effh . 

Considering the following dimensionless variables:  

   f f L H LT T T T                        (106.a) 

   r LM L H LT T T T                       (106.b) 

*z z H                           (106.c) 

 *t t H U                         (106.d) 

The modified dimensionless Schumann equation for HTF is obtained as: 
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Furthermore, the modified dimensionless Schumann equation for filler material 

is in the form of 
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To solve the dimensionless equations presented above, the method of 

characteristics is applied. For details of the numerical solution to the Schumann 
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equations, one can refer to Van Lew et al. [30] and Karaki et al. [124]. 

 

3.3.2 Initial and boundary conditions 

According to the assumption of no heat loss from the thermal storage tank, it is 

reasonable that the equilibrium temperature between HTF and solid filler material at 

the end of one charge or discharge will necessarily be the initial condition of the next 

discharge or change process in the thermal storage cycle. This connects the discharge 

and charge processes so that results of a number of periodic charge and discharge can 

be obtained.  

For the initial condition of fluid and filler material in any charge or discharge, 

* 0t  ; 
r f  , which is the equilibrium state after settling down from the last 

process. For the inlet condition, * 0z   and 1f   for a charging process; otherwise 

0f   for a discharging process. The r  at the inlet boundary can be directly 

calculated using Eq. (109) from the known inlet fluid temperature. 

 

3.3.3 Operation conditions for current simulations 

A pair of heat transfer fluid and thermal storage material has been chosen for the 

1D model as well as the CFD study for the purpose of comparison and validation.  

The high temperature of fluid charged in is 390 °C (663.15 K) and the low 

temperature of fluid flowing into the tank during a discharge is 310 °C (583.15 K). 

The heat transfer fluid is Hitec molten salt [125], having properties of kinetic 

viscosity 
6 2

1.17 10 /f m s 
 , heat capacity 

fCp =1549.12 J/kg*K, density 
f
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=1794.07 kg/m3, and thermal conductivity 
fk = 0.57 W/m*K. The thermal storage 

material is another molten salt with properties of 3
1680 /r kg m  , 

1560 / ( )r J kg KC  , and 0.61 / ( )r W m Kk  . The required time period for energy 

charge and discharge is 4 hours, respectively. The three cases of solid-fluid structural 

combinations, as shown in Figure 14 (a) - (c), were calculated in the study using the 

method of characteristics based on the 1D model. 

For the bundled solid rods or shell-and-tube units in Figure 14 (a) - (c), a 

hexagon prism control volume was defined by the meshing software (ANSYS ICEM 

CFD) to enclose the computational domain, as shown in Figure 23 (a). The outer 

boundary surface is thermally insulated. For convenience in defining the dimensions 

of solid and liquid area as well as the computational domain for the comparison 

between 1D model and CFD study, a concentric cylinder was defined to replace the 

hexagon prism with the same cross sectional area, as shown in Figure 23 (b). 

 

 

(a)                     (b) 

Figure 23 (a) hexagonal control volume; (b) equivalent circular control volume 
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A comprehensive 3D simulation using the commercial software package ANSYS 

Fluent6.3@ proved that the computational results of energy storage for the control 

volume in Figure 23 (a) agree with that from the equivalent control volume in Figure 

23 (b). The results and comparison will be presented in the next section. 

As shown in Figure 23, the equivalent diameter for the control area should 

satisfy the relationship 

2

hexagon eq eqA A R                         (111) 

 

Table 9 Dimensions of the fluid channels and solid thermal storage structure 

 
Equivalent 

Porosity   

Equivalent outer 

diameter 
eqD  (mm) 

Diameter 

d  (mm) 
rS  

Fluid Channel * 

12x  (mm) 

Solid plate*  

2 12( )x x  (mm) 

Plate 0.33 No No 2.0 4.56 9.25 

Cylinders 0.33 43.5 35.6 0.1118 No No 

Tube 0.33 43.5 25.0 0.0785 No No 

*See definition of 1x , 2x  in Fig. 11 (a) 

 

Table 10 Parameters in the simulation of 1D transient model 

Hydraulic diameter 
Nu  number 

(constant heat flux) 

Intrinsic heat 

transfer coefficient 

 2/h W m K  

Effective heat 

transfer coefficient 

 2/effh W m K  

 

r  

 

CRH  

Plate  ( 14hD x ) 8. 24 304.7 220.9 0.0039 0.5223 

Cylinder (
h eqD D d  ) 5.18 351.8 98.6 0.0087 0.5223 

Tube ( hD d ) 4.36 93.6 64.2 0.0366 0.5223 
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The equivalent diameters of the control area by the solid rod and by the fluid 

tube are given in Table 9, which essentially define the dimensions of flow channels 

and solid thermal storage materials. The height of the tank is 10 m. The related 

intrinsic heat transfer coefficient of laminar flow and the corrected heat transfer 

coefficient in the 1D model simulations are listed in Table 10. 

The laminar flow Nusselt numbers listed in Table 10 are based on heat transfer 

cases with constant wall heat flux [126] for fully developed flow. Fully thermal and 

hydraulic development can easily be satisfied due to the very long channels. The 

assumption of a constant wall heat flux heat transfer is because the temperature 

difference between the solid materials and the fluid along height of a storage tank is 

similar to that of a countercurrent flow heat exchanger-hot fluid charges into the tank 

from top where there is a high temperature, and during a discharge cold fluid flows 

into the tank from bottom of a tank where there is a low temperature. A detailed 

description to this variation of temperatures of fluid and solid during energy charge 

and discharge is seen in reference by Li et al. [27]. The Biot numbers of all cases of 

heat conduction in solid materials in this analysis are above 1.0. 

The charging and discharging cyclic operations start with a charge to a cold tank. 

After several cyclic runs, the temperature distribution in a tank after a discharge 

becomes independent of the initial temperature distribution. This state is called a 

cyclic steady state, which is a real situation in CSP plants. 

 

3.4 Simulation Results from the 1D model 
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The simulation results using the 1D transient model incorporated with the 

corrected LCM are presented in this section. The velocity of HTF flowing into the 

tank for the following cases is 3
1.36 10 /inletV m s

 . 

The average fluid temperatures at height locations along the tank after a charging 

are shown in Figure 24 for the number of cycles of charging/discharging as indicated 

by the legend. The results become the same with no more changes in charge/discharge 

cycles after a certain number of cycles for all the cases. For the case of channels 

formed by flat plates, it needs 11 cycles to get the cyclic steady state, this number for 

the cylinder case and tube case are 10 and 7 respectively. Because the 1D transient 

model is rather convenient, it can simulate many cycles of charge/discharge in a 

relatively short computational time. This is the advantage of the 1D transient model 

over a CFD analysis, which would take a significant amount of computation time for 

the analysis of cyclic charge and discharges. 

 

 

(a) Flat plate case 
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(b) Cylinder case 

 

(c) Tube case 

Figure 24 The temperature of HTF at locations from bottom to top in a tank after heat 

charging processes 

 

Nevertheless, the above results from the 1D transient modeling will be compared 

with the results from a comprehensive CFD analysis in order to fully verify the model. 

More results from the 1D transient modeling with different velocities of HTF flow 

will also be compared to CFD results. Details of the CFD work are presented in the 

following sections. 
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3.5 CFD analysis and comparison of results from 1D transient modeling 

A Comprehensive CFD study was employed to analyze the energy storage 

process and verify the 1D simplified transient model. The commercial software 

ANSYS Fluent@ 6.3 was chosen for this analysis, and ANSYS ICEM CFD was used 

to generate the computational domain and gird system. 

 

3.5.1 Computational specifications 

The flow and heat transfer in the thermal storage tank are incompressible, and 

transient with constant properties. The fluid flow Reynolds numbers are usually in 

laminar region. In the current three configurations of solid-fluid in storage tanks, the 

velocity of HTF all equal 3
1.36 10 /inletV m s

  according to the desired mass flow 

rate. Correspondingly, the Reynolds numbers are: Re 10.6plate  , Re 28.9tube  , and 

Re 9.2cylinder  . 

The continuity, momentum, and energy equations in differential form for laminar 

and incompressible flow are: 

0V                             (112) 

  21V
V V p V

t





      


                 (113) 

  2T
V T k T

t


   


                     (114) 

Because of the thermocline effect (hot fluid on top of cold fluid) in thermal 

storage tanks, typically there is no natural convection to consider. The computational 
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domains and boundary conditions of the three cases are described in the following:  

a) For the solid plates and the 2D channels, as shown in Figure 14 (a), half of the 

flow channel and half of the plate were included in the computational domain. 

At the symmetric line of the flow channel, 𝑢𝑥 = 0, 
𝜕𝑢𝑧

𝜕𝑥
= 0, and 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
= 0. At the 

symmetric line of the solid plate, 𝑢𝑧 = 0 , 𝑢𝑥 = 0 , 
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
= 0.  At the solid walls 

of z = 0  and z = 𝐻 , 𝑢𝑧 = 0,  𝑢𝑥 = 0 , and 
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑧
= 0 . Fully development 

conditions at the outflow boundary are used, as the flow channels are 

sufficiently long. This gives 𝑢𝑥 = 0,   
𝜕𝑢𝑧

𝜕𝑧
= 0, 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑧
= 0. 

b) For the solid rod with fluid flowing along the length, as shown in Figure 14 (b), 

the rod and the equivalent circular area around the rod are included in the 

computational domain. The boundary conditions include: at the centerline of the 

rod, 𝑢𝑧 = 0 , 𝑢𝑟 = 0 , 
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑟
= 0. At the outer boundary in r direction, 𝑢𝑟 = 0 , 

𝜕𝑢𝑧

𝜕𝑟
= 0, 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑟
= 0. At the solid walls of z= 0 and z= 𝐻, 𝑢𝑧 = 0, 𝑢𝑟 = 0, and 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑧
= 0. At the outflow boundary, fully development boundary conditions are: 

𝑢𝑟 = 0, 
𝜕𝑢𝑧

𝜕𝑧
= 0, 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑧
= 0. 

c) For the tubes surrounded by solid areas, as shown in Figure 14 (c), a tube and 

the equivalent circular solid area around the tube are included in the 

computational domain. At the centerline of the tube, 𝑢𝑟 = 0 , 
𝑢𝑧

𝜕𝑟
= 0, 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑟
= 0. 

At the outer boundary in r direction, 𝑢𝑧 = 0 , 𝑢𝑟 = 0 , 
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑟
= 0. At the solid 

walls of z= 0 and 𝑧 = 𝐻, 𝑢𝑧 = 0, 𝑢𝑟 = 0 , 
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑧
= 0. At the outflow boundary, 

fully developed boundary conditions are: 𝑢𝑟 = 0, 
𝜕𝑢𝑧

𝜕𝑧
= 0, 

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑧
= 0. 

d) The fluid and solid interfaces inside the computational domain have conjugated 
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heat transfer, which can be typically treated in the software package of ANSYS 

Fluent@. 

 

3.5.2 Computational procedures 

To check the simplification of the hexagonal control volume into a circular 

control volume as shown in Figure 23, a 3D comprehensive CFD analysis for the heat 

transfer and thermal storage was conducted. For this analysis, the thermal storage tank 

is assumed to have been fully charged to the high temperature of 663.15 K, and the 

cold HTF with constant temperature 583.15 K flows into the tank with a constant 

velocity of 3
1.36 10 /inletV m s

  to extract the heat for 4 hours. The average 

temperature of HTF at 1.0 m downstream of the inlet has been chosen for comparison 

between using the two computational domains. As shown in Figure 25 the results of 

temperature versus time in the simulated period match very well between the two 

cases. This gives firm supports that the hexagonal domain can be simplified to an 

equivalent circular domain with sufficient accuracy and therefore, the CFD analysis 

can use 2D coordinates to study the flow and energy storage. 
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Figure 25 Comparison of the average HTF temperature at 1.0 m downstream from the 

inlet for hexagonal prism control volume and its equivalent concentric control volume 

 

3.5.3 Grid and time step independent study 

A grid-independent study was conducted to choose a grid number that ensured 

high accuracy of computational results at a reasonable computational load. The flow 

and heat transfer fields in 2D with cell numbers of 10000, 20000, 40000, 60000 and 

80000 were computed, respectively. For this study, we also assume the initial 

condition that the thermal storage tank is fully charged to the high temperature of 

663.15 K, and the cold HTF with constant temperature 583.1 5K flows into the tank 

with a constant velocity of 3
1.36 10 /inletV m s

  to extract the heat for 4 hours. The 

temperature of HTF at 1.0 m downstream of the inlet was examined for the transient 

process. It was found that the relative difference of the temperature at this location 

and any time instance during 4 hours has a variation no more than 10% when 

increasing the cell number from 10000 to 20000. The variation went down to 2.5% 
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from 20000 to 40000, and 0.86% from 40000 to 60000, and 0.33% from 60000 to 

80000. Consequently, 60000 cells were adopted for the computational domains in all 

the formal computations of the study. 

The time step for the transient flow field computation was set as 2 seconds, 

based on the time-step independence analysis. Time steps of 0.5s, 1s, 2s, 4s and 5s 

were tested in the computations. It was found that the relative difference of the 

temperature of HTF at the location of 1m from the inlet had a variation of 0.16% 

when increasing the time step from 0.5s to 1s. The variation was 0.83% from 1s to 2s, 

and 1.95% from 2s to 4s, and 3.67% from 4s to 5s. Consequently, a time step of 2s 

was chosen for the computation of the transient process. At each time step of 

computation, convergence is checked to meet a convergence criterion. 

 

3.5.4 Comparison of CFD results and the results from 1D modeling 

The temperature of the HTF at the exit of a discharge is an important indication 

of energy storage efficiency. Therefore, the HTF temperature at the exit during the 4 

hours discharging period has been monitored for comparison between the CFD results 

and the 1D modeling results. The results are for the cases after a sufficient number of 

cyclic charging and discharging, thus achieving cyclic steady state. In any 4 hour 

charge process, the flow-in hot HTF has a constant temperature of 663.15 K, and in 

any discharge the flow-in cold HTF has a constant temperature 583.15 K. The inlet 

flow velocity of the fluid is always set as 3
1.36 10 /inletV m s

 . 

As shown in Figure 26, the fluid temperatures in the 4 hour discharge process 
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between the results of CFD and 1D transient model agree very well. The maximum 

difference between them is 0.06% for the plate case, 0.05% for the cylinder case, and 

0.01% for the tube case. This comparison clearly shows that the 1D transient model, 

which predicted fluid temperature at the exit of the discharge process during the time 

period, is sufficiently accurate. Engineers can use this method for the analysis of 

thermal energy storage systems without using comprehensive CFD computations.  

 

 

(a) Plate case 

 

(b) Cylinder case 
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(c) Tube case 

Figure 26 Comparisons of results from CFD and 1D model for the time variation of 

exit temperature of HTF 

 

To further compare the results from the 1D transient modeling with the results 

from CFD computation, Figure 27 shows the distribution of temperature of HTF at 

locations in the storage tank along the flow direction after 4.0 hours of heat discharge. 

The heat discharge results are from a typical process after many cyclic charges and 

discharges so that cyclic steady state has achieved. It is understandable that after 

discharge, the temperature of fluid at the lower part of the tank is low. The 

temperature distribution from the 1D transient model and the temperature distribution 

from the CFD computation agree very well, which further verifies the accuracy of the 

1D transient modeling. 
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(a) Plate case 

 

(b) Cylinder case 

 

(c) Tube case 

Figure 27 Comparisons of results from CFD and 1D model for the temperature 

distribution of HTF 
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More numerical computations and 1D simulations were conducted for higher 

flow velocities of 2 inletV  as well as 3 inletV . Comparison between CFD and 1D 

modeling for the temperature of HTF at the exit of the tank during a typical discharge 

process for cyclic steady state is given in Figure 28. The 1D modeling results agree 

with the CFD results very well. 

 

 

(a) Plate case 

 

(b) Cylinder case 
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(c) Tube case 

Figure 28 Comparison of exit temperature of HTF from CFD and 1D modeling 

during a discharge under cyclic steady state condition 

 

Comparing the results from Figure 26 and Figure 28, it can be seen that the 

discharged fluid temperature decreases faster and earlier at higher fluid velocities. 

This is because the greater fluid velocity results in a greater amount of heat being 

removed from the solid thermal storage material. 

Comparing the discharged HTF temperatures from cases of plate, cylinder, and 

tube in Figure 26 and Figure 28, it is seen that the plate case retains higher 

temperatures for a longer time before degradation. This phenomenon can be explained 

by the plate case’s relatively higher effective heat transfer coefficient, as seen in Table 

9 and Table 10; therefore, the plate case can store more energy in a tank. 

 

3.6 Experimental validation of the 1D simplified model for shell-and-tube storage unit  

Due to the fact that shell-and-tube storage unit is probably the most popularly 

applied one, and it is also a matured technology of heat transfer enhancement with 
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much lower cost than other techniques, a model validation for shell-and-tube storage 

unit by applying the effective heat transfer coefficient (as shown in Table 6) in the 

simplified 1D model will be performed in this section. 

According to the experiments conducted by Rathod and Banerjee [123], they 

investigated the thermal performance of a shell-and-tube LHSS with paraffin wax as 

the PCM, and the temperature distribution of the PCM with charging/discharging time 

was established for different mass flow rates and fluid inlet temperatures of the HTF. 

The schematic diagram of their experimental set-up is shown in Figure 29. 

 

 

Figure 29 Schematic of the experimental setup for shell-and-tube LHSS, [123] 

(point 1-inner tube, point 2-outer tube with insulation, point 3-HTF pipe, point 

4-hot-water bath, point 5-cold-water bath, point 6-rotameter, point 7-circulation 

pump, points 8 and 9-manually operated valves, point 10-outlet vent, point 11-inlet 
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hopper, point 12-temperature scanner with PC). 

 

The test unit consisted of two concentric tubes 1 m in length. The inner tube was 

made of brass with an inner diameter of 0.033 m and an outer diameter of 0.035 m. 

The outer tube was made of stainless steel, having an inner diameter of 0.128 m and 

outer diameter of 0.133 m. The outer tube was thermally well insulated with cerawool. 

Water was used as the HTF and circulated throughout the inner tube, and the flow rate 

was controlled as 0.0833 kg/s. The space between the inner and outer tubes was filled 

with paraffin wax as the PCM. 

The hot water from a constant temperature bath of 80 °C exchanged its energy 

with the PCM during the charging process. The PCM melted, thereby storing the 

energy as heat during the charging process. During the discharging process, the cold 

water from constant cold bath with a constant temperature of 30 °C was circulated 

through the tube. The PCM solidified and released the stored energy to the cold water 

as heat. The charging process lasted 8 hours, while the discharging process was about 

12 hours, and it was regulated using manually operated valves. The thermoproperties 

of paraffin wax and hot water are listed in the following Table 11. 

 

Table 11 Thermal properties of hot water and paraffin wax 

HTF - hot water (evaluated at 50 °C) [127] 

3984.96 /f kg m   4180 /fC J kg K   

0.64 /fk W m K   
7 25.86 10 /f m s    
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Paraffin wax [128] 

3819.5 /r kg m   _ 1850 /r sC J kg K   

0.30 /rk W m K   _ 2384 /r lC J kg K   

180L KJ  55meltT C  

 

Temperature distribution in the PCM was measured using 36 K-type 

thermocouples in the annular space between the shell and the tube. Three temperature 

probes were installed at 120° of the angular interval in the same radial plane. Such a 

set of nine probes was installed at four different axial planes (A, B, C, and D) at equal 

axial distances, as shown in Figure 30. 

 

 

Figure 30 Location of different thermocouples positions inside test unit, [123] 

 

Using their experimental conditions, parameters and properties, the important 

dimensionless parameters used in the simplified 1D model are estimated as:  
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0.1782CRH  , 77.0239r  , 
_ 1.0f inlet  , 

_ 0.5r melt  , 
* * 0.01t z     

Figure 31 below shows the temperature variation of paraffin wax near to the 

HTF pipe at z = 0.8 m (axial plane of A, as shown in Figure 30) as a function of time 

during a heat charging process. The results from 1D model and experimental data are 

in a good agreement, which demonstrates the validity of applying the effective heat 

transfer coefficient for shell-and-tube storage unit. As a result, it is recommended that 

the proposed effective heat transfer coefficients can be widely applied to many solar 

thermal storage applications. 

 

 

Figure 31 Comparison of temperature variation of PCM near to HTF pipe during 

charging between the experimental data and the numerical results of 1D model 

 

3.7 Conclusions 

This study presented and verified a general 1D transient model for thermal 
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energy storage systems in three typical solid-fluid structural combinations. In the 1D 

model, an effective heat transfer coefficient due to the use of an extended LCM (for 

Biot number up to 100) was introduced to account for the internal heat conduction 

resistance in solid thermal storage materials. The model’s verification was based on 

the results from a comprehensive CFD analysis. Results of local temperature 

distribution of the fluid in the thermal storage system at the end of an energy 

discharging process, and the temperature variation at the exit of a 4 hour discharging 

process due to the 1D transient modeling and the CFD simulation agreed very well. 

In order to validate the simplified 1D model for a shell-and-tube storage unit 

when the effective heat transfer coefficient is applied, a comparison between the 

experimental data from Rathod and Banerjee was performed. The results from 1D 

model and experimental data are in a good agreement, which demonstrates the 

validity of applying the effective heat transfer coefficient for shell-and-tube storage 

unit. 

In conclusion, it is evident that the 1D transient model with the corrected heat 

transfer coefficient is robust and highly accurate for analysis of the heat transfer and 

energy storage behavior for the three studied typical fluid-solid structural 

combinations. Because the 1D transient model significantly simplifies analysis, and 

especially the computational time, it is expected to be one of the most convenient and 

accurate tools available for industrial engineers to analyze the behavior of thermal 

energy storage systems of various fluid-solid configurations. 

Finally it is worth noting that typically the Schumann equations (1D transient 
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model) for thermal energy storage ignore the axial heat conduction in both solid and 

fluid, which is sufficiently accurate for regular dual-material thermal storage systems. 

However, if the solid and the liquid are highly conductive metals and liquid metals 

respectively, which is rarely the case, the validity of the model has to be further 

examined.  
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CHAPTER 4 General Volume Sizing Strategy for Thermal Energy Storage 

System Using Phase Change Material for Concentrated Solar Power Plant 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Since the LHSS or combined LHSS/SHSS can offer a larger thermal storage 

capacity and a significant reduction of storage tank volume compared to the use of 

sensible heat alone [35, 36], a CSP plant using PCM is a promising technology for 

large scale application of solar energy, and it has been getting more attention during 

the past few years [65]. 

In the current work, encapsulated PCM would be used as filler material in 

contact with HTF. A dual-media or a solid-packed thermal storage system is 

considered in the present work, and it is believed to significantly reduce the cost of 

HTF, compared to the two-tank direct storage system [59]. It will, however, more or 

less sacrifice the energy storage efficiency due to the heat transfer between the HTF 

and solid filler material [57]. During the heat charge process, hot HTF flows 

downward through the storage tank from the top and gives thermal energy to the 

storage material, while during a discharge process, cold HTF flows into the tank from 

the bottom, and flows out with a high temperature from the top after obtaining heat. 

The process is shown in Figure 32. 
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Figure 32 Schematic of thermal energy storage tank with encapsulated PCM 

 

Buoyancy force ensures stable thermal stratification of hot and cold fluids within 

the single storage tank which is also the reason why it’s called a thermocline storage 

tank [129，130]. Li et al. [131] has performed numerical simulations to verify the 

existence of cyclic periodic steady state. As a result, in this study all computations are 

processed by the repeated charge/discharge cycles, and the numerical results are 

compared under cyclic periodic steady state. 

Although several articles on the thermocline tank packed with sensible filler 

material have been published [27,77,105,132-134], relatively few experimental works 

on the thermal storage performance of encapsulated LHSS are found in the literature. 

Nevertheless, there are still some papers talking about numerical modeling of 

encapsulated LHSS. A model by Felix Regin and Solanki [83] considered a simple 

charge process of a tank with PCM filler for a parametric study of material properties. 

Following that, a model developed by Wu et al. [82] applied an implicit finite 
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difference method to solve the governing equations for the encapsulated PCM TES 

system as a general scenario. Results from that model, however, featured numerous 

oddities and oscillations in temperature distribution profiles. To overcome the lower 

thermal conductivity of PCM material, Nithyanandam and Pitchumani [135,136] 

introduced heat transfer augmentation using thermosyphons or heat pipe. Different 

configurations were investigated using CFD, and optimal orientation and design 

parameters were obtained. Archibold et al. [137] focused their attention on the fluid 

flow and heat transfer of the PCM within the spherical encapsulate. Recirculating 

vortexes were found in the upper region and therefore more intense melting occurs in 

this region. On the other hand, Vyshak and Jilani [138] used a modified enthalpy 

method to investigate the melting times for rectangular, cylindrical, and cylindrical 

shell storage configurations, and they found that melting time was the lowest for 

cylindrical shell storage. They also investigated the effects of inlet temperature of the 

heat transfer fluid. Nevertheless, according to the most recent literature survey, a 

comprehensive and accurate model for LHSS subjected to constraints dictated by a 

CSP plant has yet to be developed. 

An accurate and efficient model of thermocline operation to encapsulated PCM 

has been proposed by Tumilowicz et al. [139,140], called an enthalpy-based 1-D 

transient model. This follows the work of Van Lew et al. [30] with a much needed 

expansion of the analysis to include an encapsulated PCM filler. This enthalpy-based 

version of Schumann’s equation [114] can accurately describe the heat transfer and 

energy storage/extraction between HTF and the packed-bed solid filler material and 
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allow tracking of interfaces throughout the thermocline processes, a change especially 

necessary in the latent region where the temperature of the PCM filler remains 

constant. 

For a CSP plant to be cost-competitive with other sources of energy generation 

on the grid without subsidy, the U.S. Department of Energy’s Sun Shot Initiative calls 

for a storage capital cost less than $15/ kWht for a minimum discharge period of 6 

hours [141]. To achieve this target, a CSP plant incorporated with a TES system is 

expected to be operated with a high storage efficiency under optimized conditions. In 

this chapter, a minimum discharge period of 6 hours will be considered, and a 

rudimentary cost analysis will be included at the end of this paper to show the 

advantage of a LHSS compared to a SHSS. It is important to note that the main focus 

of this paper is not to provide cost analysis for a TES system but a storage tank 

volume sizing strategy. The methodology of cost analysis and reduction in 

conjunction to energy storage system analysis is yet to be developed. 

The HTF temperature at the exit of storage tank (herein identified as output HTF 

temperature) cannot be maintained above the cutoff temperature during the entire time 

period of discharge. Below that temperature, HTF will be returned to the concentrated 

solar field to be reheated, and in a typical CSP plant the cutoff temperature is set to 

360 °C. As a result, an actual storage tank height which can provide HTF beyond the 

cutoff temperature, is of significance in improving energy storage efficiency and total 

extracted energy. In this chapter, a general storage tank volume sizing strategy for 

LHSS is proposed according to the enthalpy-based 1D transient model. A case study is 
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presented to demonstrate how to apply this strategy to obtain an actual storage tank 

volume, with which LHSS can supply HTF to the turbine above the cutoff 

temperature during the entire 6 hours of discharge. Finally, by applying the same 

volume sizing strategy, a sensible heat storage system (SHSS) using granite rocks as 

storage material is analyzed, and the storage tank height of SHSS is compared with 

LHSS to show that the volume can be reduced significantly by adopting PCM. The 

general volume sizing strategy is believed to be of particular interest in the solar 

engineering community. It provides sizing or design guidelines for concentrated solar 

thermal storage engineering. 

 

4.2 Mathematical Methodology of Enthalpy-based 1D Transient Model and A 

Generalized Approach to Determine the Storage Volume 

 

4.2.1 Governing equations 

The enthalpy-based 1D transient model for the heat transfer between HTF and 

encapsulated filler material was configured by Tumilowicz et al. [140] following the 

work of Van Lew et al. [30]. An enthalpy-based version of the Schumann equations is 

used to allow tracking of interactions throughout the thermocline processes - a change 

especially necessary in the latent region where PCM filler temperature remained 

constant. The addition of enthalpy to consideration required an equation of state to 

close the gap in unknowns for solution. For proper application of this equation in the 

governing thermocline interactions, PCM filler phase states had to be tracked closely. 
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More importantly, to maintain accuracy as these PCM filler phase states changes 

throughout the space, a careful tracking of PCM filler phase state interfaces had to be 

implemented as well. This allowed proper application of the equations to all possible 

orientations and conditions of the PCM filler phase state interfaces in the numerical 

grid. 

The governing equations to describe the heat transfer between HTF and 

encapsulated PCM [140] are as follows: 

 2

f f eff r

r f

f f

T T h S
U T T

t z C R 

 
  

 
               (115) 
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                 (116) 

where fT  denotes the fluid temperature, rT  denotes the filler material temperature, 

rh  is the enthalpy of solid filler material, effh  is the effective heat transfer 

coefficient between solid filler material and HTF, f  and fC are the density and 

specific heat of HTF, respectively, r  is the specific heat of filler material, R  is 

the radius of the storage tank, and U  is the velocity of HTF based on inlet mass 

flow rate and the flow area of  ( 2R ). For the detailed descriptions of all other 

parameters, please refer to Section 2.2 in Chapter 2 of Part-I. 

Based on the Colburn factor relation [116], the heat transfer coefficient 

characterizing the convective interaction between the encapsulated thermal storage 

material (porous media) and HTF can be found from reference [142]: 

 0.278 2/3 20.191 Re Pr /f fh m C R                 (117) 

where   2Re 2 1 f fr m R      , Prf f f f fC k  , m  is the mass flow rate. 
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The expressions of Eq. (115) and (116) still retain a filler temperature term, for 

which an equation of state is applied to relate it with the enthalpy of filler material: 
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where 
_r meltT  is the melting temperature of PCM, L  is the latent heat of fusion, and 

_r melth  is the enthalpy of PCM at the melting temperature when PCM starts to melt. 

Introduce the following dimensionless variables:    f f L H LT T T T    ,

   r r L H LT T T T    ,    _ _ _r r r ref r s r melt Lh h C T T    , *z z H ,  *t t H U , 

then the dimensionless governing equations and the equation of state are obtained, 

which are 

 * *

1f f

r f

rt z
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where 
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Consequently, the equations of state in dimensionless form are as follows: 
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where  _ _r s r melt LStf C T T L  . 

 

4.2.2 Numerical approach 

The new set of equations was dimensionless for general application. With the 

resulting equations being of hyperbolic type, the method of characteristics was 

applied for a numerical solution, as described in detail by Tumilowicz et al. [139]. 

The process gave fluid temperature and PCM filler enthalpy according to the 

discretized grid in time and space. With the equations following a similar form of 

those Van Lew obtained, we expected the method to produce a direct solution that is 

both highly accurate and efficient. 

In brief, however, the key steps of solution to the governing equations are given 

here. First, using an equal step size in both time and space * *t z   , a numerical 

grid featuring both diagonal characteristics of * *t z  and vertical characteristics of 

*
z = constant was chosen, as shown in Figure 33. Steps in time progress for j  = 1, 

2, ... N, while steps in space progress for i  = 1, 2, ... M. 
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Figure 33 Numerical discretization grid for the method of characteristics, [139] 

 

It is clear in Figure 33 that the two characteristics intersect as they progress in 

time and space. The hyperbolic nature of the governing equations passes information 

from node to node in a wave-like fashion. We choose two neighboring spatial nodes at 

time j = 1, 
1,1  and 

1,2 , which will serve as the starting points for information 

propagation through their corresponding characteristics. After the passing of one time 

step to j = 2, the meeting point of the two characteristics, 
2,2 , will have received 

information from the two starting nodes. To represent this mathematically, we apply 

numerical integration to the equations. Along the diagonal characteristic, Eq. (119) 

becomes: 

2,2 1,1 2,2 1,1

2,2 1,1

*

2 2

r r f f

f f

r

t    
 



  
    

 

            (122) 

Repeating the process for Eq. (120), we obtain: 

2,2 2,1 2,2 2,1

2,2 2,1

*

_ 2 2

r r f fCR
r r

r r melt

t H    
 

 

  
    

 

          (123) 

Equation of state (121) is used to transform the unknown filler temperature value 
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at node (2,2) to enthalpy based on local phase state. This leaves the system of two 

equations (122) and (123) to solve for the two unknowns, 
2,2f  and 

2,2r
 . With these 

values obtained, we step once in space to the new pair of neighboring nodes, 
1,2  and 

1,3 , and use them identically to obtain values at node (3,2). This is repeated until all 

values have been found at j = 2. We then fully repeat the spatial sweep at j = 2 to 

obtain all new values at j = 3. Thus, with a boundary condition provided at the inlet 

i  = 1, along with an initial condition in the storage tank at time j = 1, solutions can 

be swept through space, stepped in time, and repeated, until the entire grid is fully 

defined. Application of the trapezoidal rule for numerical integration implies accuracy 

of the order  *2
O t  [143]. 

For the tracking of interfaces and their travel throughout the time-space domain, 

linear interpolation is applied along the interface for values at its intersection with the 

diagonal characteristic. 

 

4.2.3 Validation of the modeling 

Comparison of numerical results to experimental results by Nallusamy et al. [35] 

was made to demonstrate the validity of the numerical scheme of 1D model. In the 

experimental work, they used encapsulated spherical capsules of paraffin with melting 

temperature at 60 °C as the PCM and water as the heat transfer fluid. The inlet fluid 

temperature was maintained at 70 °C and the mass flow rate was fixed at 2 L/min. 

Using their experimental conditions and properties, the governing parameters were 

estimated as: 1.008CRH  , 1.0269r  , 
_ 1.0f inlet  , 

_ 0.7368r melt  , 
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* * 0.001t z    . Figure 34 and Figure 35 show the comparisons of the fluid 

temperature and the PCM temperature as a function of time located at the middle of 

the tank, respectively. The agreement of the results of simulation and experiment is 

acceptable. It is worth noting that the disagreement during the phase transition process 

is mainly due to the existence of impurities in their experiment, but the PCM melting 

process is assumed to be isothermal in 1D model. However, the proposed 1D model 

has the capability of considering the non-isothermal process by applying a varying 

melting temperature instead of a constant. 

 

 

Figure 34 Comparison of fluid temperature located at the middle of the tank 
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Figure 35 Comparison of PCM temperature located at the middle of the tank 

 

The current model does not consider any heat loss from the tank due to the 

assumption of perfect thermal insulation. This may cause more or less discrepancy 

between the simulation and test results. Studies about the influence of heat loss to the 

temperatures in the thermal storage tanks have been reported by Modi and 

Pérez-Segarra [144]. The heat loss at the tank surface needs a certain length of time to 

penetrate and influence the temperature of the center of the tank. Nevertheless, the 

currently proposed 1D model has the capacity to incorporate the heat loss by adding a 

heat loss term on the right hand side of Eq. (118), without sacrificing the 

computational efficiency. 

 

4.2.4 A generalized approach to determine the minimum storage tank volume 
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Before the actual storage tank volume is determined a minimum storage tank 

volume needs to be calculated, which will be used as a basis for the general volume 

sizing. We should also know all the required properties of HTF and PCM, the 

operational parameters (such as inlet fluid flow rate and temperature), and the chosen 

radius (R) of the storage tank. The only remaining unknown parameter is the height of 

the storage tank. Hereafter, finding the height of the storage tank is viewed as sizing 

the tank volume, as it can be calculated easily using the height and radius of the tank.  

Here the minimum storage tank height is calculated assuming a discharge process 

starts for a storage tank that is initially fully charged with a referenced enthalpy of 

PCM at TH. Under this situation, the minimum height of the tank should satisfy the 

requirement of the temperature of HTF during a desired discharging time period. 

Details of this approach will be discussed in the following sections. 

The way to define the dimensionless time in the dimensionless governing 

equations (Eq. (119) and (120)) is to set the reference time scale as 
ref H Ut  , which 

is a case-dependent definition. To define a general characteristic time scale, the 

reference time scale should be carefully chosen. Reviewing the dimensionless 

governing equations shows that the dimensionless parameter r  is the only parameter 

which includes the storage tank height H ( 2

r f f eff fillerU C R H h S    ), if a new 

set of variables is applied to the dimensionless equations for Eq. (119) and (120): 

*

r

t
t


 , 

*

r

z
z


                       (124) 

which allows r  to be absorbed into the time and spatial variables. The 
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dimensionless governing equations of (119) and (120) in this new domain, which will 

be used for profiles invariant of tank dimensions, will become: 

 f f

r f
t z

 
 

 
  

 
                    (125) 
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with spatial and time domain as follow: 

0 finalt t  , 0 finalz z                    (127) 

where 
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Using this new set of dimensionless equations (125) and (126), along with the 

assumption of a fully charged tank initially, a single discharge run with the model can 

be conducted to determine the minimum storage tank height based on the desired 

cutoff HTF temperature, below which HTF will return to the concentrated solar field 

to be re-heated. With respect to the modified characteristic time constant *

Ct , the code 

can run as long as necessary to obtain temperature profiles at the real times desired. 

The spatial domain, however, is no longer fixed at a dimensionless value of 1.0, and 

can run as long as desired, where a run with a longer spatial domain will be able to 

represent a taller tank. The modified characteristic space constant *

Cz  again governs 

the real storage tank height corresponding to the dimensionless value. 

Application of this modification to the code follows simply. If the parameter r  

is set equal to 1.0 rather than calculated based on thermoproperties of HTF and filler 

material, the model works with the new set of governing equations as Eq. (125) and 
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(126). It must be recognized that the dimensionless time and space are now of the new 

convention and domain. Having chosen a cross sectional area and mass flow rate, and 

calculating the dependent terms as necessary, the dimensionless time corresponding to 

the desired output time is found simply as: 

*

desired
desired

C

t
t

t
                        (128) 

Having obtained the ‘sizing’ temperature profiles at all instances in time, we turn 

to the profile at the calculated desired dimensionless time. The ‘variable boundary’ 

convention allows us to selectively cut off the output fluid temperature profile at our 

desired limit at this instance in time. In this sense, the dimensionless spatial value at 

which the profile intersects the minimum allowed output fluid temperature 
_f desired  

defines the minimum tank height, according to: 

*

H CH z z z                          (129) 

Therefore the minimum storage tank volume is: 

2V H R                          (130) 

After introducing the general volume sizing strategy for LHSS, this minimum 

tank height Ĥ  or minimum storage tank volume V  will be used as the basis for 

further considerations and comparisons. 

 

4.2.5 Energy storage efficiency 

If an energy-carrying fluid medium in a thermal storage system can be 

withdrawn at its original temperature, the system has the highest efficiency, or has 
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zero exergy loss based on the second law of thermodynamics [57]. Such a thermal 

energy storage system may be idealized by using two separated storage tanks, or by 

using a single storage tank with an ideal thermal insulation baffle (movable along the 

height of the tank) in between the hot fluid and cold fluid. The ideal thermocline heat 

delivery efficiency may be considered as 1.0 since it has no exergy loss. 

However, for a thermal storage tank with encapsulated filler material, based on 

the work of Li et al. [105], the energy delivered in the required time period at a 

required mass flow rate is always less than that of the ideal energy delivery in an ideal 

thermocline tank. If the required heat discharging period is tref,discharging, energy storage 

efficiency can be defined as: 

 

 

ref,discharging

0

ref,discharging

,
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f L

H L

T z H t T dt

T T t


   


 


                (131) 

where the numerator represents the energy discharged from the actual tank, and the 

denominator represents the energy discharge from an ideal thermocline tank. 

The dimensionless required time period of energy discharge is defined as: 

ref,discharging

d

t

H U
                         (132) 

Substitute the dimensionless energy discharge period d  into Eq. (131), the 

energy storage efficiency is determined by: 

 * * *

0
1,

d

f

d

z t dt










                   (133) 

 

4.3 General Volume Sizing Strategy for Latent Heat Storage System (LHSS) 
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To satisfy the requirement of cutoff temperature, an actual storage tank volume 

needs to be determined with respect to the operational parameters and thermal 

properties of HTF and PCM, including: the electrical power, the thermal efficiency, 

the extended period of operation of charge/discharge, the required high temperature of 

heat transfer fluid from the storage tank, the low temperature of fluid returned from 

the power plant, the properties of HTF and PCM, the nominal radius of filler material 

if applicable, as well as the void fraction in a storage tank. 

On the basis of minimum storage tank volume V , as discussed previously in 

Section 4.2, for a CSP plant using a particular PCM as storage material, V  (or H  

with a prefixed storage tank radius R) can easily be substituted into the code for 

solving the governing equations, and the computation code will be run till the 

presumed number of charge/discharge cycles. However, if the output HTF 

temperature change versus 6 hours discharge can be examined at cyclic steady state, it 

will not satisfy the cutoff temperature. The reason why the minimum tank height 

cannot meet the cutoff temperature requirement is that before the cyclic steady state is 

reached, more energy is being extracted from LHSS than the energy being stored. 

Nevertheless, the situation of minimum tank volume sizing differs from the cyclic 

operations since only one discharge has been processed immediately after a fully 

charged state. Thus more energy will be extracted than at a cyclic steady state, and the 

minimum storage tank height usually will not meet the goal for cutoff temperature. 

For some special cases, however, if PCM has a large latent heat of fusion or the 

melting temperature is exactly equal to the cutoff temperature, its output HTF 
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temperature will be above the cutoff temperature during the entire discharge time 

period, as illustrated in Ref. [145]. 

In order to obtain a better thermal performance by satisfying the criterion of 

cutoff HTF temperature, there are three options one can choose if all other operational 

conditions are known: (a) enlarging the minimum storage tank volume; (b) increasing 

the mass flow rate of HTF; or (c) extending the charge time period. Among these 

three options, enlarging the minimum storage tank volume is the primary choice, 

however, if the storage system still cannot supply HTF above the cutoff temperature 

after enlarging the minimum volume during the entire time period of discharge, the 

second choice of extending the charge time period can be considered, which is 

actually a reasonable and easy approach in some areas with abundant solar resources. 

The last choice is to increase the mass flow rate of HTF, with the consequence of 

enhancing heat transfer between HTF and encapsulated PCM. This approach seems 

reasonable, however to do so, an auxiliary solar field is required for extra HTF to 

absorb and store the heat. The match between primary system and auxiliary system is 

tremendously difficult, even apart from investment of the auxiliary system from the 

techno-economic viewpoint. 

To this point, a generalized strategy of volume sizing for LHSS has been 

completely outlined, a flow chart of this sizing strategy has been plotted in Figure 36, 

and the computation procedures from the flow chart are apparent. For convenience of 

design and analysis, a description of the computation steps in Figure 36 is provided 

below. 
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Figure 36 Flow chart of general volume sizing strategy for LHSS 

 

Step 1: Decide the minimum storage tank volume for a specific PCM 

This is the initial step in the standard computation procedures as shown in the 

flow chart, and the minimum storage tank volume V  (or minimum storage tank 

height H  with a prefixed storage tank diameter D) for a particular PCM will be 

determined by the properties of the HTF and PCM as well as operational parameters, 

according to the method introduced in Section 4.2. 

 

Step 2: Assume an increase of 10% in the minimum storage tank volume 

Once V  or Ĥ  is determined from Step 1, after substituting it into the code, 

the output HTF temperature change with 6 hours discharge time can easily be 

computed. If HTF temperature cannot be maintained above the cutoff temperature 
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during discharge at the cyclic steady state, improvements to the storage system are 

neccesary. Enlarging the minimum storage tank volume by assuming, for example, an 

increase of 10%, would be a reasonable starting point. After substituting the increased 

tank volume into the code, then the model can be run it until the presumed number of 

charge/discharge cycles are completed to determine if the output HTF temperature is 

satisfactory with the cutoff temperature. If the answer is yes, then the calculation is 

done by obtaining the actual storage tank volume. Usually, however, the desired 

performance will not be determined after only increasing the minimum storage tank 

volume once. As shown in the flow chart, after the minimum tank volume has been 

increased, there are two more options that can be conducted to obtain better 

performance. 

Sub-step 1: Increase the mass flow rate of HTF 

The consequence of increasing the mass flow rate of HTF is the enhancement of 

heat transfer between HTF and encapsulated PCM; therefore the output HTF 

temperature at the exit of storage tank will be increased to fulfill the cutoff 

temperature requirement. Nevertheless, as discussed previously, it is difficult to build 

the auxiliary system to parallel with the primary system, not only from technical point 

of view, but also from techno-economic viewpoint. As a result, Sub-step 1 will not be 

followed in the current work, but in order to introduce a general strategy for 

completeness, Sub-step 1 has been plotted in Fig. 31 and marked with dash lines. The 

trial-and-error method can be used to find an appropriate mass flow rate of HTF to 

reach the required cutoff temperature finally, and it needs to follow the primary loop, 
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as marked by a dash arrow on the left hand side in Figure 36. If purely increasing 

mass flow rate cannot achieve the cutoff temperature, then Step 2 must be replicated 

by increasing another 10% of the minimum storage tank volume. Then following the 

same logic introduced here, the actual storage tank volume and a reasonable mass 

flow rate of HTF to fulfill the cutoff temperature can be determined. 

Sub-step 2: Extend charging time period 

Compared to Sub-step 1, extending the charging time is a much more reasonable 

approach to accomplish the task. According to the targets set by the DOE SunShot 

Initiative [141], 6 hours discharge time is the minimum requirement, thus applying a 6 

hour charge time to the system may not satisfy the cutoff temperature during the 

discharge due to the fact that insufficient energy has been stored. However, if it can be 

extended to 7 hours or more, (for example, in some areas with abundant solar 

resources, 8 hours charge time is completely possible) it will be easier to reach the 

target. As a result, enlarging minimum storage tank volume by 10% can be substituted 

as well as the extended charge time into the computation code to check if the output 

HTF temperature can be retained beyond the cutoff temperature during discharge at 

cyclic steady state. The calculation can be stopped if the answer is yes, otherwise the 

minimum storage tank volume needs to be enlarged by another 10%, then the rest of 

the computation steps are following the prior logic. Similarly, a trial-and-error method 

is needed with priority in Sub-step 2, as marked by an arrow on the right hand side in 

the flow chart. In this study, Sub-step 2 will be adopted to find the actual the storage 

tank volume and a reasonable charge time period. 
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Step 3: Finish the computation once the HTF temperature during discharge satisfies 

the cutoff temperature 

The above three steps and two sub-steps of generalized volume sizing strategy 

will provide a guideline for engineers when designing a CSP plant incorporated with 

an energy storage system using PCM. In the present study, Sub-step 1 will not be 

considered, since a constant mass flow rate will be provided. Only Sub-step 2 will be 

used through the primary loop and the backward loop to Step 2, as mentioned 

previously. In the following section, one example of CSP plant with 60MW electrical 

power output will be sized exactly following this general volume sizing strategy, and 

an actual storage tank volume and proper charge time will finally be offered. 

 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Descriptions of the example 

 

 

Figure 37 System schematic of a 60 MW parabolic trough CSP plant, [146] 
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A parabolic trough CSP plant with 60 MW electrical power output at the thermal 

efficiency of 35% is taken as an example, as shown in Figure 37, based on the 

systematic design by Biencinto et al. [146]. The HTF used in the solar field is 

Therminol VP-1. The power plant requires high and low fluid temperatures of 390 °C 

and 310 °C, respectively. Two different types of PCMs are used as filler materials. 

Depending on the packing scheme, the void fraction ε in a packed bed with spheres of 

a fixed diameter ranges from 0.26 to 0.476 [147]. In this study, a void fraction of 0.3 

was chosen for all the calculations. The diameter of the encapsulated PCM is 4 cm, 

and the radius of the storage tank is set as 5 m. The required minimum time period of 

energy discharge is 6 hours, based on the U.S. Department of Energy’s SunShot 

Initiative [141]. The thermal storage system is assumed to be operated within 100 

days or 100 charge/discharge cycles without maintenance. The minimum cutoff 

temperature is set to be 360 °C in a discharge process, below which HTF cannot be 

effectively used for power generation. This cutoff temperature is based on the 

conclusion from Modi and Pérez-Segarra [144] that 30 °C below the high temperature 

is acceptable. All the operating conditions and the properties of HTF and filler 

material are listed in Table 12 and Table 13. It’s important to note that choosing two 

kinds of PCMs is not to compare their thermal performance, but to demonstrate how 

the general strategy is applied to different cases with different storage materials. 

However, as a result, it gives two choices to engineers who need to design the thermal 

storage system. A detailed comparison of thermal performance of using different 

PCMs and parametric study will be presented in a separate paper in the future. 
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Table 12 Operational parameters of a 60 MW CSP plant 

    —Total electrical output           —Thermal efficiency 

         —Radius of storage tank     —Cutoff temperature 

     —High temperature        —Low temperature 

      —Number of cycles      —Time period of discharge 

          —Void fraction        —Diameter of filler material 

 

Table 13 Properties of HTF and filler materials 

HTF (Therminol VP-1) [148]:  

  

  

PCM-1 (KOH, potassium hydroxide) [59]: 

  

  

  

PCM-2 (58% NaCl, 42% KCl) [149]: 

  

  

  

 

Based on the properties provided above and Eq. (134) below, one can calculate a 

60 MWeleP  35% 

5 mR 
o360 CcutoffT 

o390 CHT 
o310 CLT 

100cycleN  discharge 6 ht 

0.3  0.04 mrd 

3761kg/mf  2454J/(kg K)fC 

0.086 W/(m K)fk  7 22.33 10 m /sf
 

32044 kg/mr  _ 1470J/(kg K)r sC 

0.5 W/(m K)rk  _ 1340 J/(kg K)r lC 

149.7KJL  o380 CmeltT 

32084.4 kg/mr  _ 1180J/(kg K)r sC 

0.48 W/(m K)rk  _ 1000 J/(kg K)r lC 

119 KJL  o360 CmeltT 
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necessary total mass flow rate for the thermal storage as follows: 

                    (134) 

The required total mass flow rate for a 60 MW electrical supply is calculated as 

=873.21 kg/s, which can then be divided into four sub-streams, and the mass 

flow rate  in each sub-stream is thus equal to 218.3 kg/s. The reason for dividing 

the total HTF stream into four is to make sure the Reynolds number will be in the 

proper range so that the intrinsic heat transfer coefficient can be determined. In the 

following calculations, only one sub-stream will be studied, since the results for one 

sub-stream will be identical to the other three sub-streams. 

Next, the first step in the general strategy as illustrated in the flow chart of 

volume sizing (Figure 36) will be followed to find the minimum thermal storage tank 

volume for each PCM in Table 13. 

 

4.4.2 A minimum storage tank volume 

The radius for the storage tank is set as 5 m in this analysis. On the basis of the 

provided thermal properties of HTF and PCMs in Table 12 and Table 13, a tank height 

 is the only unknown parameter to determine the minimum storage tank volume 

, where . According to the definition of dimensionless temperature, a 

cutoff temperature of 360 °C means its dimensionless value is equal to 0.625. 

Following the generalized approach introduced in Section 4.3, the minimum storage 

tank height can easily be determined, and the computational results are shown in 

 ele
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Figure 38 as follows. 

 

 

(a) PCM-1 

 

(b) PCM-2 

Figure 38 Tank sizing for each PCM at dimensionless melting temperature of 0.625 
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The dimensionless height of storage tank can be determined when the 

dimensionless HTF temperature reaches 0.625, as seen in Figure 38. Based on the 

modified characteristic space constants calculated from Eq. (127), the dimensional 

tank height for each PCM can be calculated easily using Eq. (128), and the results are 

shown in Table 14. 

 

Table 14 Minimum storage tank height for each PCM when the cutoff temperature is 

360 oC. 

PCMs  Dimensional height of minimum tank   

PCM-1 (KOH) 0.81 m 25.9 m 

PCM-2 (58% LiCl, 42% KCl) 0.83 m 32.8 m 

 

The next calculation uses the height of minimum storage tank in Table 14. All 

other operational parameters are exactly the same as in Table 12 and Table 13. The 

charge time period initially is set to be equal to discharge time period (6 hours). The 

modeling computation for the thermal performance of the storage system can be 

obtained for the two different PCMs. In the next section, the results for PCM-1 will be 

examined to obtain an actual storage tank volume, following the general volume 

sizing strategy. 

 

4.4.3 Volume sizing for thermal storage system using PCM-1 

As a first step, the temperature of outflow HTF versus discharge time at cyclic 

*

Cz
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periodic steady state has been plotted in Figure 39, in which the red, dashed line 

represents the cutoff temperature. 

 

 

Figure 39 Temperatures of outflow HTF in 6 h discharge based on the height of the 

minimum storage tank for PCM-1 

 

It can be observed clearly from Figure 39 that the storage system using PCM-1 

can only supply HTF above 360 °C for approximate 3.5 hours, which is much less 

than the required 6 hours. Therefore, based on the general volume sizing strategy, the 

volume of the minimum storage tank is increased by 10% in Step 2. Then, the 

Sub-step 2 is carried on by extending the charging time from 6 hours to 8 hours, and a 

comparison is made with the case of only the minimum tank volume in respect to the 

output HTF temperatures. The results are shown in Figure 40. 
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Figure 40 Output HTF temperature in 6 h discharge by varying charge time from 6 h 

to 8 h with 10% increase of the height from minimum storage tank for PCM-1 

 

Figure 40 shows the comparison of output HTF temperatures within 6 hours 

discharge by varying charging time from 6 hours to 8 hours and a 10% increase of 

height from the minimum storage tank. One can easily see from this figure that even if 

the charging time is extended to 8 hours, the 10% increase of the tank height from the 

minimum tank height still would not fully meet the cutoff temperature of above 360 

oC in 6 hours. It is clear that 6 hours’ charge with 10% increase of the tank volume 

can make the discharged fluid temperature only last for about 3.8 hours. The 7 hours’ 

charge with 10% increase of volume can discharge HTF for about 3.9 hours with the 

temperature above 360 oC, while the longest time period of 4.1 hours is offered by 8 

hours charge. Even though these results are better than that of 6 hours’ charge at only 

minimum tank volume, it’s still far from the target of entire 6 hours’ supply of fluid at 
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temperatures above 360 oC. As a result, the next step is to go back to Step 2 by 

increasing another 10% or more of the trail storage tank volume. Following that, the 

charging time is now chosen as 8 hours. The comparison is shown in Figure 41. 

 

 

Figure 41 Output HTF temperature in 6 h discharge with enlarged volume from the 

minimum storage tank volume and 8 h charging time for PCM-1 

 

Figure 41 demonstrates the output HTF temperature within 6 hours’ discharge, 

based on enlarged volume from the minimum storage tank volume and a fixed 

charging time of 8 hours for PCM-1. It is seen clearly from this figure that before the 

volume having an 80% increase, the output HTF temperature at the end of 6 hours of 

discharge is far away from the cutoff temperature of 360 °C. In the next step, 81% 

increase of the tank volume and 8 hours’ charging time were considered. The results 

of discharged fluid temperature could completely satisfy the requirement of above 
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360 °C during the entire discharging time period of 6 hours. For this result, the 

storage tank volume is 3683.5 m3, which may need multiple tanks in a total height of 

46.9 m, if the radius of each tank is fixed at 5 m. Based on Eq. (132), the energy 

storage efficiency for such a LHSS is 88.19%. 

 

 

Figure 42 Output HTF temperature in 6 h discharge with enlarged volume of storage 

tank and 6 h charge for PCM-1 

 

For the same thermal storage requirement and PCM material, if the solar 

radiation collection time cannot be longer than 6 hours, the only option to meet the 

requirement is to further enlarge the minimum storage tank volume. Figure 42 

portraits the comparison of output HTF temperature during a 6 hours’ discharge with 

various storage tank volumes at a fixed 6 hours of charge. One can observe from this 

plot that only when a 90% increase of the volume is employed, the output HTF 
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temperature at the end of 6 hours’ discharge can get close to 360 °C. At the end of the 

computation, a 94.5% increase of the minimum storage tank volume was found to 

meet the requirement that the discharged fluid temperature is above 360 °C during 

entire discharge time period of 6 hours. For this result, the tank volume is 3954.2 m3, 

and the total height of multiple tanks is 50.4 m if the storage tank radius is fixed at 5 

m. According to Eq. (132), the energy storage efficiency for such a LHSS is 87.61%. 

This efficiency is close to that of the last case which has energy storage efficiency of 

88.19%. This means that with larger volume of the storage tank, one can use shorter 

charge time of 6 hours to achieve the same goal.  

The above two cases show that the general volume sizing strategy offers 

designers multiple options to decide an appropriate storage tank volume and operation 

scheme to maintain the HTF temperature above the cutoff temperature during a 

required 6 hours of discharge. 

 

4.4.4 Volume sizing for thermal storage system using PCM-2 

This is another example to demonstrate the application of the general volume 

sizing strategy for the same thermal storage requirement using PCM-2. Following 

Step 1 in the flow chart of volume sizing, the minimum storage tank height for 

PCM-2 is obtained, which is 32.8 m, as shown in Table 14. The minimum storage 

tank volume is 2576.1 m3, for a fixed radius of storage tank of 5 m. This data of 

volume will be substituted to the modeling computation to check if the output HTF 

temperature can be maintained higher above the cutoff temperature of 360 oC in cyclic 
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steady operation. The result is shown in Figure 43, in which the red dashed line is the 

cutoff temperature. 

 

 

Figure 43 Output HTF temperature in 6 h discharge with the minimum storage tank 

height and 6 h charge for PCM-2 

 

Figure 43 clearly shows that the output HTF temperature can be maintained 

above the cutoff temperature for about 4.5 hours during 6 hours discharge by using 

the minimum storage tank volume for PCM-2. Following the general volume sizing 

strategy, with the same 6 hours heat charging, the minimum storage tank volume can 

be increased in Step 2 until the output HTF temperature is above the cutoff 

temperature at the end of 6 hours discharge. The results are shown in Figure 44. 
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Figure 44 Output HTF temperature in 6 h discharge with enlarged volume of storage 

tank and 6 h charge for PCM-2 

 

Figure 44 demonstrates the comparison of output HTF temperature during 6 

hours discharge with various tank volumes at a fixed 6 hours of charge. It is easy to 

observe from Figure 44 that a 33% increase of the minimum storage tank volume can 

meet the required cutoff temperature during the entire 6 hours discharge. For this 

result, with a fixed tank radius of 5 m, the actual storage tank height is 43.7 m, and the 

tank volume is 3432.2 m3. According to Eq. (132), the energy storage efficiency for 

PCM-2 based LHSS is 73.27%. 

However, if the minimum storage tank volume is kept, then it is interesting to 

find the required charging time period which can satisfy the cutoff temperature at the 

end of charge. The computational results are shown in the following Figure 45. 
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Figure 45 Output HTF temperature in 6 h discharge with various charging time 

periods and the minimum storage tank volume for PCM-2 

 

By varying the charging time periods while fixing the minimum tank volume, it 

can be found that after 8 hours heat charge to the storage tank, the output HTF 

temperature can be maintained above the cutoff temperature during the entire 6 hours 

of discharge, as shown in Figure 45. Similarly, the energy storage efficiency for such 

a LHSS is 76.12%. 

The above two examples in Section 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 demonstrated the procedures 

starting from finding a minimum storage tank volume and followed by trial-and-error 

search of the final result to satisfy the cutoff temperature for the discharged fluid in a 

required period of time. The two PCMs demonstrated differences of systematic 

performance, which offers choices for engineers to select. 
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4.4.5 Comparison of storage tank volume with SHSS 

It is expected that LHSS can offer a significant reduction of storage tank volume 

compared to SHSS, therefore a CSP plant using PCM is a promising technology for 

large scale application of solar energy. In this section, one example will be briefly 

introduced to illustrate the advantage of a LHSS which may have a significantly 

reduced storage tank volume compared to a SHSS. 

If granite rocks, as used and studied in Reference [153], are adopted as the 

storage material for the same CSP system introduced in this study, the same method 

and procedures utilized in the present paper can be followed to find a storage tank 

volume by simply replacing the thermo-properties of PCM with that of granite rocks. 

Therminol VP-1 is still used as HTF. The modified length characteristic  for such 

sensible heat storage system is 0.38 m. Following the same method introduced in this 

study to calculate the minimum storage tank volume for SHSS, the obtained result of 

 is 198.1 at a given tank radius of 5 m. Correspondingly, the overall dimensional 

height of minimum storage tank is 75.3 m, and the minimum tank volume is 5914.1 

m3. Using the minimum storage tank volume, it is found that the output HTF 

temperature at the end of 6 hours of discharge is slightly lower than the cutoff 

temperature. With a 4.5% increase of the volume from the minimum storage tank 

volume, the storage tank height of multiple tanks for SHSS was found to be 80.1 m 

that can satisfy the need. Similarly, the energy storage efficiency is calculated based 

on Eq. (132), which gives a value of 97.3%. The storage tank height for SHSS and 

LHSS are listed in Table 15 for comparison. 

*

Cz

H
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Table 15 Comparison of actual storage tank height between SHSS and LHSS with a 

fixed tank radius of 5 m 

Storage system Storage material Actual storage tank height Energy storage efficiency 

SHSS Granite Rocks 80.1 m 97.3% 

LHSS 

PCM-1, 8h charge 46.9 m 88.19% 

PCM-1, 6h charge 50.4 m 87.61% 

PCM-2, 6h charge 43.7 m 73.27% 

PCM-2, 8h charge 32.8 m 76.12% 

 

The important point to observe from Table 15 is that the storage tank volume has 

been reduced for at least 35%, and at most of 59% by adopting PCM compared to 

granite rocks. This is a significant reduction of the volume of storage tank, which may 

reduce the cost significantly. The latent heat of PCM is the major contributor to this 

phenomenon. One can easily observe from Figure 37 through Figure 40 that the HTF 

temperature at the exit can be maintained at near the melting point of PCM for a very 

long time during a discharge process. With respect to the definition of energy storage 

efficiency by Eq. (132), it is a ratio of energy discharged from a storage tank versus 

that from an ideal thermocline tank. Therefore, the energy storage efficiency only 

provides the comparison of energy discharge process, which reflects the energy 

availability for customer. Obviously, high storage efficiency is always preferable, 

because higher storage efficiency means more energy being extracted from the storage 

system, and more importantly, meets the demand that the temperature is above a 

cutoff temperature. From Table 15, SHSS can offer higher energy storage efficiency, 

but also with larger tank volume, which may have significant higher cost. Although, a 
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LHSS has relatively low energy storage efficiency, the storage tank volume can be 

reduced significantly, and importantly the discharged fluid can still have temperature 

above the cutoff temperature. Factors, such as cyclic exergetic efficiency, have not 

been considered in this study, which will be discussed in a parametric study in the 

near future. 

As seen from Table 15, the storage tank heights in this study are all very large 

considering a tank diameter of 10 m, which needs to include multiple tanks with serial 

connection. The tank radius was randomly picked, but it is important to note that the 

main focus of this paper is to demonstrate a general volume sizing strategy. With the 

modeling and strategy, it is very convenient to make changes for design and 

optimization of storage tank dimensions. 

 

4.4.6 Cost analysis of thermocline storage systems 

Pacheco et al. [129] presented probably the first cost analysis of a packed bed 

thermocline system. However, their cost analysis considered few system components 

and was for a low temperature thermal storage system. EPRI [150] reported a much 

more thorough and detailed cost analysis for a packed bed thermocline system and a 

two-tank TES system, considering both direct and indirect contact configurations. In 

this section, a rudimentary cost analysis for SHSS and LHSS is provided based on the 

storage tank heights listed in Table 15. The media cost for four different systems are 

computed and reported in Table 16, and it is easy to observe that LHSS with PCM-2 

with 8h charge has the lowest media cost, while SHSS with granite rocks holds the 
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highest cost. 

 

Table 16 TES media cost for three different materials 

Media Thermocline storage materials 

 SHSS 

Granite rocks, 6h charge 

LHSS 

PCM-1, 8h charge 

LHSS 

PCM-1, 6h charge 

LHSS 

PCM-2, 6h charge 

LHSS 

PCM-2, 8h charge 

HTF inventory (m3) 1887.3 1105 1187.5 1132.6 850.1 

HTF unit cost ($/m3) $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 

HTF cost $37,746,000 $22,100,000 $23,750,000 $22,652,000 $17,002,000 

Solid media inventory (m3) 4403.7 2578.5 2770.9 2299.6 1726 

Solid media unit cost ($/m3) $35 $204.4 $204.4 $313 $313 

Solid media cost $154,129 $527,045 $566,372 $719,775 $540,238 

Total media cost ($) $151,600,516 $90,508,180 $97,265,488 $93,487,100 $70,168,952 

 

A parabolic tough CSP plant with 60 MWe power output at thermal efficiency of 

35% is chosen for study in this work. According to several different distributors 

introduced by Strasser and Selvam [151] and using the media costs reported in Table 

16, the capacity cost for each system is estimated and given in Table 17. 

 

Table 17 Cost analysis of SHSS and LHSS 

Cost contributor Thermocline storage system (60 MWe, 35% thermal efficiency) 

 SHSS 

Granite rocks, 6h charge 

LHSS 

PCM-1, 8h charge 

LHSS 

PCM-1, 6h charge 

LHSS 

PCM-2, 6h charge 

LHSS 

PCM-2, 8h charge 

Energy storage media $151,600,516 $90,508,180 $97,265,488 $93,487,100 $70,168,952 

Storage tank $8,000,00 $4,000,00 $5,000,00 $4,000,00 $3,000,00 

Foundation $3,000,000 $3,000,000 $3,000,000 $3,000,000 $3,000,000 

Platform and steel $2,898,600 $1,449,300 $1,449,300 $1,449,300 $1,449,300 

Insulation $2,062,800 $1,062,800 $1,062,800 $1,062,800 $1,062,800 

Pumps and PCE $6,673,660 $6,673,660 $6,673,660 $6,673,660 $6,673,660 

Piping and valves $2,177,830 $2,177,830 $2,177,830 $2,177,830 $2,177,830 

Electrical $550,742 $550,742 $550,742 $550,742 $550,742 

Instrument/controls $322,118 $322,118 $322,118 $322,118 $322,118 

Construction costs $11,695,260 $4,847,630 $5,847,630 $3,847,630 $3,247,630 
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Constr. management $1,500,000 $1,500,000 $1,500,000 $1,500,000 $1,500,000 

Installed cost $182,481,526 $112,092,260 $119,849,568 $114,071,180 $90,153,032 

Capacity cost ($/kWh) $177 $109 $115 $110 $87 

 

It can be seen from Table 17 that most of the components for the four different 

storage systems are the same; while the primary cost difference is on the energy 

storage media. The remaining costs, construction, and management are also assumed 

the same. Dividing the ‘installed cost’ of each system by the energy storage capacity 

expressed in kWh yields the storage capacity cost of each system. As a consequence, 

it is seen that LHSS of PCM-2 with 8h charge has the lowest capacity cost of 

$87/kWh, which is about 51% less than that of SHSS using granite rock with 6h 

charge. While the capacity costs of LHSS of PCM-1 with 8 h charge, LHSS of PCM-1 

with 6h charge and LHSS of PCM-2 with 6h charge are at the same level of 

$110/kWh. Comparing the thermocline capacity costs, it is found that LHSS has at 

least 35%, at most 51% reduction of capacity cost compared to SHSS. 

It is important to note that the capacity costs in Table 17 are much higher than 

the capacity costs listed in Ref. [151]. This is because the cost of HTF using 

Therminol VP-1 is much higher than that of Solar Salts. Also, the tank radius and 

structural design in this study were chosen with randomness, as the main focus of this 

paper is to show a general volume sizing procedure and methodology. Therefore, 

there is insufficient evidence yet to believe that the thermocline storage systems in 

this study cannot provide any benefit compared to the system designs in Ref. [151]. 
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In order to further analyze the levelized cost of electricity (LCE), according to the 

LCE calculator on NREL website [152], a rudimentary LCE cost analysis is provided 

in Table 18 for the five TES systems listed in Table 17. In this cost analysis, a fixed 

discount rate of 3%/year for system lifetimes of 25 years is assumed. The capacity 

factor is assumed to be 60%, and the cost of operation and maintenance is also 

assumed to be a constant of $40/kWe-yr. Then based on the current electricity retail 

price and cost escalation rate in Southwest region of US, the LCE for each system can 

be calculated, as shown in Table 18. 

 

Table 18 Levelized Cost of Electricity for a 60MWe CSP plant for SHTES and LHTES 

Cost contributor Thermocline storage system (60 MWe, 35% thermal efficiency) 

 SHSS 

Granite rocks, 6h charge 

LHSS 

PCM-1, 8h charge 

LHSS 

PCM-1, 6h charge 

LHSS 

PCM-2, 6h charge 

LHSS 

PCM-2, 8h charge 

Periods (Years) 25 25 25 25 25 

Discount Rate 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 

Capital Cost ($/kW) $3041.4 $1868.2 $1997.5 $1901.2 $1502.5 

Fixed O&M cost, $/kWe-yr $40 $40 $40 $40 $40 

Variable O&M Cost ($/kWh) 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 

Capacity factor 43.6% 43.6% 43.6% 43.6% 43.6% 

Electricity Price (cents/kWh) 12 12 12 12 12 

Cost Escalation Rate 2.3% 2.3% 2.3% 2.3% 2.3% 

LCE, ¢/kWh 13.8 12.0 12.2 12.1 11.5 

 

As shown in Table 18, the LCE for SHSS is at most 2.3¢/kWh, at least 1.6¢/kWh 

higher than the LCE of LHTES, but all of the LCE for LHSS are higher than the 

targeted 6¢/kWh according to DOE’s SunShot program. Once again, it indicates the 

necessity of optimizing the thermal storage system before they are employed in 

practical applications. 

http://www.nrel.gov/analysis/tech_cost_dg.html
http://www.nrel.gov/analysis/tech_cost_om_dg.html
http://en.openei.org/wiki/Gateway:Utilities
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4.5 Conclusions 

This paper proposed a general volume sizing strategy for LHSSs based on the 

analysis of energy charge/discharge using an enthalpy-based 1D transient model, 

which was previously developed in Ref. [139]. The computations for tank sizing start 

with finding a basic tank volume (minimum volume) and followed by examining the 

discharged HTF temperatures in steady cyclic operations to satisfy the requirement of 

above a cutoff temperature in the desired period of heat discharge. Increase of tank 

volume (on the base of the minimum volume) and increase of charging time can be 

combined to eventually meet the goal of required energy discharge. 

The strategy was explicitly demonstrated through design examples of 6 hours’ 

energy discharge for a 60 MWe solar thermal power plant with 35% thermal 

efficiency. In the design examples, two different kinds of PCM were considered, and 

the general sizing strategy was applied to find the storage tank volume for each PCM 

to satisfy the requirement that the temperature of discharged fluid in 6 hours is above 

a cutoff temperature. The radius of the storage tanks in the examples were chosen as 5 

m. It was found for the LHSS using PCM-1 that 8 hours heat charge is needed to 

provide 6 hours of required energy discharge using multiple storage tanks with a total 

height of 46.9 m, or otherwise, 6 hours heat charge to multiple storage tanks in a total 

height of 50.4 m can provide 6 hours of required energy discharge. For the LHSS 

using PCM-2 6 hours of heat charge to multiple tanks with a total height of 43.7 m 

will be able to satisfy the need of discharged fluid temperatures being above the cutoff 
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point, and PCM-2 with with the minimum storage tank height needs about 8 hours 

charge in order to meet the requirement of cutoff temperature during the entire 6 

hours of discharge. Then an example of SHSS using granite rocks as storage material 

was compared with LHSS. A significant reduction of storage tank volume by 59% has 

been discovered. Finally, a simple estimated cost analysis has been provided, showing 

that LHSS of PCM-2 with 8 hours charge has the lowest capacity cost of $87/kWh, 

which is about 51% less than that of SHSS using granite rock with 6 hours charge. 

Comparing the thermocline capacity costs, it is found that LHSS has at least 35%, at 

most 51% reduction of capacity cost than SHSS. 
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CHAPTER 5 Energy Storage Startup Strategies for CSP Plants Incorporated 

with a Dual-Media Thermal Storage System 

 

5.1 Introduction 

When considering the startup operation of a CSP plant with thermal storage, 

either through a LHSS or a SHSS, one may exercise two strategies for the thermal 

storage [153]. The first strategy is to start the thermal storage operation on the first 

day with daily charge and discharge with an initially cold tank (referred to as ‘cold 

start’ from hereafter). In this case, the power plant can use the stored heat on the first 

day. The second strategy is that a thermal storage tank is fully charged to high 

temperature before power generation. In this second case, a first few days may be 

used to charge the TES system with no power output; after that, the power generation 

using stored thermal energy starts with a discharge process, followed by charge and 

discharge cycles daily. The second strategy is referred to as ‘hot start’ hereafter. This 

study is to understand which operating strategy for a CSP plant with a dual-media 

storage system can provide more energy output in the same given number of days.  

Two examples of a parabolic trough CSP plant with 60 MW electrical power 

output were subjected to investigation. The LHSS considers encapsulated PCM as 

filler material, while granite rocks were chosen as storage filler material in the SHSS. 

A general volume sizing strategy of thermocline storage system proposed by Xu et al. 

[145,154] will be applied to size the storage tank volume for both the SHSS and 

LHSS. About 100 days of energy charge/discharge are considered. The net extracted 
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energy, the energy storage efficiency, and the influences on the operations of the CSP 

plant due to the application of the two startup strategies are to be explored and 

compared. It is assumed that during the 100 days conditions of sunlight without TES 

system maintenance, collected heat from the solar field is the same. However, even if 

these conditions vary from day to day, they are applied equally to the two strategies. 

Therefore, the conclusions on the startup strategies should still be valid. It is expected 

that this study of energy storage startup strategy can be beneficial for industrial 

engineers to plan and operate a CSP plant with a dual-media storage system. 

 

5.2 Startup Operating Strategies for a Dual-media Storage System 

5.2.1 Cyclic steady state operation and startup operating strategies 

Considering the real operations in a CSP plant, a cyclic steady state (daily charge 

followed by discharge) can be achieved after a certain number of charge and 

discharge cycles. At the cyclic steady state the energy discharged daily from the 

storage system will be independent of most-initial conditions inside the storage tank 

[131]. However, the initial condition in the thermal storage tank can affect the energy 

output from the CSP plant during the days of the startup period. As described before, 

we may choose two projections/strategies on operating the thermal storage and power 

plant from the startup stage to a cyclic steady state. The first strategy is to start the 

operation and power output on the first day based on daily charge and discharge with 

an initially cold tank (referred to as cold start from hereafter); the second strategy is 

that a thermal storage tank is fully charged before power generation using stored 
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energy. After that, the CSP plant generates electricity using stored thermal energy, 

starting with a discharge and then followed by charge and discharge daily. 

For the cold start, the filler material in the storage tank is initially at the low 

temperature 
LT , and the enthalpy of filler material is also kept at 

Lh  associated with 

LT . For energy charging, the hot HTF enters a cold thermocline tank from the top by 

driving the cold HTF out, as shown in Figure 46 (a). One can imagine that, if the 

discharge starts immediately after the first charge for either SHSS or LHSS, there will 

be much less energy discharged from the storage tank compared to that in a cyclic 

steady state process. Therefore, the heat supplied to the power block will not have a 

sufficiently high temperature to support 6 hours’ operation (which is a target set by the 

U.S. Department of Energy’s Sun Shot Initiative [141]). The HTF discharge will stop 

when its temperature is lower than the minimum required temperature (cutoff 

temperature). It is necessary to find the energy storage and discharge for each day's 

operation until a cyclic steady state is reached. 

 

                        

(a) Cold start                       (b) Hot start 

Figure 46 Two different HTF charge/discharge strategies 
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The situation is different if we apply the hot start strategy to approach a cyclic 

steady state. To operate a hot start process, the thermal storage tank is fully charged 

using a certain number of days with no energy discharge. Once the storage tank is 

fully charged, daily operation of thermal charge and discharge for the power plant 

starts until it reaches a cyclic steady state. For this period of operation, the power 

production needs to be predicted so that a comparison with the cold start can be made. 

At the fully charged condition, the thermal storage tank has high temperature
HT , and 

the enthalpy of filler material is also kept at 
Hh  associated with 

HT . During thermal 

discharge, the cold HTF will be pumped into the tank from the bottom to extract heat, 

as shown in Figure 46 (b). Because of high temperature fluid and solid in the initial 

conditions, when the cyclic energy discharge/charge operation starts, the stored 

energy will support sufficiently 6 hours’ heat of discharge during the hot startup 

process. The total electrical energy generation during the startup process period can 

vary between hot start and cold start approaches. Taking a 60 MWe parabolic trough 

CSP plant as an example, the two strategies will be compared with regard to their 

energy outputs during the same number of days allotted to their startup processes. 

 

5.2.2 Energy storage efficiency 

According to the concept of round trip energy storage efficiency defined in 

Section 4.2.5 of Chapter 4 in Part-I, one can easily calculate the efficiency by using 

Eq. (130) and Eq. (132). Other than the round trip energy efficiency, energy storage 
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efficiency may be defined by accounting the energy inside the tank at the beginning 

and end of energy charging and discharging. Based on the enthalpy distributions of 

filler material at the end of charge/discharge in cyclic steady state, one can easily 

define the energy storage efficiency as follows: 
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where c  is the dimensionless form of required charging time period,  

 ref,chargingc t H U  . 

It is important to point out that the storage efficiency defined in Eq. (135) is a 

ratio of the energy extracted from the tank during discharging versus the energy stored 

in the tank after charging. It needs to be noted that the different definitions of the 

energy efficiency will give different values that should be distinguished. 

 

5.3 Results and Discussions 

5.3.1 Basic parameters of studied examples 

An example was used to demonstrate how the energy storage startup strategies 

will affect the thermal performance of a thermocline storage system. Most of the 

parameters were kept the same as the example illustrated in Section 4.4.1 of Chapter 4 

in Part-I, but a few parameters have been changed according to more realistic 

situations in a real CSP power plant, such as the storage tank diameter and the range 

of operating temperature, details about the operation parameters are listed in Table 19. 

The thermos-physical properties of HTF and PCM are listed in Table 13, but the 
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thermos-physical properties of sensible heat storage material (granite rocks) are 

shown in the following Table 20. 

 

Table 19 Parameters of a 60 MW solar thermal power plant 

60eleP MW    Total electrical output 35%          Power plant thermal efficiency 

30D m        Diameter of storage tank 360cutoffT C    HTF cutoff temperature 

393HT C      High temperature 293LT C      Low temperature 

charge 6t h       Time period of charge 
discharge 6t h     Time period of discharge 

0.33           Void fraction 0.04rd m       Diameter of filler material 

 

Table 20 Properties of HTF and filler materials 

Sensible heat filler material (granite rocks [154]) properties 

32630 /r kg m   775 /rC J kg K   2.79 /rk W m K   

 

It is worth noting that the flow rate of the HTF in this study is also set at a 

constant, since the increase in HTF flow rate in the solar field while keeping a 

designated high temperature can cause more parasitic losses [155,156]. The total mass 

flow rate of the HTF for the parabolic trough solar thermal power plant with an 

electrical output of 60 MW is found to be 698.6 kg/s. The dimensionless parameters 

for determining the effective heat transfer coefficient are listed in Table 21. 
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Table 21 Dimensionless parameters and effective heat transfer coefficient 

Bi  Biot number for granite rocks 0.7 Bi  Biot number for encapsulated PCM 3.8 

Prf
 Prandtl number 5.1 h  intrinsic heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K) 94.8 

Re  Reynolds number 332.8 effh  effective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K) 53.9 

 

The Reynolds number of the flow in the packed bed is 332.8, which is within the 

applicable range to determine the heat transfer coefficient in Eq. (117). The Biot 

number for granite rocks is 0.7, and for encapsulated PCM is 3.8, both larger than 0.1 

for LCM. Therefore, in order to consider the internal resistance of the filler material, 

an effective heat transfer coefficient is necessary. As shown in Table 21, the effective 

heat transfer coefficient is 43% less than the intrinsic heat transfer coefficient. 

 

5.3.2 Storage tank volumes/heights for SHSS and LHSS 

The volume sizing analysis is to obtain a virtual total volume for the storage 

system, which can be made of multiple physical tanks connected in serial connection 

for heat charging and discharging. The maximum height of a storage tank is limited by 

the bearing capacity of the soil with the typical foundation at the location. 

Based on the parameters and properties provided in Table 13, Table 19 and Table 

20, the minimum thermal storage tank volumes for SHSS and LHSS were decided 

using the approach described in Section 4.4.2 of Chapter 2 in Part-I. The tank height 

and volume for SHSS are Hmin= 27.7 m and Vmin= 19570.1 m3; while for LHSS they 

are Hmin = 17.2 m and Vmin = 12151.8 m3. Here the minimum thermal storage tank 
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volumes are determined based on the assumption that the tank can supply the needed 

thermal energy for the required six hours with HTF temperature above the cutoff 

temperature if the tank is fully charged. 

The minimum tank height of LHSS (17.2 m) is less than that of SHSS (27.7 m) 

by 10.5 m, which shows a 38% reduction of storage tank volume/height. The most 

important benefit of using PCM as the filler material is the reduction of the tank 

volume/height and thus the reduction of capital cost. Xu et al. [154] showed that 

employing PCM can lower the capital cost by about 43% from that of a SHSS. 

According to the general volume sizing strategy in Ref. [154], it is found that a 

14% increase from the minimum storage volume of SHSS can satisfy the required 

energy discharge for 6 h with HTF above the cutoff temperature. This leads to a 

storage tank height of 31.6 m for the SHSS. Similarly, for the LHSS, a 25% increase 

of the minimum storage tank volume is needed in real operation, which leads to a tank 

height of 21.5 m and volume of 15220.4 m3. The analyses hereafter will use the 

above-determined storage tank heights (for real operation) that can satisfy the energy 

storage demand for daily cyclic operations. 

The tank sizing for LHSS is affected by many parameters, such as latent heat of 

fusion, melting temperature, specific heat capacities at solid and liquid phase, etc. In 

order to explore the influences of these parameters, a general parametric study is 

necessary. In this study the phase change material and other operating parameters are 

all fixed. About a 25% increase from the minimum storage tank volume is needed in 

order to meet the required cutoff temperature. 
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5.3.3 Daily cycles needed to approach cyclic steady state operation 

 

 

(a) SHSS 

 

(b) LHSS 

Figure 47 Evolution process of dimensionless temperature distribution of filler 

material at the end of discharges at different cycles with cold start operating strategy 
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The first step is to find the period of days needed to reach the cyclic steady state. 

Under a cyclic steady state, the temperature distribution inside the storage tank at the 

end of one cycle should be the same as that of another cycle. This is also the criterion 

to judge if cyclic steady state is reached. Figure 47 shows the evolution of the 

dimensionless temperature distribution of the filler material in the tank at the end of 

discharge cycles for SHSS and LHSS with the cold start operating strategy. It is seen 

from Figure 47 (a) and (b) that the cyclic steady state can be achieved after a few heat 

charge/discharge cycles. The difference between temperature distribution curves is 

minimized significantly after the third cycle. 

 

5.3.4 Comparisons of two startup strategies for SHSS (with a tank diameter of 30 m) 

First, it is necessary to verify that the tank volume of SHSS satisfies the need of 

real operation of a 60 MWe with HTF temperature above 360 oC in 6 hours of 

discharge in a cyclic steady state operation. Figure 48 shows the HTF temperature 

variation in a discharge process for the 100th cycle of operation. It is proven that the 6 

hours of heat charge allows the heat discharge to have HTF temperatures above 360 

oC during 6 hours. 
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Figure 48 HTF temperature in the discharge process at exit of SHSS storage tank 

at cyclic steady state 

 

 

Figure 49 Temperature distributions of granite rocks along storage tank at the 

end of charge/discharge for the SHSS 
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Figure 49 shows the temperature distribution of granite rocks at the end of 

charge and discharge along the storage tank at a few cycles. Both the temperature 

curves after charge and discharge indicate the change from the first cycle of a cold 

start to cyclic steady state. Again, it demonstrates that after about 3 cycles, the 

charge/discharge cycles approach to a cyclic steady state. 

As discussed previously, the requirement of discharged HTF being above a 

cutoff temperature is important to the power block. At the end of each discharge 

process, there must be some energy left in the thermocline storage system which has a 

HTF temperature lower than the cutoff temperature. Therefore, a high cutoff 

temperature will result in lower energy storage efficiency. Also, because of the limit 

of cutoff temperature, it is understandable that during the initial several storage cycles 

from the cold start, the discharged fluid temperature cannot be kept above the cutoff 

temperature for the entire 6 hours. This is a disadvantage of the cold start; namely, 

before reaching the cyclic steady state, the thermal storage cannot feed the demand of 

heat for 6 hours while keeping the discharged HTF above a cutoff temperature. 

Different from the cold start strategy, one can charge the thermal storage system 

with no discharge until the system is fully charged. During this process the thermal 

storage system does not provide heat for the power block. This may be viewed as a 

disadvantage of this startup strategy. However, after the thermal storage is fully 

charged, a hot start operation can provide sufficient heat for 6 hours operation until a 

cyclic steady state is approached.  
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Fig. 45 shows the extracted energy (with the HTF temperature above the cutoff 

temperature) from the SHSS at each cycle until cyclic steady state is approached. It is 

seen that at cyclic steady state the extracted energy tends to have a constant value. 

The most important observation about Figure 50 is the difference of the discharged 

energy due to the cold start and hot start strategies. Because the hot start has a fully 

charged thermal storage tank, it discharges a large amount of thermal energy in the 

first few cycles. However, the energy discharge under the cold start strategy in the 

initial few cycles is insufficient, which is opposite to that of a hot start strategy, as 

seen in Figure 50. The extracted energy of each charge/discharge cycle at the cyclic 

steady state has the value of 
12

3.56 10 J .  

 

 

Figure 50 Comparison of extracted energy at different cycles for SHSS with cold start 

and hot start strategies 
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When comparing the hot start with cold start strategies for SHSS regarding the 

total extracted thermal energy (with HTF temperatures above the cutoff temperature), 

it is important to remember that the operation of hot start requires the thermal storage 

system to be fully charged initially. During this period, there is no energy discharge 

and thus no electrical energy output based on thermal storage. The following analysis 

will determine the needed time to fully charge a storage tank. 

At a fully charged status, the enthalpy of filler material at the bottom point of the 

tank is given as: 

 _ _ _r fully r s H L r refh C T T h                     (136) 

where _r refh  is the reference enthalpy at the low temperature of LT . 

 

 

Figure 51 Variation of dimensionless enthalpy of granite rocks at the exit of SHSS 

versus the charging time to determine how long it will reach the fully charged state 
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Figure 51 shows the variation of the dimensionless enthalpy of filler material at 

the exit (bottom) of the thermal storage tank against the charging time. This figure 

helps determine how long it will take to reach the fully charged status. The 

dimensionless enthalpy at fully charged status is rh =0.4831. Correspondingly, the 

needed dimensionless time of charge is t =4.83, which is equal to about 12 hours of 

continuous charging. If we assume that the storage system can only be charged for 6 

hours per day, then it will need about 2 days to reach the fully charged state. 

Therefore, for a hot start strategy, there is no electrical power output relying on the 

stored thermal energy for two days at the beginning. This has to be counted in the 

comparison of the electrical energy output between cold start and hot start strategies 

for 100 days. 

Counting the net extracted energy in 100 days, the result from cold start is 

compared to that of hot start, which is listed in Table 22. 

 

Table 22 Comparison of net extracted energy from SHSS with cold/hot start during 

100 cycles 

 Extracted energy during 100 cycles, 
total

exQ  Performance comparison 

Cold Start 14
3.56 10 J  2.0% more than hot start 

Hot Start 14
3.49 10 J   

 

As shown in Table 22, the cold start strategy can actually provide extracted 
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energy by 2.0% more than the hot start during 100 days. Because there is no electrical 

power output during the first two days, the hot start offers overall less energy. From 

the above results and discussion, a CSP plant incorporated with SHSS is 

recommended to use the cold start strategy, which can provide more energy output for 

the power generation block. If the thermal efficiency of power plant is 35% and the 

electricity retail price is assumed to be 15 cents/kWh for CSP, then such a SHSS CSP 

plant applying cold start can make a 0.41 million dollars profit more than that of the 

hot start, during one year’s operation. This will become even more significant when a 

CSP plant with larger capacity is considered. 

 

5.3.5 Comparisons of two HTF charge/discharge strategies for LHSS with a tank 

diameter of 30 m 

For a LHSS, a similar study is conducted to compare the two startup operation 

strategies. First, it is observed that the thermal storage volume obtained in this study 

can meet the requirement that at cyclic steady state (at 100 cycles), the discharged 

HTF temperature is above the cutoff temperature for 6 hours. As shown in Figure 52, 

the HTF temperature can be maintained above the cutoff temperature of 360 °C 

during the entire 6 hours heat discharge. 
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Figure 52 Variation of HTF temperature at exit of LHSS storage tank versus 

discharge time at cyclic steady state 

 

 

Figure 53 Temperature distributions of encapsulated PCM along LHSS storage 

tank at the end of charge/discharge at cyclic steady state 
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The temperature distributions of PCM material at the end of charge and 

discharge along the storage tank for several cycles of a cold start case are shown in 

Figure 53. It is found that after several cycles from cold start, the temperature 

distribution curves after each heat charge become very close, and do so after each 

discharge. 

At a cyclic steady state operation, the LHSS for the current 60 MWe CSP plant 

has energy storage efficiency of around 72%, which is 16.9% lower than the 

efficiency of SHSS. However, the size of LHSS is much smaller than the SHSS, 

which significantly reduces the investment cost. Detailed comparison of cost analysis 

between SHSS and LHSS can be found in Xu et al. [154]. 

Similar to the SHSS, the discharged HTF temperature in the LHSS must also be 

above a cutoff temperature. However, during the first several thermal storage cycles 

of the cold start process, the discharged fluid temperature cannot stay above the cutoff 

temperature in the entire 6 hours of discharge. This is again the disadvantage of the 

cold start strategy; that, before getting to the cyclic steady state, the thermal storage 

cannot feed the demand of heat for 6 hours while keeping the discharged HTF above a 

cutoff temperature. 

With all the properties and parameters provided in Section 5.3.1, it was easy to 

obtain the energy that can be extracted out at each charging/discharging cycle, while 

maintaining the HTF temperature above the cutoff temperature for cold start and hot 

start strategies, as shown in Figure 54. The two energy output curves merge together 
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at the cyclic steady state, after a number of cycles, with a constant extracted energy of 

12
2.53 10 J , which is less than the extracted energy in a SHSS by 29% at cyclic steady 

state. 

 

 

Figure 54 Comparison of extracted energy at different cycles for LHSS with cold start 

and hot start strategies 

 

In order to compare the energy extraction in 100 days (with discharged HTF 

temperature above the cutoff temperature) between two startup strategies, the needed 

time for the full charge of the storage tank of LHSS is calculated.  Similar to SHSS, 

the enthalpy of PCM at the bottom of the storage tank at fully charged status must 

meet the requirement that 

 _ _ _r fully r melt r l H melth h L C T T                 (137) 
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where _r melth  is the enthalpy of PCM when the melting starts, L  is the latent heat of 

fusion, _r lC  is the heat capacity of liquid PCM, and meltT  is the melting 

temperature.  

Figure 55 shows the change of dimensionless enthalpy of PCM at the exit 

(bottom) of the storage tank in the heat charge process. It can be observed that when 

the dimensionless enthalpy of the filler material is rh =2.9226, the dimensionless 

charge time is about t =12.67, which corresponds to 18 hours. If 6 hours’ charge is 

applied to the system, then it will need about 3 days to reach the fully charged status. 

In this period, the LHSS will not provide any heat for electricity output.  

 

 

Figure 55 Variation of dimensionless enthalpy of PCM at the exit of LHSS versus 

charge time for determination of how long it will reach the fully charged state 

 

Finally, the total extracted energy for LHSS with cold start and hot start during 
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100 days were obtained, and the results are presented in Table 23. The cold start 

strategy will be able to provide 2.9% more energy than that of hot start. Again, this is 

because that the hot start strategy leaves the first three days of no power generation 

using stored energy. A CPS with LHSS is, therefore, recommended to operate with 

cold start strategy on energy storage. Since the cold start can generate 
14

0.07 10 J  

more heat than that of the hot start, if the thermal efficiency of 35% and the electricity 

retail price of 15 cents/kWh are reasonably assumed for CSP, a LHSS CSP plant with 

cold start strategy can make 0.41 million dollars more than that of the hot start 

strategy during one year’s operation. 

 

Table 23 Comparison of net extracted energy from LHSS with cold/hot start during 

100 cycles 

 Extracted energy during 100 cycles, 
total

exQ  Performance improvement 

Cold Start 14
2.51 10 J  2.9% more than hot start 

Hot Start 14
2.44 10 J   

 

5.3.6 HTF charging/discharging strategy for SHSS/LHSS with a smaller storage tank 

diameter of 20 m 

In order to verify the conclusions from the previous analysis that a cold start can 

provide more energy output than a hot start for both SHSS and LHSS, another case 

with a smaller storage tank diameter of 20 m will be discussed. While all material 

properties from Table 13, Table 19 and Table 20 are still applicable, parameters 
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associated with the tank diameter will be different, which are listed in Table 24. 

 

Table 24 Dimensionless parameters and effective heat transfer coefficient with the 

diameter of storage tank of 20 m 

Bi  Biot number for granite rocks 1.2 Bi  Biot number for encapsulated PCM 6.8 

Prf
 Prandtl number 5.1 h  the intrinsic heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K) 170.2 

Re  Reynolds number 748.7 effh  effective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K) 136.8 

 

The Reynolds number shown in Table 24is increased to 748.7 when the diameter 

of storage tank is decreased to 20 m. This value is still in the range of 90 to 2000 

applicable to Eq. (117), which is used to find the intrinsic heat transfer coefficient. 

The effective heat transfer coefficient is calculated to consider the internal thermal 

resistance. Following the same volume sizing procedures, the actual storage tank 

heights for both SHSS and LHSS with a fixed diameter of 20 m can be found, as 

listed in Table 25. 

 

Table 25 Storage tank sizes for SHSS and LHSS at the storage tank diameter of 20 m 

Storage System Minimum  volume (m3) Minimum  height (m) Actual volume (m3) Actual height (m) 

SHSS 19385.0 61.7 16399.7 52.2 

LHSS 12416.0 39.5 14154.2 45.1 

 

For the same analysis as performed in Sections 5.3.4 and 5.3.5, the extracted 

energy during the 100 days of operation was obtained as listed in Table 26. 
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Table 26 Comparison of net extracted energy and storage efficiency at cyclic steady 

state with cold/hot start during 100 cycles for SHSS and LHSS with storage tank 

diameter of 20 m 

System Strategy 
Extracted energy, 

total

exQ  
Performance improvement Energy storage efficiency 

SHSS 

Cold Start 14
3.55 10 J  

2.0% more than hot start 

89.0% 

Hot Start 14
3.48 10 J  

 

LHSS 

Cold Start 14
2.43 10 J  

2.9% more than hot start 

76.0% 

Hot Start 14
2.36 10 J  

 

 

It can be observed from Table 26 that the cold start strategy also provides more 

energy output than the hot start for both SHSS and LHSS. Compared to Table 22 and 

Table 26, the cold start strategy in a SHSS always provides 2.0% more energy than 

that of hot start. For the LHSS, cold start can provide 2.9% more energy output than 

that of hot start based on the comparison between Table 23 and Table 26. In 

conclusion, it is recommended that a CSP plant use cold start as the strategy of HTF 

charge/discharge at the startup process for daily cyclic operations. 

 

5.4 Conclusions 

This paper addresses the startup heat charge/discharge strategies of a CSP plant 

which has a heat storage system. The effects and differences of applying cold start and 

hot start during the startup process of the daily cyclic operations for a 60 MWe CSP 
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with a dual-media storage system were studied. The example uses a 60 MWe 

parabolic trough CSP plant incorporated with storage systems, with both SHSS and 

LHSS considered. About 100 days of heat charge/discharge cycles were considered 

for the comparison of the startup strategies. Two cases of storage tank diameters of 30 

m and 20 m were studied. The numerical results showed that during the entire 100 

HTF charge/discharge cycles, sensible heat storage system applying a cold start 

strategy can provide 2.0% more energy output than that of hot start, while the latent 

heat storage system adopting cold start can offer 2.9% more energy output than hot 

start. In conclusion, the cold start strategy is recommended for the daily cyclic 

operation in the startup period. The results and discussion are believed to be beneficial 

for industrial engineers to plan and operate a CSP plant with a dual-media storage 

system. 
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CHAPTER 6 Experimental Study of a Novel Thermal Storage System using 

Sands with High-Conductive Fluids Occupying the Pores 

 

6.1 Introduction 

According to the SunShot program, the Department of Energy (DOE) has 

established a goal of reducing the cost of solar generated electricity to $0.06/kWh, 

and TES in CSP systems is the key element that will largely guarantee achievement of 

the target of thermal storage costs below $15.00/kW·hthermal [141]. 

The materials used for thermal energy storage are classified into three main 

categories according to the storage mechanisms: sensible heat storage, latent heat 

storage, and chemical heat storage [140,154]. The proper choice of storage material 

and mechanism is of significance for solar thermal storage, and reduction in the cost 

of the storage material is one step in achieving the goal set by DOE [141]. Sensible 

heat storage is the most developed technology and there are a large number of 

low-cost sensible heat materials available [32, 157 ], which has already been 

commercialized in large-scale applications all over the world during the past decades. 
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http://proceedings.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/proceeding.aspx?articleid=2205076
http://proceedings.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/proceeding.aspx?articleid=2205076
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Figure 56 (a) Storage module without thermal insulation; (b) Cut through high 

temperature concrete with heat exchanger tubes, [28] 

 

High temperature molten salt has been widely used as the sensible heat storage 

material since 1980s, for example Solar Salt, Hitec and Hitec-XL [158]. Recently, to 

further reduce the cost of sensible heat storage materials compared to solely using 

molten salts, sands and concrete have drawn a lot of attention, in which HTF flowing 

through pipes, which are imbedded into the storage material, can be a typical 

configuration [20,131]. Sandia National Lab built a dual-media sensible heat storage 

testing system using quartz and silicon sands as storage materials, while the molten 

salt was adopted as HTF directly flowing through the packed bed system [129]. Laing 

et al. [28] established an experimental setup by using concrete as sensible heat storage 

material, and HTF flowed through pipes which were imbedded into the concrete, as 

shown in Figure 56. However, due to the insufficient heat transfer between concrete 

and embedded pipes, heat transfer enhancement is necessary. Furthermore, concrete 

will become fragile and easy to crack after a number of charge/discharge cycles at 

high temperature if there is a mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficient between 

the tube materials and the concrete [159], it will result in large thermal contact 

resistance, as shown in Figure 57. Skinner et al. [160] conducted some concrete 
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thermal storage tests with the aforementioned interface materials between concrete 

and the embedded tubes, it turned out that the aforementioned interface materials 

successfully reduced cracking to hairline levels. Even though the cracking can be 

minimized, in long terms those cracks still will cause significantly negative effects to 

the heat transfer between concrete and embedded pipes. As a result, it is desirable to 

find proper measures to avoid these issues while still use the low-cost material, such 

as sands and rocks. 

 

      

(a)                                 (b) 

Figure 57 Concrete prism cracking during charging (a) side view; (b) cross sectional 

view [160] 

 

In this chapter, sand was considered as a low-cost thermal storage material in a 

dual-media storage system because of easy handling in construction, high durability, 

and easy of fitting and surrounding the embedded pipes. In contrast to concrete, 

packed sands also have no concern on the mismatch of thermal expansion with 

embedded pipes, as sands have a certain level of flowing ability. However, packed 
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sand is a porous material with air filled pores and heat transfer in sand is therefore not 

sufficiently high. In order to obtain better heat transfer between storage material and 

embedded pipes, a high conductive fluid, XCELTHERM® 600 hot oil heat transfer 

fluid [161], was used to fill the pores of packed sands, which then formed a new 

thermal storage material with better heat transfer. Such a new sensible heat storage 

material has increased heat storage capacity over sands-air. It also avoids the issue of 

thermal contact resistance between pipes and thermal storage material while 

maintaining the advantage of using sand as a low-cost thermal storage material. 

Experimental results of thermal storage process with solely sands and sands saturated 

with thermal conductive oil are to be presented first, and then numerical study was 

conducted to compare the thermal storage performance of concrete and sand-oil 

mixture [162]. It is expected that such a new approach of sensible heat storage is of 

significance to solar thermal storage technologies. 

 

6.2 Details of Experimental Work 

In this section, details about the sensible heat storage materials (sands and the 

highly thermal conductive oil), the experimental setup, as well as the testing 

conditions and procedures, will be presented. 

 

6.2.1 Thermal storage materials 

Four different types of sands with various grain sizes were adopted in this study. 

Description of the sands is based on the classification of US industrial standards of 
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sands [163]. With respect to grain sizes, the four types of sands are categorized into 

silver sand, medium sand, filter sand, and coarse sand, as shown in Figure 58. The 

basic properties of these sands are listed in Table 27. 
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Figure 58 Four different types of sands used in the experiments based on US 

industrial standard 

 

Table 27 Properties of various types of sands 

Name Grain size (mm) Bulk density (kg/m3) Porosity 

Silver 0.20-0.40 1493.2 0.39 

Medium 0.30-0.80 1501.7 0.40 

Filter 0.425-0.85 1511.5 0.41 

Coarse 0.6-1.7 1563.7 0.38 

 

Commercially available (from Home Depot, Tucson, Arizona, US), all the sands 
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were processed by cleaning and drying in order to obtain less impurities. The content 

of SiO2 for all four types of sands was reached or exceeded 99%, therefore they all 

can be considered as a pure substance of SiO2. The thermal and transport properties of 

the thermal conductive oil filling in packed sands is also available from Reference 

[161]. 

 

6.2.2 Experimental setup 

Figure 59 shows the dual-media thermal energy storage (TES) testing system, 

which is consisted of three main components: (1) the heat exchanger, where the cold 

air drawn into the system is heated by the exhaust gas to recover heat during the test; 

(2) the preheater, which can heat up the air to a temperature of 120 °C before entering 

into the thermal storage tank; (3) the well-insulated TES tank or dual-media tank, in 

which the sensible heat storage material was heated by embedded pipes when the hot 

air flows through the pipes. 

In an energy charge process, cold air first goes through a flow meter; after passing 

through valves of TV1 and TV2, it enters the heat exchanger to be initially heated up 

and then is further heated by a preheater before flowing into the thermal storage tank. 

Then the hot air flows into the thermal storage tank from the top and delivers heat to 

the thermal storage material. After the heat is released in the storage tank, the air 

further gives exhaust heat to the cold fresh air in the heat exchanger and then 

discharges to atmosphere through TV3. While in a heat discharge process, cold air 

will first pass through TV1 and TV3, and then flows into the storage tank from 
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bottom to obtain heat from the storage materials, as marked by the dashed line in 

Figure 59. The exhausted hot air will be discharged to the atmosphere through TV3. 

 

 

 

Figure 59 Schematic of a dual-media thermal storage system 

 

The TES tank has been constructed using low-carbon steel, with inner diameter of 

203 mm and tank height of 600 mm. There are totally 19 stainless steel airflow tubes 

with inner diameter of 9.4 mm and outer diameter of 12.7 mm evenly installed inside 

the TES tank in a hexagonal array. The distance between the center of each tube is 

equal to d=40.6 mm, as shown in Figure 60. 

 

      

Figure 60 Schematic of stainless steel tubes evenly installed inside the TES tank 
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In order to monitor the temperature variation during the energy charging and 

discharging processes, K-type thermocouples were installed in the test system. The 

thermocouples have shield tubes that have outer diameter of 3 mm and length of 152 

mm, which can be put at accurate locations to measure the temperature variations. 

Two thermocouples were placed on the top and bottom of the TES tank to monitor the 

inlet and outlet air temperatures, named as Tin and Tout. To determine the temperature 

distribution in the radial direction, six thermocouples were arranged at the mid-height 

plane of TES tank (H=300 mm), named as T4a, T4b, T4c, T4d, T4e and T4. The 

distance of these thermocouple’s tips to the center of TES tank was 6.3 mm, 9.3 mm, 

12.3 mm, 15.3 mm, 18.3 mm, and 21.3 mm, respectively, as shown in Figure 61 (a). 

For the purpose of measuring the temperature distribution in longitudinal direction, 

seven thermocouples including T4 from bottom T1 to top T7 were uniformly placed 

alongside TES tank height, as shown in Figure 61 (b). The distance of each 

thermocouple’s edge to the center of TES tank is 21.3 mm. 

 

     

(a)                             (b) 

Figure 61 Schematic of locations of thermocouples installed inside the TES tank 
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6.2.3 Testing procedures and conditions 

During the heat charging, the air entered the storage tank with a temperature of 

55 °C, the inlet air velocity to each tube was chosen as 3.8 m/s, and the charging time 

period was set to be 2 hours. While in a heat discharge process, the inlet velocity of 

cold air flow was also chosen as 3.8 m/s lasting for 2 hours, but its temperature was 

changing with the discharging time instead of a constant, due to the fact that the cold 

air still passed through the heat exchanger before it entered the storage tank, while the 

heat exchanger was not completely cooled down. As a result, in the numerical 

simulation part of this study, the time dependent discharging temperature of cold air 

was introduced by collecting the data from the thermocouple at the bottom of storage 

tank. 

Four different types of sands were adopted as the storage materials, as shown in 

Table 27. Figure 62 (a) and (b) show sands and sands-oil mixture filled in the storage 

tank. Compared to the concrete thermal storage unit, sands have a certain level of 

flowing ability and therefore, as a result the mismatch of the thermal expansion 

between fluid tubes and the sands will not lead to severely insufficient heat transfer 

due to the existence of a gap between them. Since the thermal conductivity, heat 

capacity, and density of oil are much higher than air, the thermal storage performance 

of the sands-oil mixture is expected to be much better than the case of using only 

sands with air filled the pores. 
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(a) Sands only                 (b) Sands-oil mixture 

Figure 62 TES tank with sands only and with oil-saturated sands 

 

6.3 Experimental results and discussions 

In this part, experimental results of energy charging are to be presented. First, the 

validity of temperature measurement at multiple locations was checked, and then the 

thermal performances between different types of sands, and between sands and 

oil-saturated sands were compared. It is expected that the sand saturated with highly 

thermal conductive oil will show better thermal performances. 

 

6.3.1 Comparison of thermal storage among different sands 

First of all, experiments of thermal storage with four different types of sands were 

explored. Figure 63 (a) - (d) show the temperature variations at seven different 

locations alongside the thermal storage tank, and the inlet and outlet temperatures of air 

flow in a heat charge process. 

It’s easy to observe from Figure 63 that the temperature of airflow at outlet is much 

lower than the inlet, which indicates that energy from the airflow is successfully stored 

in the storage tank. The measured temperatures from thermocouples T1 to T7 clearly 
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show that the sands were gradually heating up from inlet (top) to outlet (bottom). This 

phenomenon of temperature stratification in the storage media including the heat 

transfer fluid is also known as thermocline, which is beneficial for preventing 

convective mixing and maintaining high thermal storage efficiency [30]. 

 

 

(a) Silver sand                    (b) Medium sand 
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(c) Filter sand                      (d) Coarse sand 

Figure 63 Temperature variation versus charge time at different locations alongside 

TES tank for four types of sands 

 

In order to quantitatively compare the thermal storage performances for these four 

different sands, an energy charging efficiency was defined as the ratio of the actual 
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energy transferred from the HTF to the storage material against the ideal energy 

transfer from the HTF to the filler material. To calculate the ideal energy transfer, the 

best case scenario is that the temperature of the HTF is fully reduced to the initial cold 

average temperature of the storage material. Consequently, the expression of the 

energy charging efficiency is defined as follows: 

= =
0

in out

f p, f f fTES

t
in

Ideal sf p, f f

m C (T -T )dtQ

Q m C (T -T )dt





                  (138) 

where 
TESQ  is the actual transferred energy, 

IdealQ  is the ideal transferred energy, 

fm  is the mass flow rate of air, p, fC  is the specific heat of air, in

fT  and out

fT  are the 

inlet and outlet temperature of HTF, respectively. 
0t

sT  is the initial cold average 

temperature of the thermal storage material. 

Using Eq. (138), the energy storage efficiency for each sand is listed in Table 28, 

and it shows that the filter sand has the lowest storage efficiency, while the coarse 

sand has the highest one. As shown in Table 28, the coarse sand has wider range of 

particle size and lower porosity, which leads to relatively large bulk thermal 

conductivity, yet the filter sand with the lowest charge efficiency, has relatively larger 

porosity and lower thermal conductivity. It is also easy to observe a strong correlation 

from Table 28 that sand with low porosity has high storage efficiency. 

 

Table 28 Energy charge efficiency for each type of sands 

Name Silver Medium Filter Coarse 

 0.451 0.434 0.388 0.465 
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6.3.2 Comparison of energy charge efficiency between sands and sands-oil mixture 

Since the coarse sand shows the highest energy charge efficiency, the same 

amount of coarse sand will be further investigated by saturating the XCELTHERM® 

600 oil (industrial heat transfer oil) in the thermal storage tank. The measured 

temperatures variation with two hours heat charging at seven thermocouples alongside 

the storage tank are shown in Figure 64. 
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Figure 64 Temperature variation of the energy charge process using coarse sands-oil 

mixture 

 

Figure 64 demonstrates that the temperature variation of air flow at the outlet was 

increasing more slowly than the coarse sand alone (as shown in Figure 63 (d)), yet the 

inlet air flow temperature was kept the same in both cases. This is an indication that 

more heat was stored in the sand-oil mixture than the case of sand alone, but the 

temperature rise at seven locations alongside the storage tank was less than the case of 

sand alone, which implies that the oil-saturated coarse sand has larger thermophysical 
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properties, such bulk density, heat capacity, and thermal conductivity.  

 

6.3.3 Comparison of thermal properties between coarse sand-air mixture and coarse 

sand-oil mixture 

In this section, some formulas will be provided to predict and compare the 

thermophysical properties of oil-saturated coarse sand and coarse sand, and these 

properties can also be used later to compare with the concrete. 

For the prediction of mixture’s thermal conductivity, the Hamilton-Crosser 

equation [164] can be applied, which is shown as follows: 

[ 2 - 2 ( - )]

2 ( - )

s sf

mix

s

f

f s

f
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kk k
k

k

k

kk k

k
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where 1   , and   is the porosity; 
mixk , 

fk  , and 
sk  are thermal conductivities of 

the mixture, fluid, and generic solid sand particles, respectively. 

The mixing rule equations can be utilized to calculate the density mix  and the 

heat capacity 
mixCp  for the sand-oil mixture, which are shown as follows: 

                       (140) 
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Table 29 Properties of air, sands, and sands-air mixture 

 

 

Table 30 Properties of oil, sands, and sands-oil mixture 

 

 

Sand-air k (l ) k (s )  1- k (mix)

Sand Name W/(m K) W/(m K) W/(m K)

silver 0.026 1.4 0.39 0.61 0.132

midum 0.026 1.4 0.4 0.6 0.128

filter 0.026 1.4 0.41 0.59 0.125

coarse 0.026 1.4 0.38 0.62 0.137

 (l )  (s )  1-  (mix)

kg/m3 kg/m3 kg/m3

silver 1.067 2410 0.39 0.61 1470.516

midum 1.067 2410 0.4 0.6 1446.427

filter 1.067 2410 0.41 0.59 1422.337

coarse 1.067 2410 0.38 0.62 1494.605

Cp (l ) Cp (s )  1- Cp (mix)

kJ/(kg K) kJ/(kg K) kJ/(kg K)

silver 1.005 705 0.39 0.61 704.801

midum 1.005 705 0.4 0.6 704.792

filter 1.005 705 0.41 0.59 704.783

coarse 1.005 705 0.38 0.62 704.809

Sand-oil k (l ) k (s )  1- k (mix)

Sand Name W/(m K) W/(m K) W/(m K)

silver 0.1347 1.4 0.39 0.61 0.482

midum 0.1347 1.4 0.4 0.6 0.472

filter 0.1347 1.4 0.41 0.59 0.462

coarse 0.1347 1.4 0.38 0.62 0.493

 (l )  (s )  1-  (mix)

kg/m3 kg/m3 kg/m3

silver 841 2410 0.39 0.61 1798.090

midum 841 2410 0.4 0.6 1782.400

filter 841 2410 0.41 0.59 1766.710

coarse 841 2410 0.38 0.62 1813.780

Cp (l ) Cp (s )  1- Cp (mix)

kJ/(kg K) kJ/(kg K) kJ/(kg K)

silver 2050 705 0.39 0.61 950.342

midum 2050 705 0.4 0.6 958.848

filter 2050 705 0.41 0.59 967.505

coarse 2050 705 0.38 0.62 941.983
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Table 29 and Table 30 present the properties of air, the generic material of oil 

[161], sands [165], and the mixture of sands-air as well as sands-oil. From these two 

tables, it clearly shows that the thermal conductivity, density, and heat capacity of 

sands-oil are all larger than those of sands-air mixture, which verifies that fact that 

more heat can be stored in the sand-oil mixture. It is worth noting that the thermal 

conductivity of sands-oil mixture is almost three times over the sand-air mixture, 

which also verifies the fact that the temperature rise at seven locations alongside the 

storage tank was less than the case of sand-air mixture.  

 

6.3.4 Comparison of radial temperature distribution over charging time between 

coarse sands and sands-oil mixture 

In this section, the readings from the thermocouples arranged at the mid-height 

of the storage tank to measure the radial temperature variation will be examined, as 

shown in Figure 65. In the case of coarse sands alone, the temperature differences 

from the six thermocouples are slightly larger than those of coarse sands-oil mixture. 

During the heat charging, the temperature increase in the radial direction from the 

sands-oil case is less than the case of sands alone, which also implies that the 

sands-oil mixture has a better thermal performance. 
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(a) Coarse sands                   (b) Coarse sands-oil mixture 

Figure 65 Comparison of the temperature readings in radial direction at the mid-height 

of the tank from heat charge processes using coarse sands and coarse sands-oil mixture 

 

According to all the experimental comparisons between sands and sands-oil 

mixture, it has been shown that the oil saturated coarse sand has better energy storage 

performances than the sands alone, as a result it is recommended to use the sand-oil 

mixture as the sensible storage material in a TES system. However, due to the 

temperature limits in the lab scale, more tests need to be conducted in a higher 

temperature range. In the next section, numerical simulations will be performed by 

using such coarse sand-oil mixture as a storage medium in a much higher operating 

temperature range. 

 

6.4 Comparisons of thermal storage performances between sand-fluid mixture and 

concrete under different temperature ranges 
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6.4.1 Numerical analysis using 1D enthalpy-based transient model 

In order to extend the operating temperature from low to high range, numerical 

simulation will be helpful to reduce the experimental cost in a university lab scale. 

The current study utilized the enthalpy-based 1D transient model, as described in 

Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4 in Part-I, to compare the thermal performances between 

sand-fluid mixture and concrete under the same temperature range above 400 °C. 

It is important to note that the comparison in this section is based on a 

shell-and-tube storage unit, where the HTF flows through the embedded tubes, while 

exchanging the heat with the surrounded storage materials. Most of the applications 

can be considered as hydraulically and thermally fully developed, where

   2 Re Pr 0.05D fL R   , so the Nusselt number can be either 3.66 (constant wall 

temperature) or 4.36 (constant heat flux). However, if the length of TES tank is short, 

it is recommended that the flow inside the tubes is neither hydraulically nor thermally 

fully developed; in other words, it lies in the combined thermal and hydraulic entry 

region, where    2 Re Pr 0.05D fL R   . According to Sieder and Tate correlation 

[116], the average Nusselt number characterizing the convective interaction between 

the primary thermal storage filler material and HTF in the combined thermal and 

hydraulic entry region can be found as follows: 

0.141 3

_

Re Pr
1.86

2

D f f
D

f s

Nu
L R





  
     

   

              (142) 

where Re 2D fm R  , Prf f f f fC k  , 
f  is the fluid dynamic viscosity at 

the bulk fluid temperature, while 
_f s  is the fluid viscosity at the heat-transfer 
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boundary surface temperature. It is important to point out that Eq. (142) is only valid 

for a Prandtl number varying from 0.6 to 5. 

According to the experimental validation of the simplified 1D model for 

shell-and-tube storage unit, as described in Section 3.6 of Chapter 3 in Part-I, the heat 

conduction inside the control volume of shell-and-tube storage unit is treated based on 

LCM, if the internal thermal resistance is significant, an effective heat transfer 

coefficient can be applied in the governing equations with enough accuracy, which 

can be found as follows: 
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where rk  is the thermal conductivity of PCM,   is the ratio of inner diameter and 

outer diameter of shell-and-tube storage unit, in outD D  . 

However, regarding the real engineering applications of shell-and-tube storage 

unit, there are multiple tubes embedded in the storage tank, as a result it is not easy to 

theoretically define in outD D  . In order to define he ratio of inner diameter and outer 

diameter of shell-and-tube storage unit, sand-oil mixture experiment will be used as an 

example in this section. Since there are 19 stainless steel tubes uniformly distributed 

inside the TES tank, as shown in Figure 57. According to the geometric configuration 

of filler material and HTF, each stainless steel tube can be uniformly assigned a control 

volume, as shown in Figure 66 (a) and (b), where R  is the radius of TES tank, r  is the 

radius of air flow tubes, and 
eqR  is the radius of the control volume, 
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 2 219 19eqR R r  . As a consequence,   can be defined as: 
eqR r  . 

 

              

(a)                                     (b) 

Figure 66 Schematic of TES tank with uniformly distributed control volumes 

 

According to the experimental results from Skinner et al. [160], during the heat 

charging, significant cracking occurred in both the radial and longitudinal directions 

in the concrete prisms, which significantly reduced the heat transfer between the heat 

exchanger tube and the concrete. The cracking is due to hoop stress induced by the 

dissimilar thermal strain rates of concrete and stainless steel. Based on the 

experimental discoveries from Ref. [160], the gaps between the cracks were around 

1mm. As a result, combining the control volume introduced in this study, an overall 

heat transfer coefficient can be calculated based on the simple 1D steady heat 

conduction model [116], and the heat transfer between the heat exchanger tube and 

the concrete is considered as pure heat conduction in the air, as shown in Figure 67: 

R 
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1
1

air

U
h k

 
  

 
                       (144) 

where   is the averaged gap distance between cracks, and airk  is the thermal 

conductivity of air. 

 

 

Figure 67 1D steady state heat conduction model 

 

Following the formulation of effective heat transfer coefficient for shell-and-tube 

storage unit [119], the effective heat transfer coefficient can be defined as follows by 

using the overall heat transfer coefficient: 
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where rk  is the thermal conductivity of PCM,   is the ratio of inner diameter and 

outer diameter of shell-and-tube storage unit, 
eqR r  . 

 

6.4.2 Comparison between concrete and sand-fluid mixture in the temperature of 
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400 °C - 500 °C 

Since the maximum bulk fluid operating temperature of XCELTHERM® 600 oil 

is 316 °C [161], in order to extend it to the high temperature range, different heat 

transfer fluids can be used as the saturated fluid in the mixture, for example 

Therminol® VP-1 oil [148] (< 400 °C) and some liquid phase molten salts (> 400 °C). 

Skinner et al. [160] tested a concrete thermal energy storage module in the temperature 

range of 400 °C - 500 °C. Solar Salt [166] at liquid phase (a binary molten salt, NaNO3 

- KNO3: 60% - 40% by weight) was used as the heat transfer fluid, which was circulated 

though stainless steel heat exchangers, imbedded in concrete test prisms, to charge the 

TES system, and its thermos-physical properties are listed in Table 31. 

 

Table 31 Thermo-physical properties of Solar Salt [166] 

Density at 450 °C (kg/m3) 1899 

Specific heat capacity at 450 °C (J/kg K) 1495 

Thermal conductivity at 450 °C (W/m K) 0.56 

 

To this point, all the required numerical tools are ready to compare the 

coarse-sand-fluid mixture and concrete in the temperature range between 400 °C - 

500 °C, and the same example described in Ref. [160] will be used to demonstrate the 

comparisons. A concrete prism with an imbedded plain tube heat exchanger was 

constructed. Prisms were cast with a 10.16 cm by 10.16 cm cross section and a length 

of 122 cm. Heat exchangers composed of Stainless Steel 316 with nominal outer 
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diameter of 2.67 cm were used (the thin wall thickness is ignored). The operating 

temperature range is from 400 °C to 500 °C. The charging and discharging time is set 

to be 4 hours. It is assumed that the flow pattern inside the heat exchanger tube lies in 

the combined thermal and hydraulic entry region, as a result Reynolds number is set 

to be 244, and the mass flow rate can be calculated as 0.0072 kg/s. 

In order to compare the thermal performance between concrete thermal storage 

and the sand-fluid mixture, HITEC will be applied as the fluid saturated in the coarse 

sands, and the thermal properties are listed in the following Table 32. It is worth 

noting that the thermophysical properties are assumed to be constant during the 

operating temperature range from 400 °C - 500 °C. 

 

Table 32 Thermo-physical properties of HITEC, coarse sand, sand-fluid mixture and 

concrete (Note: HITEC heat transfer salt is a eutectic mixture of water-soluble, 

inorganic salts of NaNO3-KNO3-NaNO2, w% 7-53-40) 

Materials HITEC Coarse sand Sand-fluid mixture Concrete 

Density at 450 °C (kg/m3) 1880 2410 2208.6 2750 

Specific heat capacity at 450 °C (J/kg K) 1561.7 705 982.1 916 

Thermal conductivity at 450 °C (W/m K) 0.30 1.4 0.77 1.0 

 

By inputting all the properties and operational parameters into the 1D 

enthalpy-based transient model, one can easily compare the thermal storage 

performance between concrete and coarse-sand-fluid mixture. 
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Figure 68 Comparison of filler material temperature variation with time at the exit of 

storage unit between concrete and sand-fluid mixture during charging process 

 

 

Figure 69 Comparison of filler material temperature variation with time at the exit of 

storage unit between concrete and sand-fluid mixture during discharging process 

 

Figure 68 and Figure 69 are showing the comparisons of filler material 
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temperature variation with charging and discharging time at the exit of storage tank 

between concrete and sand-fluid mixture. It can be clearly observed from Figure 68 

that at the end of 4 hours charging, the temperature of sand-fluid mixture is about 

10 °C higher than concrete at the exit of storage unit; in other words, more energy can 

be stored if sand-fluid mixture is used as the storage material. Figure 69 demonstrates 

the filler material’s temperature variation with 4 hours discharge, and one can find out 

that the temperature of concrete at the end of discharge is higher than sand-fluid 

mixture, which indicates that more energy has been extracted out from the storage 

unit. The comparisons in Figure 68 and Figure 69 clearly illustrate a fact that the 

thermal storage performance of sand-fluid mixture is better than concrete under the 

same operating conditions, more energy can be stored/extracted from the storage unit. 

 

 

Figure 70 Comparison of temperature distribution of filler material at the end of 

charging 
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Figure 71 Comparison of concrete temperature distribution of filler material at the 

end of discharging 

 

In order to further verify the conclusion from Figure 68 and Figure 69, the filler 

materials’ temperature distributions at the end of charge and discharge can be plotted, 

as shown in Figure 70 and Figure 71. It is clear that the temperature distribution of 

sand-fluid mixture is higher than concrete temperature distribution at the end of 

charging; while sand-fluid mixture’s temperature distribution is lower than concrete at 

the end of discharging. 

The energy storage efficiency, as defined in Eq. (135), can also be calculated to 

compare the thermal storage performances. It is found that concrete has a storage 

efficiency of 79.05% during 4 hours charging and 4 hours discharging, while 

sand-fluid mixture has a much larger storage efficiency of 91.42%, which shows an 
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increase of 13.5%. As a consequence, the sand-fluid mixture is a better thermal 

storage material than concrete, when the thermal storage system is operating in a high 

temperature range, since the sand-fluid mixture has a certain level of flowing ability, 

without any concern on the mismatch of thermal expansion with embedded pipes, 

while concrete will encounter significant cracking during energy charging/discharging 

process in a high temperature range. 

 

6.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a new approach of using sands, which is a low-cost material and a 

major component of concrete, for thermal energy storage was proposed. For better 

energy storage efficiency, the sands are saturated by a thermal conductive fluid. 

Energy storage and discharge are accomplished by a heat transfer fluid in pipes that 

run through the sands-packed bed. The novel approach intended to overcome the 

issues related to concrete thermal energy storage, such as heat transfer worsening 

caused by the mismatch of thermal expansion of concrete and the heat transfer pipes. 

A significant improvement of the energy charge efficiency of the sands-oil 

material over that of sands-air material has been found, which reached 18% higher. 

This is believed due to the significant improvement of the thermal conductivity of the 

sands-oil material over that of sands-air material. 

Using the property mixing rules for particles and fluid, it was found that the 

thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and density of the sands-oil are higher than that of 

sands-air. While the increase of density and heat capacity of sands-oil over sands-air 
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is within 100%, the thermal conductivity has 2 to 3 times of increase. 

By applying the 1D enthalpy-based transient model, the thermal storage 

performances between concrete and coarse-sand-fluid mixture (HITEC) can be 

compared, and it turns out that more energy can be stored/extracted if sand-fluid 

mixture is used as storage material, and the energy storage efficiency of sand-fluid 

mixture is 91.42%, which is about 13.5% higher than concrete thermal storage. As a 

consequence, the high thermal conductive fluid saturated coarse sand is recommended 

as a novel thermal storage material for solar thermal storage application in a CSP 

plant. 
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PART-II: NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A NOVEL 

OPEN-CHANNEL ALGAE CULTURE RACEWAY 

 

CHAPTER 1 Flow Field Design of a Novel Open-channel ARID raceway for 

Algae-fuel Production 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Producing/extracting biofuel from algae offers an environmentally benign and 

sustainable energy technology [167-169]. Algae consumes CO2 and thus recycles 

CO2 from the atmosphere to form new fuel, which is widely viewed as one of the 

most effective ways to reduce greenhouse gases in the global atmosphere [170,171]. 

The algae growth rate in open raceways is affected by water temperature, 

nutrients, oxygen concentration, algae settling and exposure to sunlight 

[172-175].These factors are associated with the fluid mixing in the flow field. Good 

flow mixing always leads to higher growth rate because of uniform concentration 

field of nutrients and more opportunities of algae exposure to sunlight [176,177]. 

While a better flow mixing is beneficial to the growth of algae, it is also desirable to 

minimize the energy consumption to drive the flow and mixing [178]. 

A conventional algae growth raceway/pond, as shown in Figure 72, uses a 

paddlewheel to push/move water and strengthen flow mixing through disturbance by 

the wheels [179-184]. It has the disadvantage of insufficient flow mixing for water in 

areas far from the paddlewheel. Temperature control in the cold season is also a 
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serious issue which leads to low algal production. 

 

 

Figure 72 Conventional algal raceway pond, Seambiotic, Ltd., [184] 

 

To overcome the temperature-control weaknesses of conventional raceways, a 

novel ARID (Algae Raceway Integrated Design) raceway was proposed previously by 

Waller et al. [185] as shown in Figure 73. The problem of freezing in this ARID 

raceway is solved by draining the water (upon the slope of the raceway bed) to a deep 

cannel/reservoir at night. The water surface exposure to cold air is thus dramatically 

reduced, which reduces the heat loss. Experimental test showed that the temperature 

variation of the water was dramatically reduced in winter [185]. Besides temperature 

control, the flow field in the ARID raceway has yet to be well designed in order to 

provide sufficient flow mixing for algal growth. 
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Figure 73 Schematic of ARID flow field 

 

 In this chapter, a new ARID flow field, ARID High Velocity (ARID-HV) 

raceway will be proposed [186].This flow field will be studied through flow 

visualization and CFD analysis with validation of local point velocity measurements. 

The ground bed of the new raceway has a low slope so that water, lifted by propeller 

pump, can flow down in laterally-laid serpentine channels relying on gravitational 

force. The laterally-laid serpentine channels significantly increase the retention time 

of water in the raceway and also the algae exposure time to sunlight. The flow rate of 

water is controlled so that it can spill over an upper lateral channel wall (or dam) and 

mix with the main flow in the next lower channel which thus creates better mixing. It 

is obvious that the diffusion of nutrients for algae growth can be promoted through 

good flow mixing. The up-and-down motion of water in the flow field circulates algae 

from bottom to top for its exposure to sunlight. This study will lead to an improved 
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ability to design commercial algae farms for maximized algal production rates.  

A small table-sized model of the ARID-HV raceway was constructed in order to 

make qualitative evaluations of the ARID-HV flow field and also some quantitative 

velocity measurements to validate the CFD analysis. 

 

1.2 Configuration of the novel raceway flow field 

The new flow field has two beneficial characteristics: (1) better flow mixing with 

tumbling (up and down) water flow, cycling the algae cells into the sunlight and 

preventing settling; (2) a decreased slope per unit area (which decreases pump lift per 

unit area) by utilizing gravity to drain water in the raceway to a water reservoir. 

From the drainage efficiency point of view, the minimum allowable slope of the 

ARID system is 1:100 (elevation change of 1.0 meter every 100.0 meters), as 

schematically shown in Figure 74 (a), in which the slope is along the cross-flow 

direction, and the reservoir is at the low end of the raceway. The flow field in the 

raceway has lateral serpentine channels, guided by partly-open baffles (or dams). The 

flow rate and dimensions of the channels and dams are controlled so that water can 

spill over the dams and thus mix with the main serpentine flow in the channel 

between two dams. This mixing of spill-over flow with the main flow is expected to 

give rise to a helically forwarding flow, which can cycle the algae cells and dissolved 

gases from bottom to top in flow channels. This expected flow pattern is illustrated in 

Figure 74 (b). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 74 Schematic of novel raceway flow field design 

 

Water in the channels can be drained to the reservoir at night. It is then lifted into 

the channels in the morning. During normal daytime operation, the water is only 

recirculated in the raceway channels with minimum energy consumption in the pump 

[185]. 
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1.3 Experimental setup 

1.3.1 Table-sized raceway test model 

A table-sized test model for the proposed raceway was constructed. The model 

has inner dimensions of 1.4 m in the cross-flow direction, 0.7 m in width in the main 

flow direction, and a boundary wall with height of 0.12 m. Based on the shallow 

water criterion for open channel flows [187,188] the distance (W) between two dams 

(forming one flow channel) and the depth (D) of water in the channel should have a 

ratio of 

/ 5W D                           (146) 

where the water depth D is determined by the height of the dams in this design. The 

table-sized model has 6 serpentine channels and 5 dams, with the ratio W/D greater 

than 5. If we scale up this system to a large raceway still keeping the shallow water 

criterion satisfied, the flow field is expected to be similar to that of the table-sized 

model [187,188].  

The table-sized raceway test system shown in Figure 75 consists of a plastic 

raceway with a water reservoir and a slope adjustment for the raceway. The water is 

circulated by a pump. Two ball valves and a flow meter were in the loop to facilitate 

the flow control and measurement. The model was constructed from Plexiglas plates 

with thickness of 12.25 mm. Water depth and dam spillover flow were controlled by 

varying dam spacing and height as well as water flow rate. 
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Figure 75 Schematic of the table-sized raceway test system setup 

 

A point velocity meter (LGY-II Velocity Meter, Haocheng Inc.) with accuracy of 

0.01 cm/s was used to measure the local water flow velocity in channels. A CCD 

camera recorded dye dispersion in the flow during flow visualization. The centrifugal 

pump provided a maximum flow rate of 70 L/min, and the table base slope had a ratio 

of 1:100 (elevation of 1.0 meter every 100.0 meters), which was the slope 

recommended for outdoor large-scale raceways. 

Two raceway designs were selected that meet the shallow water criterion. The 

dimensions of the channels and dams are given in Table 33. 

 

Table 33 Dimensions of two sets of tests 

Test Set /W D  W (mm) D (mm) G/W 

Set-1 6 220.63 36.77 0.8 

Set-2 5 220.63 44.10 0.8 

Note: G is the gap between the dam end and the raceway sidewall (see Figure 74 (b)) 

 
     

   

                            -              
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1.3.2 Flow visualization setup 

The flow field visualization experiments quantified the mixing characteristics. 

During the experiments, a steady-state flow field was maintained. The fourth channel 

was selected for visualization as shown in Figure 76 (a). At selected locations, red dye 

was injected using a very fine syringe halfway between the base and the water surface. 

There are fifteen locations in channel 4 marked (as seen in Figure 76 (b)) for dye 

injection, visualization, and also flow velocity measurement. 

The flow rate was 24 L/min in this test. The water flows into the channels 

through a pipe with inner diameter of 25.4 mm, which gives an inlet velocity of 0.7 

m/s. The outlet pipe for the end-channel has an inner diameter of 50.8 mm.  

 

 

(a) Flow visualization setup 
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(b) 15 test points in the 4th channel 

Figure 76 Locations of visualization and velocity test in the table-sized raceway 

 

Red dye (food dye) was used to observe the flow field. The dye injection lasted 

for 10 seconds. Photos were taken at 10 seconds after the dye injection started. All 

photos were taken under the same visualization conditions so that the flow mixing 

could be compared among different flow rates and raceway structures. Nine locations 

(1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, and 15) were injected with dye and the dissipation of dye was 

visualized. 

 

1.4 CFD analysis 

CFD was employed to analyze and optimize the raceway design. The 

optimization objective was to maximize mixing in the flow field. The commercial 

software ANSYS Fluent@ 6.3 was chosen for this analysis. Design dimensions and 

operation conditions of raceway Set-1 and Set-2 were simulated at various inlet 

velocities, and the results were analyzed to optimize the flow field. 
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1.4.1 Governing equations 

The flow in the raceway was a turbulent, shallow-water, incompressible, 

unsteady flow with constant properties. Therefore, the CFD analysis used 3D 

Navier-Stokes equations for turbulent flow, and the standard k-ω turbulence model 

was applied to consider the large number of vortices in the flow field [173,189,190]. 

The continuity and momentum equations are: 
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where ig  is the body force due to gravity, viscosity   is for kinetic viscosity, and 

t  is the turbulence kinetic viscosity. According to the eddy viscosity assumption, it 

is expressed as 

t

k
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The transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy k  and the specific 

dissipation rate   are [191]: 
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In these two equations, kG  represents the generation of turbulence kinetic 

energy k due to mean velocity gradients. G  represents the generation of 

 . Turbulent properties, k  and  , represent the effective diffusivity of k  and  , 
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respectively.  kY  and Y  represent the dissipation of k  and   due to turbulence. 

kS  and S  are user-defined source terms. In the current simulation, kS  and S  are 

both zero. The expressions for the above mentioned terms are: 

t
k
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where k  and   are two constants with values given in Table 34. 
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where the Reynolds stress tensor, i ju u    is calculated by: 
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*

kY k                           (157) 

2Y                            (158) 

The constants needed in the k   model are listed in Table 34 [192]. 

 

Table 34 Standard k-ω turbulence model constants, [192] 

    *    k  

5/9 0.075 0.09 2.0 2.0 

 

The inlet water flow velocity was given according to the flow rate. Other 
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boundary conditions include: 

Non-slip velocity conditions at all solid walls: 0iu                (159) 

At the water-air free surface: 0iu

z





, 0p p   (equal to 1.0 atm)   (160) 

At the exit of raceway, a pressure outlet (1.0 atm) boundary condition (one of the 

flow exit boundary condition treatment methods in ANSYS Fluent @) was used.  

Depth of the computational domain was set as 10 cm, including water and air. 

The depth of water was approximately 6 cm. The inlet velocity ranged from 0.1 m/s to 

0.7 m/s. These velocities were chosen based on studies by Richmond and Vonshak 

[193]. They observed that when the mean flow velocity was around 0.125 m/s, the 

algae production rate could be 50% higher than in a static pond. Many researchers 

have reported that the water flow mixing is associated with the velocity field 

[176,177]. To some degree, the mixing can be managed simply by adjusting the fluid 

velocities in a raceway. 

 

1.4.2 Numerical treatment for water/air free surface 

To simulate the free surface of water flow, the VOF (Volume of Fluid) model 

was applied in this simulation [194,195]. The VOF model was already built in 

ANSYS Fluent@ to trace the free surface in the computational domain. 

 

1.4.3 Computational procedures 

Following the standard steps of using ANSYS Fluent@, the computational 
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domain was generated using Gambit@. The VOF model was chosen in the 

computation module. The time step for the transient flow field computation was set as 

0.001 second. Six cases, given in Table 3, were chosen for investigation. To better see 

the helically forwarding vortices from the computed results of velocity field flow 

trace will be presented. 

 

1.4.4 Grid independent study 

A grid-independent study was conducted to choose a grid number that ensured 

high accuracy of computational results at a reasonable computational load. For 

grid-independent verification, the flow fields with cell numbers of 1.85 million, 3.71 

million, and 7.41 million were computed. The velocities at the half depth of water at 

point 8 were examined at a time of 5 seconds after the beginning of the transient 

process for all the cases. It was found that the relative difference of the velocity at the 

point has a variation of 10% when increasing the cell number from 1.85 million to 

3.71 million. Increasing the cell number from 3.71 million to 7.41 million resulted in 

a relative velocity difference of 0.33%. Consequently, 3.71 million cells were adopted 

for the computational domain in all the formal computations. 

 

1.5 Results and discussions 

In this section, numerical simulation results, flow visualization, local point 

velocity measurement, and flow field optimization are presented and discussed. 
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1.5.1 Numerical results 

The current CFD analysis studies six cases with different inlet flow velocities 

and dam heights as defined in Table 35. The simulation results confirmed the 

expectation that the flow field generates a helically forwarding vortex in the main 

flow direction. 

 

Table 35 CFD study cases 

Inlet velocity Case No. W/D=5 W/D=6 G/W=0.8 

V=0.10m/s Case 1 ×  × 

V=0.10m/s Case 2  × × 

V=0.50m/s Case 3 ×  × 

V=0.29m/s Case 4  × × 

V=0.70m/s Case 5 ×  × 

V=0.70m/s Case 6  × × 

 

Figure 77 shows the velocity vectors at the mid-line plane of the width of the 

raceway for three channels, 3rd, 4th and 5th, which are formed by the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th 

dams, counted from the inlet. The 4th channel is also the channel where the flow 

visualization and local point flow velocity measurement were conducted. 
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Figure 77 Flow velocity vector at the middle-line cross section 

 

The computational domain includes water and a thin layer of air. Therefore, there 

is a clear interface for water and air in the graphs of the velocity vectors. On top of the 

interface is airflow which may have very low velocities caused by the friction from 

water flow. 

There are two important features worth observing from the velocity fields shown 

in Figure 77. First, the cross-flow, which is due to water spilling over the dams, can be 

clearly seen from Figure 77. This meets expectations and agrees with our observation 

in the flow visualization experiments. In cases 1, 3, and 5, which have W/D=5 or high 

dams compared to cases 2, 4, and 6, the interaction between the main stream and the 
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spillover flow is relatively strong and occupies a large space in the channel. Second, 

when the raceway inlet flow velocity is low, the spillover flow is relatively weak 

compared to the main flow, which therefore does not create a strong helically 

forwarding vortex, as seen in Figure 77 (a) and (b). With the increase of the inlet flow 

velocity to 0.7m/s, the interaction between the spillover flow and the main flow 

becomes stronger, and there are stronger vortexes behind the dams, as seen in Figure 

77 (e) and (f). The vortices promote the up-and-down type of motion that is believed 

to be beneficial for algae growth. It periodically takes algae up to the surface for light 

exposure. These simulation results qualitatively agree with the flow visualization 

experiments which are presented in the following sections.  

To better show the flow mixing in the raceway, the particle path lines from inlet 

to outlet were shown in Figure 78 for the cases given in Table 35. Figure 78 (a) and (b) 

have inlet velocity 0.1m/s. The path lines in Figure 78 (a) and (b) show the serpentine 

main flow with almost no spillover flow. From the visualization results we also 

observed that when the inlet velocity was about 0.1m/s the spillover flow did not 

occur for case 1 and nearly occurred in case 2. To create spillover flow, the inlet 

velocity was increased to above 0.1 m/s for the other cases. When the inlet velocity 

was 0.29m/s for case 4 and 0.5m/s for case 3, the path lines of particles show that the 

spillover flow appeared. However, in Figure 78 (c) and (d) we still see that the 

spillover flow was thin, and the interaction between spillover flow and main flow was 

weak. Therefore, the flow mixing was not sufficiently enhanced. When the inlet 

velocity was increased to 0.7m/s, the spillover flow interacted very well with the main 
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flow; as a result, the flow mixing was much better. From the path lines we can clearly 

see the helically forwarding vortex and the tumbling flow movement. However, in 

Figure 78 (f), case 6, the spillover flow was too high and much of the water went 

directly to the end of the raceway. This did not cause good flow mixing, and it also 

tells us that the spillover flow and main flow should have similar intensities. 

Interaction between the two flows is important to generate the tumbling-and-up flow 

motion. In cases 5 and 6, with higher velocities, the flow mixing between main flow 

and spillover flow is clearly seen. It is also clear that the flow mixing in case 5, which 

has a higher dam, is better than that in case 6. This means that W/D around 5 is good 

enough to generate good flow mixing if the inlet flow velocity is about 0.7 m/s. 

Because of the favorable flow mixing in cases 5 and 6, it is worth evaluating 

these two cases in more detail. Figure 79 presents the velocity contours for cases 5 

and 6, viewed from different directions and at different locations. Both cases had the 

same flow rate. Figure 79 (a) shows the velocity contours at three cross sections along 

the width of the raceway. The spillover flow in case 5 interacted with the lateral 

mainstream much better than in case 6. The dams in case 6 are relatively low 

compared to case 5, and therefore a large amount of spillover flow goes directly to the 

end of the raceway with less interaction with the lateral mainstream in flow channels. 

This is observed in Figure 79 (b) - (c) where the top-view flow contours at three 

depths - bottom, mid-plane, and top, of the shallow water are shown. The left-hand 

side figures are for case 5 and right-hand side figures are for case 6. The main flow in 

serpentine channels in case 5 is seen clearly in the contours, however in case 6 the 
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main flow is obviously weak. This also explains why the flow mixing in case 6 wasn’t 

as strong as in case 5: a large amount of the water did not flow through the serpentine 

channels. 

 

 

Figure 78 Particle Path-line from the inlet to outlet 
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Figure 79 Velocity Contours at different locations (Case 5 on left and case 6 on right) 

 

From the above observations, it is reasonable to draw the conclusion that the 
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strength of the main flow in serpentine channels and the spillover flow should be 

comparable so as to have better interaction between the two streams and thus create 

helically forwarding flow in the flow channels.   

 In the following section, the CFD results will be verified qualitatively through 

flow visualization and quantitatively by the measured flow velocities at several local 

points in the flow field.    

 

1.5.2 Flow visualization results 

The photographs shown in Figure 80 were from the visualization at 9 locations 

as indicated in Figure 76 (b). The same amount and flow rate of red dye was injected 

in one location for one test. Photos were taken 10 seconds after the beginning of dye 

injection. Because of the same amount of injected dye and the same time elapsed 

when the photos were taken, the red area can indicate the mixing intensity. 

Pictures on left-hand side in Figure 80 had W/D=6, and the ones on the 

right-hand side had W/D=5. The dye injection points were at the right end of the dyed 

area. 
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Figure 80 Flow visualization photos 

 

There are two important aspects to observe from Figure 80. One is to compare 

the dissipation area of red color among different locations in one particular raceway. 

The second is a comparison of the red color dissipation at the same location between 

two raceways. It is also important to observe whether there is mixing between the 

main flow and the spillover flow in the serpentine flow channels. 
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From comparison of the two raceways, it was found that the flow mixing at the 

observed locations in the raceway with W/D=5 was generally better than that in 

raceway with W/D=6. The dissipation areas of red color are mostly larger in the 

raceway with W/D=5.    

Locations 1, 7, and 13 were near the locations where spillover-flow meets the 

main flow. Comparing the left-side photos for locations 1, 7, and 13 of the same 

raceway with W/D=6, it can be seen that the flow mixing at point 7 was slightly better 

than the other two points. Because of the low dams in the raceway with W/D=6, the 

main flow was relatively weak. The spillover flow dominated the flow and was not 

significantly diverted into the main serpentine path. Comparing these photos with 

W/D=5, the flow mixing at all points in W/D=5 was better. . 

These two raceways have the same channel widths and lengths but different dam 

heights. Therefore, the difference in flow mixing performance meant that the dam 

height played a significant role in determining if the mixing was good or not. 

 

1.5.3. Local flow velocity measurement 

While the above results allows us to qualitatively evaluate the flow mixing of the 

raceways, a quantitative measurement of local water velocities was used to compare 

to the numerical simulation results.    

The local velocities at the middle line of the flow channel at the half height of the 

water were measured. The locations 2, 5, 8, 11, and 14 can be referenced in Figure 76 

(b). The measured flow velocity and the CFD simulated velocities at these points were 
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listed in Table 36. A relatively small difference, less than 5%, was observed for the 

points 2, 5, and 8. However at point 11 and point 14, the difference between 

measurement and CFD velocities reached 14% and 21%. This is probably caused by 

the offset between the flow direction and the normal direction of rotation plane of the 

velocity meter, as a result the velocity meter cannot accurately measure the velocity 

due to the lost of water’s kinetic energy at Point 11 and 14. Nevertheless, this 

agreement is still acceptable. With these results, we can further confirm that the CFD 

results are reliable. 

 

Table 36 Comparisons between experiments and CFD 

Points Location Test(m/s) CFD(m/s) Error 

Point 2 Middle 1.44 1.50 4.00% 

Point 5 Middle 1.51 1.50 0.67% 

Point 8 Middle 1.43 1.50 4.67% 

Point 11 Middle 1.29 1.50 14.0% 

Point 14 Middle 1.58 2.00 21.0% 

 

1.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a novel flow field design of an open-channel raceway for algal 

growth was proposed, named as ARID-HV raceway, which was then studied by 

experimental visualization and CFD analysis. The basic proof-of-concept of 

promoting the flow mixing in the raceway was successfully demonstrated on a 

table-sized model. Some conclusions are drawn as follows: 
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1) The flow path-lines from CFD results clearly showed the helically forwarding 

vortex and the interaction between the cross-flow and the main flow. With the 

ratio of W/D=5 and inlet velocity of 0.7 m/s, flow mixing was much better than 

the case with the ratio W/D of 6.  

2) Flow visualization tests on a table-sized raceway model also found that the height 

of the dams significantly influences the flow mixing. The raceway model with the 

ratio of W/D=5 was observed to be a better choice for its good flow mixing under 

the same flow rate. Qualitatively, the flow visualization results on the flow 

mixing agreed with the observation from CFD results satisfactorily. 

3) Velocities of the water flow were experimentally tested at some local points, and 

the CFD results agreed well with the experimental data, which indicates that the 

results and analysis of the raceway flow field from CFD simulations are reliable. 
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CHAPTER 2 Evaluation of Flow Mixing in an ARID-HV Raceway Using 

Statistics of Temporal and Spatial Distribution of Fluid Particles 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Algae growth is influenced by many factors, including water temperature, 

concentrations of nutrients, and CO2, as well as the exposure of algae cells to periods 

of sunlight and darkness [175,172,173,196,197]. Light exposure is closely related to 

the depth of water and fluid flow structures due to a raceway’s flow field design [198]. 

The average light/dark cycles experienced by cells depend not only on the actual 

depth of the reactor but also on the incident light intensity and algae concentration. 

Algae photosynthesis in sunlight generates energy in the form of sugars and 

produces intermediate products, which are used for carbon dioxide fixation and 

synthesis of biomass. When algal cells are transferred from light (on surface) to dark 

(deep at bottom), photosynthesis can only continue for a short period of time in the 

dark. This implies that the dark reaction can be the rate-limiting step in the overall 

process. Algae cells continue to grow in the dark zones, until all the 

energy/intermediate products stored during their stay in the light zone are used up. 

After that, growth stops and endogenous respiration may take place, leading to a 

decrease in biomass concentration in the algal culture. Lee and Pirt [199] found that 

the growth rate of microalgae cells is reduced if algae cells remain in the dark zones 

for too long. On the other hand, Merchuk et al. [200] suggested that a short duration 

in darkness is necessary for cells to recover from photoinhibition.  
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The time period during which algal cells stay in darkness (at bottom zone) or in 

sunlight (at top zone) is related to cell movement in the flow field. Ogbinna et al. [201] 

conducted experiments to study the effects of cell movement on algal productivity for 

two different kinds of algae, by randomly mixing the surface and the bottom of 

photobioreactors. They drew several conclusions: (1) at low cell concentration, 

movement of cells between surface and bottom zones has no significant effect on 

Chlorella pyrenoidosa C-212 growth and productivity; (2) as the concentration 

increased, cell movement results in increased productivity of a shallow reactor, with 

incident light intensities per unit volume as high as 8125 μmol×m3×s-1 at the surface; 

(3) in deep zones of a reactor where the light intensity per unit volume is less than 

2000 μmol×m3×s-1, movement of cells does not improve algae growth rate; (4) for 

Spirulina platensis M-135, movement of cells always leads to increased productivity, 

even at low concentrations. 

The above conclusions from literature imply that the flow field should be 

designed so that algae cells move with a certain frequency between the light and dark 

zones in order to obtain higher algal growth rate. For better utilization of sunlight, 

shallow algal raceways may be the right choice for increased productivity of algae 

and increased concentration during the harvest phase. No matter what types of 

raceway is used, good flow mixing is important because it leads to better diffusion of 

nutrients and CO2 in water, and the frequent exposure of all algae cells to sunlight 

[172,176,177,202]. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1 of Part-II, to overcome the temperature-control 
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weaknesses of conventional raceways, Waller et al. [185] developed a novel ARID 

(Algae Raceway Integrated Design) raceway, as shown in Figure 81 (a). Besides 

temperature control, Xu et al. [186] proposed a new flow field design of ARID 

raceway with more uniform flow mixing, called ARID High Velocity (ARID-HV), as 

shown in Figure 81 (b). 

 

                   

(a) ARID raceway                            (b) ARID-HV raceway 

Figure 81 Comparison of flow fields between ARID raceway and ARID-HV raceway 

 

The current study focuses on a shallow ARID-HV design. As seen in Figure 81 

(b), the entire algal farming area is essentially constructed as a single serpentine 

channel, formed by multiple dams with slots near the sidewalls, one after another. The 

ground of the entire raceway area has a general cross slope, so that water can flow 

down from the top channel to the bottom channel by gravitational force. During cold 
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weather, the water in raceway can be drained down into the canal to avoid freezing. 

Observations of the flow field of the ARID-HV raceway’s initial version showed 

that the flow has ‘dead zones’ where the serpentine channel bends. As indicated in 

Figure 82, due to the 180º bending of the flow and the flow reattachment, a 

recirculation zone (or ‘dead zone’) is formed at the corner of a flow channel. The flow 

mixing in the recirculation zone can be rather weak. To enhance the flow mixing in 

the dead zone, a concept of spillover flow was proposed [178,186,203] to operate the 

raceway. The concept requires that the water flow rate and the dimensions of dams 

forming the channels are properly arranged so that the water flow in an upstream 

channel can spill over the dams and mix with the main serpentine flow in the 

downstream channel. This mixing is expected to give rise to a helically forwarding 

flow, which can cycle algal cells from bottom to top and vice versa. 

 

 

Figure 82 Flow field of ARID-HV raceway and its dead zone areas with insufficient 

flow mixing 
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Other new ideas of enhancing the flow mixing in the dead zones of ARID-HV 

include arranging slots on top of the dam at the dead zone. These slots are expected to 

allow a small amount of water from the upper channel to directly flush into the dead 

zones of the lower channel via gravity-driven acceleration to promote flow mixing. 

While the above-mentioned flow field design may solve the problem of dead 

zones, one must have a quantitative measure to evaluate flow mixing. Because good 

flow mixing also plays a crucial role in many other industrial processes, such as 

combustion in engines and chemical reaction in reactors, a number of studies have 

been conducted to find a method to evaluate flow mixing for different applications. 

Danckwerts [204] and Zwietering [205] defined the relative degree of mixing, using 

the ratio of the variance of all the molecules’ ages to the variance of mean age of all 

points in a continuous flow system. Liu [206] further developed this method and 

extended it to a general steady-state flow system based on the recently developed 

mean age theory [207,208]. Because entropy is a measure of the disorder level in the 

system, it could be one parameter to represent the flow mixing level in a system. 

Patmore and Toumi [209] used this parameter to measure the mixing at the tropopause 

by introducing a quantitative analysis based on entropy to provide climatology of 

mixing, from H2O:O3 tracer correlations. Some researchers in the field of 

micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) also used this entropy-based measure to 

evaluate flow mixing. Camesasca el al. [ 210 ] studied the flow mixing in 

microchannels using numerical simulation with various geometries and employing the 
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conditional Shannon entropy to quantify the dynamics of mixing. Liu et al. [211] 

proposed the criterion index of mixing to evaluate the flow mixing in a microchannel 

through a CFD study. Minakov et al. [212] also used the concept of mixing efficiency 

to study the flow mixing in a T-shaped microchannel using CFD. 

After careful examination, the methods mentioned above are believed not 

suitable for the current application for algal raceway because they cannot reveal the 

nature of fluid particles being tumbled between surface and bottom or staying in the 

dark zones for a certain time period. In this study, the statistics of temporal and spatial 

distribution of the so-called massless fluid particles in the raceway is studied by 

collecting the data of pathlines of fluid particles from CFD results [213]. In this 

approach, the number of cycle counts that a fluid particle passes across a critical depth 

Dc, as well as the time fraction that the particle stays above Dc during one flow path in 

the raceway is counted in order to evaluate the flow mixing performance. 

To provide experimental evidence and validation for the CFD simulated flow 

field as well as flow mixing evaluations for the proposed ARID-HV raceways, a 

table-sized raceway was constructed in the laboratory. The following sections will 

present details of experimental setup and CFD modeling. 

 

2.2 Experimental Setup 

2.2.1 Table-sized raceway test model 

By using the same table-sized test system in Chapter 1 of Part-II, the local 

velocities can be measured, and the flow visualization test can be conducted. Details 
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about the test system can be found in Section 1.3 in Chapter 1 of Part-II. It is 

important to note that the value of W/D was kept as 5 since the studies in Chapter 1 

proved that when this ratio was equal to 5 the table-sized ARID-HV system had a 

better flow mixing compared to the flow field with W/D=6 [186] 

It is worth noting that the Reynolds number of the open channel flow is in the 

range of turbulence in this study. When the W/D is sufficiently large (large than 5), 

the hydraulic diameter of the flow channel is only a function of the water depth. Due 

to the requirement of sufficient light intensity for algal cells at the bottom of raceways, 

the water depths in the table-sized model and in a full size raceway have to be more or 

less similar. Therefore, keeping the same Reynolds number for open channel 

shallow-water flow is the criterion of scaling up the raceways from lab scale to full 

size, instead of choosing the commonly applied Froude number in hydrodynamics. 

 

2.2.2 Different geometries of dams for the serpentine flow channels 

As discussed previously, due to the 180° bending of the flow and the flow 

reattachment, a recirculation zone (or ‘dead zone’) is formed at the corner of a flow 

channel, where the dye injection could not spread out. This means that at these dead 

zones, limited exchange of mass/momentum results in insufficient flow mixing. 

Therefore, a modification is proposed here: to cut the slots on the top of the dams near 

the dead zones. Consequently, five dam structures, with four of them having different 

sets of slot geometries, as shown in Figure 83, were designed for the tests. 

Dimensions and locations of these slots on top of dams are listed in Table 37. 
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Table 37 Dimensions and locations of the slots on dams 

X1 X2 X3 ZS 

5.3 mm 

3% of G 

8.825 mm 

5% of G 

17.65 mm 

10% of G 

4.41 mm 

10% of D 

 

 

Figure 83 Schematic of five different sets of geometries of dams for the table-sized 

ARID-HV raceway 

 

2.3 CFD methodologies, numerical procedures, boundary conditions and initial 

conditions 

Numerical simulations were carried out to help analyze the flow field of the 

table-sized ARID-HV raceway and to obtain detailed data about the path-lines of fluid 

particles for the evaluation of flow mixing performance. 

All the numerical settings, such as the boundary conditions and computational 

 

X1 

X2 

X3 

ZS 

D 

Set 1 No slot 

Set 2 One slot 

Set 3 Two slots 

Set 4 Three slots 

Set 5 Four slots 

L 
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procedures, were exactly the same as in Section 1.4, Chapter 1 of Part-II. It is worth 

noting that the initial conditions were of particular interest in this study. Initial 

velocities for the computation of the initial period (10s) were assumed zero. The flow 

field was found in steady state after 10 seconds. All flow velocities and pressures at 

10 seconds were recorded to serve as the initial flow field for the next 10 second 

simulation, from which the path-lines of massless particles can be obtained. 

Regarding the setting of viscosity in this CFD study, algae cells usually are very tiny, 

they can be considered as the same phase with water. Furthermore, algae cells usually 

are not allowed to grow to a very high concentration, otherwise it will generate toxics 

and kill other algae cells; in other words, algae cells do not have significant effects to 

the viscosity in raceways. Consequently, a constant viscosity of water at room 

temperature was applied in this study. 

A grid-dependence study was also performed, and it turned out that 3.71 million 

cells can lead to appropriate computational loads and accurate numerical results. Due 

to the complexity of flow field in the table-sized ARID-HV raceway, local grid 

refinement was necessary for the regions at the corner of each dam and connected side 

wall of the raceway. One example of the local grid refinement for the case of two slots 

is shown in Figure 84. 

 

 

Figure 84 Local mesh refinement at near dam regions 
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2.4 The proposed method for evaluation of flow mixing performance 

For the flow mixing evaluation, the pathlines of massless fluid particles were 

estimated from our CFD results. Pathlines are used to visualize the flow of massless 

particles in the computational domain, and they are also the trajectories that individual 

fluid particles follow, which can be thought of as "recording" the path of a fluid 

element in the flow over a certain time period. In this study, particles were released 

from the inlet of the raceway at the moment when water flows in. The initial 

conditions of the flow field at this moment were based on the steady state results from 

a preset simulation. As a result, from the simulated flow field results in the next 10 

seconds, the path-lines of massless particle can be obtained. Every cell/mesh at the 

inlet surface had one particle, and the data of particles was used to calculate the 

temporal and spatial distributions of fluid particles with respect to critical depth Dc, 

which is the maximum depth that sunlight can penetrate. It is important to note that 

for a large-scale algal raceway, the critical water depth should be determined by the 

penetration depth of incident light with respect to local conditions. 

The concept of cycle count of particles was introduced in this work. As 

illustrated in Figure 85, the fluid particles, following the helically forwarding vortex, 

will pass through DC many times during one flow path from inlet to outlet of the 

raceway. If a fluid particle i passes through DC, then this is counted as one cycle count, 

iM . The number of cycles for each flow path from CFD is accumulated for each 

particle. Then, the distribution of the number of particle cycle counts is calculated, 
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which is referred to as the spatial distribution of fluid particles. 

 

 

Figure 85 Schematic of the mechanism of cycle count 

 

More cycle counts indicate more intense flow mixing. However, the cycle count 

distribution of fluid particles alone does not completely reflect the time lapse from 

one cycle count to another. Therefore, the time fraction of a particle staying above DC 

was calculated to evaluate the intensity of flow mixing. The time period that a fluid 

particle i being above DC is defined as up

iT  and that below DC as down

iT . Therefore, 

the time period that a fluid particle i stays above DC against the total time period 

up down

i iT T  is expressed as: 

up

i
i down up

i i

T
P

T T



                        (161) 

The number of fluid particles that fall into a certain range of Pi was counted and 

normalized by the total number of particles, which is referred to as the temporal 
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distribution of fluid particles as shown in Figure 86. 

 

 

Figure 86 Schematic of the time fraction of a particle staying above DC 

 

According to the conclusions from Ref. [199-201], photosynthesis continues for 

a short period of time without light until all of the stored energy and intermediate 

products are consumed. After that, growth stops and endogenous respiration may take 

place, leading to a decrease in cell concentrations. To consider this point, there is a 

threshold value thresh

iP  for efficient light/dark mixing that optimizes algal growth. 

The closer iP  is to the threshold value, the more effective the flow mixing is. 

It is worth noting that the cycle count and the time fraction above DC need to be 

both considered to evaluate the flow mixing performance. Neither individually 

reflects the true nature of flow mixing. 

 

2.5 Results and discussions 
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This section presents the CFD results and flow mixing evaluation for the 

constructed table-sized ARID-HV testing system. Since the CFD model has been 

validated with local velocity measurements in Chapter 1 of Part-II, in this chapter the 

CFD model will be directly applied to investigate the flow mixing evaluation. 

First, some numerical results, such as path-lines of fluid particles and velocity 

contours at several different locations will be discussed, and then flow mixing will be 

evaluated quantitatively. Finally, photographic results of flow visualization build 

confidence in the proposed method of flow mixing evaluation. 

 

2.5.1 Results of numerical simulations 

The current CFD work analyzed five raceway designs with a different number of 

slots on the top of the dams that improve the mass/momentum transfer at the dead 

zones as illustrated in Figure 83. 

Figure 87 shows the pathlines from inlet to outlet of the table-sized ARID-HV 

raceway for the five types of slot geometries. The pathlines illustrate the helically 

forwarding vortex in each channel, which had been verified previously in the 

ARID-HV raceway of the original design [178]. In the current modified design with 

slots on dams, CFD results show more pathlines passing through the dead zones, and 

this indicates that the flow field has better mixing than if no slots are present. Figure 

88 presents the velocity contours at three cross-sections along the width of the 

table-sized raceway. It’s clear that with an increased numbers of slots, the cross-over 

or spillover flow increases. This is another indication that the flow mixing improves 
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due to the slots on top of the dams. 

 

       

 (a) Set 1                (b) Set 2                (c) Set 3 

    

 (d) Set 4                 (e) Set 5 

Figure 87 Particles’ pathlines from the inlet to outlet in the raceway 
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(a) Set 1                 (b) Set 2                (c) Set 3 

       

(d) Set 4                 (e) Set 5 

Figure 88 Velocity contours at three cross sections along the width of the raceway 

(Units: cm/s) 
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(a) Set 1                (b) Set 2                  (c) Set 3 

       

(d) Set 4                     (e) Set 5 

Figure 89 Velocity contours at the middle-height plane in x-y plane (at z = 41.9 mm) 

(Units: cm/s) 
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These slots also minimize dead zones observed in earlier iterations of ARID-HV. 

Velocity contours at the mid-height of the slots are shown in Figure 89. The circles in 

Figure 89 (a) show the dead zones. However, by cutting slots, Figure 89 (b) – (e) 

clearly show that water flushes into the dead zones through these slots, which results 

in dramatically minimizing or eliminating the dead zones for all but Set 1. 

From Figure 88 and Figure 89, it is clear that cutting slots on top of the dams 

promotes flow mixing and minimizes dead zones. However, quantitative evaluation of 

mixing in these flow fields is preferable. The so called dead zone in this study 

represents the area, especially at the corner of the dam and the side wall (by gray lines 

shown in Figure 90 where the flow mixing is weak due to very low velocity or due to 

a recirculation region that limits flow mixing. Figure 90 shows the flow velocity 

vectors at the mid-height of the slots on top of the dam for the second dam in the flow 

field. Figure 90 (a) has no slot on the dam. A vortex region is seen and the flow on the 

other side of the dam has rather low velocity. For cases with slots on top of the dam, 

the vortex is minimized and also the flow velocity on the other side of the dam is 

increased. It is noted that a quantitative evaluation of the area/volume of dead zones is 

still difficult to define due to the 3D nature of the flow field. 
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(a) No Slot             (b) One Slot         (c) Two Slots 

Figure 90 Velocity vectors at the middle-height plane in x-y plane (at z = 41.9 mm) 

(Units: cm/s) 

 

2.5.2 Flow mixing evaluation of five different experiments 

The critical depth was set to 2.5 cm when evaluating flow mixing. For a 

large-scale ARID-HV raceway, the critical water depth should be determined by the 

light penetration depth as a function of incident light and algal culture density. From 

CFD results, the cycle count and the time period of particles staying above/below DC 

for every single particle can be computed, and the distributions of cycle count and 

time period fraction are given in Table 38 and Table 39. 
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Table 38 Statistics of fluid particles’ cycle counts passing across a critical depth Dc 

Cycles counts No Slot 

 (192 particles) 

One Slot 

(108 particles) 

Two Slots 

(108 particles) 

Three Slots 

(106 particles) 

Four Slots 

(106 particles) 

0-5 times 104 54.17% 63 58.33% 65 60.19% 78 73.58% 85 80.19% 

6-10 times 63 32.81% 35 32.41% 26 24.07% 23 21.69% 16 15.09% 

11-15 times 23 11.98% 8 7.31% 10 9.26% 5 4.73% 5 4.72% 

16-20 times 1 0.52% 0 0.00% 3 2.78% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 

>20 times 1 0.52% 2 1.95% 4 3.70% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 

 

Table 39 Statistics of fluid particles’ time fraction staying above a critical depth Dc 

 No Slot 

 (192 particles) 

One Slot 

(108 particles) 

Two Slots 

(108 particles) 

Three Slots 

(106 particles) 

Four Slots 

(106 particles) 

0% - 20% 26 13.54% 17 15.74% 26 24.07% 30 28.30% 25 23.58% 

20% - 40% 62 32.29% 50 46.30% 37 34.26% 39 36.80% 36 33.96% 

40% - 60% 69 35.94% 31 28.71% 40 37.04% 30 28.30% 31 29.24% 

60% - 80% 17 8.85% 8 7.41% 4 3.70% 5 4.72% 11 10.38% 

80% - 100% 18 9.38% 2 1.84% 1 0.93% 2 1.88% 3 2.84% 

 

The histogram in Figure 91 shows the cycle count distribution of fluid particles 

in the simulated ARID-HV raceway with different numbers of slots on top of dams. A 

cycle count between 6 and 20 is assumed to offer a level of flow mixing that does not 

require excessive algal culture pumping energy but also cycles algae into the light 

frequently enough to prevent growth rate reduction. Cycle counts below 6 may have 

insufficient mixing, while more than 20 may be more than necessary. From Table 38 

and Figure 91, the no-slot case has 45% of fluid particles with cycle counts between 6 

iP
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and 20, while the percentage of particles for the one-slot case is 40%, and for the 

two-slot case is 36%. For the three and four-slot cases, the percentages of particles 

with the optimal frequencies are 26% and 20%, respectively. If we assume that 30% is 

the minimum required percentage of fluid particles that have cycle count in the range 

of 6 to 20, then Fig. 86 indicates that Cases 1, 2, and 3 have acceptable flow mixing 

while Cases 4 and 5 do not. 

While the cycle counts provided useful information about flow mixing, it is also 

important to know how long algal cells stay in dark zones [198-200]. The time that 

particles stay above/below the DC of 2.5 cm was also examined. If a threshold value 

thresh

iP  is defined, the flow field with a better mixing will lead to the fact that the time 

period fraction of fluid particles staying above/below DC approaches the threshold 

value of thresh

iP . It is assumed in this study that for thresh

iP  being between 0.4 and 0.6, 

so the period of time that particles stay above and below DC is about equal. 
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(a) Set 1 

    

(b) Set 2                                 (c) Set 3 

    

(d) Set 4                             (e) Set 5 

Figure 91 Distribution of the fluid particles’ cycle counts 

 (The horizontal axis gives the ranges of the cycle counts; the vertical axis represents 

the percentage of fluid particles that fall in the ranges of cycle counts) 
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(a) Set 1 

    

(b) Set 2                              (c) Set 3 

    

(d) Set 4                              (e) Set 5 

Figure 92 Distribution of fluid particles’ time fractions above a critical depth 

 (The horizontal axis represents the range of time fractions that fluid particles were 

above Dc; the vertical axis represents the percentage of fluid particles that fall in the 

ranges of time fractions above Dc.) 
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Figure 92 shows histograms of particles within various ranges of P . From the 

previous analysis, Cases 1, 2, and 3 were considered to have relatively good flow 

mixing, so iP  will only be evaluated for these. As shown in Table 39 for Case 1, 36% 

of the fluid particles were above DC for 40-60% of the time, Case 2 had about 29% of 

the particles staying 40-60% of the time above DC, and Case 3 had slightly higher 

percentage, 37% of the particles stayed between 40-60% of the time. In Cases 4 and 5, 

28% and 29%, respectively, of particles spent 40-60% of their time above DC. 

Comparing these cases, Sets 2, 4, and 5 had smaller time fractions (around 29%) 

above DC, while Cases 1 and 3 had a larger time fraction (around 36%), which is an 

indication of improved flow mixing. Considering both the statistics of cycle count 

distribution and the time fraction distribution that particles stay above DC, Cases 1 and 

3 show the best flow mixing. 

Although the analysis of the particles’ spatial and temporal statistics gives a good 

example of evaluating flow mixing in a raceway, flow mixing evaluation in a raceway 

using the currently proposed method will depend on the criteria of DC, thresh

iP , and the 

required cycle counts that are provided by algae biologists or engineers. 

 

2.5.3 Flow visualization results 

The photographs in Figure 93 visualize flows at the 6 points (points 1, 2, 7, 8, 13, 

14) indicated in Figure 76. From left to right, the photographs are for raceway models 

Sets 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
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Figure 93 Photographs of red dye dissipation from flow visualization 

 

Because of consistency of dye injection across experiments, the area over which 

dye spreads corresponds to the flow mixing intensity. As a result, flow visualization 

can validate with the simulations. Raceway Sets 1 and 3 show the most extensive dye 

dissipation. This is consistent with simulations, which suggested that Sets 1 and 3 

have good flow mixing with more cycle counts and larger time fraction staying on top 

of Dc. 

Comparing the dissipating area in pictures between Set 1 and Set 3 carefully, it is 

seen that Set 3 has a larger dye dissipating area, which indicates that Set 3 has the best 

flow mixing among the five different experimental sets. As a consequence, again, a 
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final conclusion of merit of the flow mixing in raceways Sets 1 and 3 using the 

currently proposed method should be made based on the criteria of Dc, thresh

iP , and 

the required cycle counts. 

The pixels of dye-colored area in the image are counted for quantitative 

evaluation of the dye-dissipated area. Figure 94 gives the ratio *
S  of the dye-colored 

area (by counting pixel of colored region) against the entire area of the picture. It is 

again seen that the dye-colored area for the case with two slots on the dam is 

relatively larger than that of other cases. 

 

 

Figure 94 Dye dissipation area analysis 

 

2.5.4 Time period staying in darkness 

According to the conclusions from [199,200], it is reasonable to assume that 

microalgae cells respond instantaneously to variations in light intensities but exhibit a 

delay of at least 5s following complete darkness before biomass loss due to 
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respiration in darkness. This implies that if algae cells stay in full darkness shorter 

than 5s, there will be no loss of production. From CFD results, we can easily obtain 

how long the fluid particles would stay in darkness by integrating down

iT  for each 

particle, and similarly we also can show a histogram to demonstrate the time fraction 

of fluid particles staying in darkness.  

 In fact, ARID-HV raceways may be designed to have shallow water to 

completely avoid darkness. Also, for different strains of algae, the criterion of time 

limit in darkness may be different. Therefore, for the table-sized ARID-HV testing 

system, the time period of fluid particles staying in darkness has not been checked. 

Nevertheless, the main purpose of this paper was to demonstrate the application of the 

new method to evaluate flow mixing. This method can be applied to any actual large 

scale ARID-HV algae raceways. 

 

2.6 Conclusions 

This study proposed a new method to use CFD results to evaluate flow mixing 

using temporal and spatial distribution of fluid particles. This method was applied to a 

table-sized ARID-HV raceway to quantify the flow mixing performance of five 

experimental sets with various geometries of dams. After CFD analysis was 

completed, the data of pathlines regarding their locations at any time was processed to 

obtain the statistics of temporal and spatial distribution and to evaluate flow mixing. 

The evaluation using the criteria proposed in this work has found that the design with 

two slots on the dams is a very good choice. After that, a flow visualization test was 
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conducted to validate the CFD result, which agreed quite well. We hope this method 

can be employed in evaluation of algal raceway flow fields as well as other 

engineering applications. 

In this work, the Reynolds number indicates the flow is turbulent. Keeping the 

same Reynolds number for this type of open channel flow is the criterion of scaling 

up the raceways from lab scale to full size. When the W/D is sufficiently large (larger 

than 5), the hydraulic diameter of the flow channel is only a function of water depth. 

Therefore, keeping the same Reynolds number for open channel shallow-water flow is 

the criterion of scaling up the raceways from lab scale to full size.  
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PART-III HIGH TEMPERATURE MOLTEN SALT TEST LOOP 

 

CHAPTER 1 Introduction to the Development of Heat Transfer Fluid 

 

It is well known that concentrated solar thermal energy at a high temperature (for 

example larger than 600°C) is desired for a CSP plant in order to obtain high energy 

conversion efficiency. To achieve this, a HTF being able to work at high temperature 

is typically needed to receive the heat from a solar thermal concentrator and then 

deliver the heat to another fluid which is the working substance in a thermal power 

cycle. 

Up until now, there have been three generations of HTFs developed particularly 

for CSP application. The first generation of HTF is represented by the non-toxic 

petroleum-based oil (e.g. Xceltherm® 600 - C20 paraffin oil), which has an upper 

temperature limit of 315°C [161]. The second generation of HTF is known as 

synthetic organic oils (such as Therminol®VP-l which is a mixture of Diphenyl oxide 

and Biphenyl in weight percentage of 73.5% versus 26.5%), which has an upper 

temperature limit of 400°C [148]. To further improve the working temperature in a 

CSP system, the third generation of HTF is based on nitrate molten salts [214], which 

has an upper temperatures limit of 580°C (such as mixture of sodium nitrate-sodium 

nitrite-potassium nitrate, NaNO3-NaNO2-KNO3, 7-49-44 mol% also known as Hitec® 

salt) [215,216]. 

A great effort is currently underway in the solar energy community to develop 
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the fourth generation of HTF (either eutectic high temperature molten salts [217,218] 

or eutectic metal mixtures [93,219]) to approach a working temperature of at least 

800°C. In an ongoing project at the UCLA and UC Berkeley, binary mixtures of liquid 

metals including Cd-Bi, Sn-Bi, Bi-Zn and Ca-Cu are being investigated for potential 

use as HTF for CSP applications [220]. Although no results have been reported, the 

above-mentioned binary metal mixtures are suggested as promising HTF candidates 

in their ongoing work. A multi-institute research team leading by University of 

Arizona [89,158], funded by the US Department of Energy’s SunShot program, has 

proposed a halide salt eutectic mixture (NaCl-KCl-ZnCl2) as a potential HTF for 

future CSP applications. The melting temperature of the ternary chloride mixture is 

about 200oC. The viscosity is reported to be 0.325 Pa.s at 300oC and the thermal 

conductivity is about 0.81 W/(m.K) in the temperature range of 300 oC and 600oC. 

This eutectic salt also has a low vapor pressure at temperatures above 800oC. The cost 

of this ternary salt mixture is below 1 $/kg. The corrosion of different metal alloys in 

this salt mixture is under investigation now. It turns out that this halide eutectic salt is 

the most likely commercialized HTF for CSP application. 

Currently the halide eutectic salt has been measured for its thermophysical 

properties, such as thermal conductivity, melting temperature, specific heat capacity 

and dynamic viscosity. However, this new developed halide eutectic salt has not been 

tested in a circulating loop at a high operating temperature in order to measure the 

heat transfer coefficient, which is crucial to the system design of a CSP plant. As a 

consequence, a lab-scaled test system needs to be built in order to avoid huge 
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experimental cost at a large scale. However, it is difficult to build such a test system 

due to the extremely high temperature. In this part of this dissertation, details about 

the design of a test system will be introduced. 

It is important to note that this test system is still under construction. Most of the 

items have been purchased since June 2014. It is expected to finish building the high 

temperature molten salt test system by the end of October 2015. Some preliminary 

experimental studies will be conducted around 600oC. Ultimately the operating 

temperature is expected to be extended to 800 oC. 

 

CHAPTER 2 Systematic Design of the High Temperature Halide Eutectic Molten 

Salt Test Loop 

 

According to the experimental investigations from the chemistry team in the 

MURI project (led by Dr. Peiwen Li in University of Arizona), the halide eutectic 

molten salt has the smallest chemical corrosion to Hastelloy C-22. As a result, all the 

tubing in the test system will use Hastelloy C-22 in order to minimize the effects of 

chemical corrosion during operations. 

In order to measure the heat transfer coefficient of liquid phase halide eutectic 

molten salt in round tubing, a heating system is necessary to heat up the salt from 

solid phase to liquid phase in a storage tank; in addition, a high temperature molten 

salt pump is required to pump the liquid phase molten salt out of the storage tank and 

circulate it in the test system. Due to the extremely high operating temperature 
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(beyond 600 oC), a preheating system has to be installed to heat the tubing above the 

melting temperature of eutectic molten salt, in order to prevent solidification when the 

hot liquid salt is contacting the cold surface of tubing in the initial operating phase. 

Flow rate and pressure variations need to be monitored, and temperatures at 

different locations alongside the test loop also need to be recorded through K-type 

thermocouples. To precisely measure the heat transfer coefficient, a heating tape 

wrapped around the tubing in the test section is expected to provide a constant heat 

flux to the liquid molten salt, and the surface temperature of round tubing also needs 

to be monitored in order to find the temperature difference between tubing surface 

temperature and bulk fluid temperature. The schematic of the test system is plotted in 

Figure 95. 

 

 

Figure 95 Schematic of test system design 

 

As shown in Figure 95, the halide eutectic molten salt will be first heated in the 
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storage tank until it reaches to 600 oC. Before the molten salt pump is switched on, a 

preheating system or heat tracer needs to be applied to heat the tubing to 300 oC, 

which is above the melting temperature of molten salt. Then the heat tracer will be 

turned off, the high temperature molten salt pump is turned on to circulate the hot 

liquid phase molten salt in the test loop. Immediately beyond the storage tank, a 

non-contacting high temperature liquid ultrasonic flow meter can be used to measure 

the flow rate of liquid molten salt. The liquid salt will enter the test section, where the 

heat transfer coefficient can be measured through the constant heat flux provided from 

the heating tapes. It is expected that the power generated from the heating tapes can 

be transferred out of the test loop through a cooling system, in order to guarantee that 

the liquid molten salt will return to the storage tank with the same outlet temperature 

of 600oC. All the experimental data, such as flow rate, pressure difference and 

temperature variations at different locations, will be collected by a data acquisition 

system and then connected to a computer for the convenience of data processing. 

The reason why the test system is designed with a 10o slope is that the liquid 

molten salt can be driven back to the storage tank by the gravitational force once the 

molten salt pump is switched off. This will clean the tubing and make sure there is no 

molten salt left. More importantly, it will guarantee that there is no solidified salt 

blocked the tubing if the whole test system is turned off. 

Nevertheless, due to the extremely high operating temperature, the thermal 

expansion of Hastelloy C-22 has to be considered. The linear thermal expansion 

coefficient of Hastelloy C-22 is 
614.6 10 / ( )m m K   around 650 oC [221], as a 
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consequence, if the total length of the test loop is 30 feet long and the temperature rise 

is 100oC (from 600oC to 700oC), then the linear thermal expansion will be around 1.3 

mm. By screening the commercialized products that can compensate the thermal 

expansion, Inconel bellows can conveniently provide such thermal expansion 

compensations; furthermore, Inconel has a very similar characteristic of chemical 

corrosion as Hastelloy C-22. As a result, three Inconel bellows will be placed in the 

system, one is located between the exit of storage tank and the flow meter, and one is 

between the inlet of the storage tank and the cooling system, while the third one is 

located between the upper level tubing and lower level tubing, as shown in the 

updated system design in Figure 96. 

 

 

Figure 96 Schematic of test system design with Inconel bellows 

 

All the tubing connections in the test system will be welded in order to prevent 

leakage of hot liquid molten salt. The design of test loop with precise dimensions and 
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all the required equipment items is shown in the following two figures. Note that 

Figure 97 (a) and (b) is connected by the vertical tubing, as shown in Figure 96. The 

preheating heat tracer will be installed alongside the test loop underneath the thermal 

insulation materials, while only the test section is wrapped around by the heating 

tapes; in other words, the preheating system has two heating cables, both of them are 

controlled by a single digital controller to adjust the heating power. 

 

 

 

Figure 97 System design of test loop with precise dimensions 

 (a) Upper level design; (b) lower level design 

 

So far, most of the equipment items have been purchased, while those items that 

(a) 

(b) 
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have not been received are still in the process of quoting or purchasing. Table 40 lists 

all the required equipment items, together with the contact name from the company as 

well as the price, which can be used later for reference. 

 

 

Table 40 Vendor list of all equipment items 

Item Supplier Contact Part Description Unit Price Quantity Cost 

Molten salt pump 

and storage tank 

Wenseco 

Enver Poljak 

enver@wenesco.com 

High Temp. Molten 

Salt Pump and Salt 

Pot 

$19,885 1 $19,885 

Flow meter FLEXIM 

Nik Martinov 

nmartinov@flexim.com 

High Temp. Flow 

Meter 

$9,341 1 $9,341 

Wave Injector 

Installation Fee 

$3,000 1 $3,000 

Pressure 

Transducer 

GEFRAN Kathleen Rondeau 

NaK filled melt 

pressure transmitters 

$2,090 2 $4,180 

Heat tracer Pentair 

Paul Evans 

evansinv@earthlink.net 

Preheating $6641.14 1 $6641.14 

Valves Dixon Eagle 

Jodi Moore 

Telephone: (401) 732-0333 

Stainless steel 316 

vavles 

$1,126.66 2 $2,253.32 

Thermal insulation Industrial 3R Marie Labrecque Ceramic fiber blanket $277 2 $277 

Heating tapes HTS/Amptek 

Gary Hayden 

ghayden@heatingtapes.com 

10.5 ft heating tapes, 

½” width, 1265W 

each 

$109 4 $436 

12.8 ft heating tapes, 

½” width, 1567W 

each 

$122 6 $732 

mailto:enver@wenesco.com
mailto:nmartinov@flexim.com
mailto:evansinv@earthlink.net
mailto:ghayden@heatingtapes.com
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Salt supplier Alfa Aesar N/A 

ZnCl2 $572/10kg 3 $1,716 

KCl $119/5kg 3 $357 

NaCl $78/5kg 1 $78 

Thermocouples Omega N/A 

K-type 

Thermocouples 

CA-IN-116-G-5 

$41 10 $410 

Tubing 

American 

Special 

Metals 

Alex 

sales@americanspecialmetals.com 

1” OD Hastelloy 

C-22, 20’ long 

$60/FT 20 $1,200 

High Emissivity 

Coatings 

AREMCO 

Products, Inc. 

David Carlsen 

dcarlsen@aremco.com 

HiE-Coat 840-MS $152.00/quart 1 $152 

 HiE-Coat 840-M $155.00/quart 1 $155 

Copper sheet plates Ebay N/A 6” x 6”, 0.021” $8.00 2 $16.00 

Copper tubing Ebay N/A 

3” OD, 48” long $151.96 1 $151.96 

4” OD, 48” long $207.96 1 $207.96 

Small flowrate 

flowmeter 

GRAINGER N/A 

6-60 GPH 

Item # 5P352 

$165.75 1 $165.75 

Tubing fittings Hy-lok 

Heather Polinske 

heather@controldistributors.com 

Paul Aubert 

paul@hylokusa.com 

1" Union, Hastelloy 

C276 

$780.90 2 $1561.8 

1"-1/2" Reducing 

Union, Hastelloy 

C276 

$884.93 2 $1769.86 

1" Tube Stub Union 

Tee, Hastelloy C276 

$1473.45 1 $1473.45 

1/2" Tube Stub Union 

Tee, Hastelloy C276 

$524.40 2 $1048.80 

Bellows Duraflex 

Josh 

josh@duraflexinc.com 

Inconel bellows $1711.00 4 $6844.00 

 

mailto:sales@americanspecialmetals.com
mailto:dcarlsen@aremco.com
mailto:heather@controldistributors.com
mailto:paul@hylokusa.com
mailto:josh@duraflexinc.com
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In the following sections, more details will be introduced for major equipment 

items, such as molten salt pump, flow meter, pressure transducer and cooling system. 

The thermos-physical properties of halide eutectic molten salt (NaCl-KCl-ZnCl2) are 

recommended as follows, according to the thermos-physical measurement: 

32000 /f kg m  , 900 /fCp J kg K  , 0.004f Pa s    

 

2.1 High temperature molten salt pump and salt pot 

As mentioned previously, Hastelloy C-22 is the recommended material due to its 

high chemical corrosion resistance to halide eutectic molten salts. However, the cost 

of Hastelloy C-22 is much more expensive than other materials, especially for the 

construction of storage tank and molten salt pump. Due to limited budget for this 

academic research project, Stainless Steel (S.S.) 316 is a good alternative because of 

its acceptable chemical corrosion resistance at high temperature. As a result, after 

carefully discussing all the technical details with Mr. Enver Pojik, an engineer in 

Wenesco, we decided to use S.S. 316 to build the molten salt pump and the salt pot, 

which contains a heating system that can heat the molten salt to 900oC. 

The pumping head of the high temperature molten salt pump is designed to be up 

to 15 ft. The flow rate can be changed from 3 GPM to 10 GPM. The electrical motor 

has 1/2 HP, and its electrical connection is 3 phase, 230 V. The molten salt pump also 

has a variable speed controller (frequency inverter), and the maximum rotating speed 

is 3500 RPM. The pump is connected with a cover, including three 1" NPT SS 

couplings and one 1/2" NPT SS Coupling, which will be used later to connect with the 
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salt pot [222]. 

As for the salt pot, the heating unit has an overall dimension 26.00” OD x 21.50” 

Ht, while the pot has dimensions of 12” ID x 15” Ht. The operating temperature is 

designed to be 800 oC - 900 oC, and the high temperature heaters are located inside the 

molten salt pot. High temperature gasket and shaft seal are used to prevent any 

leakage. The pot has its own temperature control system including CAL digital 

controller [223]. All the details about the molten salt pump and the salt pot are shown 

in the following Figure 98. 

 

 

Figure 98 Schematic of the molten salt pump and the salt pot 
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Before starting the pump, the reservoir (pot) should be filled to the minimum 

level so as to completely submerge the bottom pump impeller housing in the liquid 

which assures priming of the pump. Upon initial startup, it is recommended that we 

check and maintain the minimum liquid level in the reservoir; it is also advisable to 

check the piping for leaks at this time. We also need to check and record the pump 

discharge pressure, line voltage and amperage being drawn by the motor. It is crucial 

to mention that do not operate the molten salt pump below minimum rated flow, or 

with suction/ discharge valves closed; do not open vent or drain valves, or remove 

plugs while the system is pressurized. Because of the vast range of operating 

conditions it is difficult to recommend one set schedule for periodic maintenance. The 

more severe the application the more attention the pump will require. When a pump 

operates in a high temperature application (over 400 oC), it is recommended to grease 

the ball bearings sparingly once a week [224]. 

 

2.2 High temperature ultrasonic flow meter 

Because of the requirement of extremely high operating temperatures (> 600 oC)), 

it is recommended to use a non-contacting flow meter to measure the flow rate. 

However, it is really difficult to find such a flow meter, since most of the products 

cannot be operated at such a high temperature, for example the flow meter from GE 

only has a maximum operating temperature of 550 oC. 

After thoroughly searching on the internet and discussing with many engineers, I 
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learned that FLEXIM, a German company with sales department in US, has an 

ultrasonic flow meter that can endure at least 600 oC, and they also would like to see 

an extension of operating temperature to 700 oC. As a result, we chose to purchase 

their product without any hesitation. In the following part, the measurement principle 

will be introduced for this ultrasonic flow meter. 

 

2.2.1 Transit Time Difference Principle 

In order to measure the flow of a medium in a pipe, ultrasonic signals are used, 

employing the transit time difference principle. Ultrasonic signals are emitted by a 

transducer installed on the pipe and received by a second transducer [225]. These 

signals are emitted alternately in the flow direction and against it, as shown in Figure 

99. 

 

 

Figure 99 Path of the ultrasonic signal, [225] 

 

As the medium in which the signals propagate is flowing, the transit time of the 
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ultrasonic signals in the flow direction is shorter than against the flow direction. The 

transit time difference, t , is measured and allows the flowmeter to determine the 

average flow velocity along the propagation path of the ultrasonic signals, as shown in 

Figure 100. A flow profile correction is then performed in order to obtain the area 

averaged flow velocity, which is proportional to the volumetric flow rate [225]. 

 

 

Figure 100 Transient time difference, [225] 

 

Two integrated microprocessors control the entire measuring process. This 

allows the flowmeter to remove disturbance signals, and to check each received 

ultrasonic wave for its validity which reduces noise. 

 

2.2.2 Calculation of volumetric flow rate 

According to the measurement principle, the volumetric flow rate can be 

determined by the following Eq. (162): 

 Re 2a flV k A k t t                       (162) 
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where V  is the volumetric flow rate, Rek  is the fluid mechanics calibration factor, 

A  is the cross-sectional pipe area, ak  is the acoustical calibration factor, and t  is 

the transient time difference, while 
flt  is transient time in the medium. 

 

2.2.3 Reflection arrangement 

The number of sound paths is the number of transits of the ultrasonic signal 

through the medium in the pipe. In this high temperature flow meter, reflection 

arrangement is applied, where the number of sound paths is even and both of the 

transducers are mounted on the same side of the pipe, as shown in Figure 101. 

 

 

Figure 101 Reflection arrangement with 2 sound paths, [225] 

(Note: a is the transducer distance) 

 

The preferred method of installation depends on the application. While 

increasing the number of sound paths increases the accuracy of the measurement, 

signal attenuation increases as well. The optimum number of sound paths for the 

parameters of the application will be determined automatically by the transmitter. 

As the transducers can be mounted with the transducer mounting fixture in 
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reflection arrangement or diagonal arrangement, the number of sound paths can be 

adjusted optimally for the application. 

 

2.2.4 Typical measurement setup 

A typical measurement setup is shown in Figure 102, all the outputs will be 

shown on the interface RS232. However, due to the high operating temperature, it will 

be more accurate if the transducer can be separated from the hot tubing. The patented 

mounting fixture thermally separates the ultrasonic transducers from the hot or cold 

pipe and at the same time ensures good acoustic contact. Therefore, FLEXIM's 

standard transducers are suitable for long-term operation even at extreme 

temperatures. 

 

 

Figure 102 Example of a measurement setup in reflection arrangement, [225] 

 

Because the transducers are mounted on the outside of the pipe, it is not 
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necessary to cut the pipe or interrupt the operation of the facility for the setup of a 

flow measuring point. The main features of the WaveInjector are listed as follows: 

a) Use of FLEXIM's standard clamp-on transducers at extreme temperatures of up 

to 600 oC (1112 °F), as shown in Figure 103 [226] . 

b) Transducers available for flow measurement in explosive atmospheres 

c) Installation without cutting the pipe and without interrupting the production 

process 

d) Permanent and reliable coupling of the transducers to the pipe 

e) Operation without wear and therefore maintenance free, no drift 

 

 

Figure 103 Temperature profile of WaveInjector, [226] 

 (Note: the red tubing has temperature of 600 oC, while the blue part is 200 oC),  

 

It is worth noting that as long as the temperature of the transducer is below 200 

oC, theoretically, the operating temperature can be extended to 1100 oC. 
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2.2.5 Technical data of flow transmitter 

The technical data of the ultrasonic flow transmitter is listed in the following 

Table 41. The accuracy of this ultrasonic flow meter is ±1.6 % of reading ±0.01 m/s 

with standard calibration [225]. 

 

Table 41 Technical data of flow transmitter, [225] 

Measurement 

flow velocity 0.01 - 25 m/s 

repeatability 0.15 % of reading ±0.01 m/s 

medium all acoustically conductive liquids with < 10 % gaseous or 

solid content in volume (transit time difference principle) 

temperature compensation corresponding to the recommendations in ANSI/ASME 

MFC-5.1-2011 

Accuracy 

with standard calibration ±1.6 % of reading ±0.01 m/s 

with advanced calibration (optional) ±1.2 % of reading ±0.01 m/s 

with field calibration ±0.5 % of reading ±0.01 m/s 

Flow transmitter 

number of flow measuring channels 2 

signal attenuation 0 - 100 s, adjustable 

measuring cycle (1 channel) 100 - 1000 Hz 

response time 1 s (1 channel), option: 70 ms 

housing material PA, TPE, AutoTex, stainless steel 

weight 1.9 kg 

Measuring functions 

physical quantities volumetric flow rate, mass flow rate, flow velocity, heat flow 

(if temperature inputs are installed) 

totalizer volume, mass, optional: heat quantity 

calculation functions average, difference, sum 

diagnostic functions sound speed, signal amplitude, SNR, SCNR, standard 

deviation of amplitudes and transit times 

 

2.3 High temperature pressure transmitter 

The pressure transducer is also required to be operated at high temperature. 
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Daniel Barth, a technical engineering from FRIATEC/NA, recommended a high 

temperature pressure transmitter from GEFRAN, which has already be applied in 

many industrial applications through projects in FRIATEC/NA. 

 

2.3.1 Measuring principle 

Process pressure is transmitted to the measuring diaphragm by means of a 

capillary tube filled with NaK, as shown in Figure 104. The in-contact diaphragm 

works as a separator between the process fluid (Molten Salt) and the filling fluid 

(NaK) [227]. 

 

 

Figure 104 Schematic of NaK pressure sensor - measuring principle, [227] 

 

According to the temperature of the “hot side” of the sensor, the expansion of the 

filling fluid produces a zero drift of the sensor. This effect has been optimized and 

minimized to be less than 0.5 bar/100 oC in order to meet the requirements of CSP 

applications. 
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2.3.2 Installation tips 

 

 

Figure 105 Schematic of installation tips to pressure transmitter, [227] 

 

Do not put the sensor tip directly on the main pipe inside the salt flow. Use a 

piezometric deviation, as shown in the following Figure 105. 

The insulation of the piezometric deviation should not embrace the sensor stem. 

Keep the deviation heated at a temperature > 250 oC (e.g. 300 oC). This can help the 

sensor installation and calibration. The longer the deviation is, the lower the sensor 

working temperature will be. An interception valve across the deviation should be 

useful to isolate the sensor from the pressured pipe, [227]. 

 

2.3.3 Technical specifications 

KE CSP series pressure sensors are specifically developed for Concentrating 

Solar Power applications demanding high accuracy process pressure measurement at 
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extreme temperatures of up to 600 oC. 

Durable high accuracy measurement is guaranteed using bonded foil strain gauge 

sensing technology and industry proven NaK (Sodium Potassium) high temperature 

pressure transmission connected directly to the CSP process heating system. To 

provide more details about this pressure transmitter, the following Table 42 can be 

used as a reference. 

 

Table 42 Technical specifications of pressure transmitters, [227] 

Accuracy (1) < ±1.0% FSO @ >250 °C (20 - 100 bar) 

Measurement range 0 - 20 to 0 - 100 bar 

Power supply 10 - 30 V dc 

Maximum current absorption 32 mA 

Insulation resistance (at 50 V dc) >1000 MOhm 

Output signal Full Scale (FSO) 20 mA 

Zero balance (tolerance ± 0.25% FSO) 4 mA 

Zero signals adjustment (tolerance ± 0.25% FSO) “Autozero” function 

Electronic response time (10...90% FSO) ~ 1 ms 

Output noise (RMS 10 – 400 Hz) < 0.025% FSO 

Calibration signal 80% FSO 

Output short circuit and reverse polarity protection YES 

Housing compensated temperature range 0...+85°C 

Diaphragm maximum temperature 600°C/1112°F 

Temperature zero drift < 0.5 bar/100 °C 

FSO = Full scale output: 

(1) BFSL method (Best Fit Straight Line): includes combined effects of Non-Linearity, 

Hysteresis and Repeatability. 
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2.3.4 Calibration procedure guidelines 

1) Put the sensor inside the seat without screwing it (so that it measures ambient 

pressure). 

2) Heat the seat up to 300 °C. 

3) Let the sensor warm up for 30 minutes after a stable temperature is reached. 

4) Note the temperature indicated by the sensor thermocouple (To) and the signal 

output of the sensor (mAo). 

5) Screw the sensor into the seat. 

These values can be used (if necessary) for the compensation of the Zero drift Vs 

process temperature according to the following algorithm: 

   /16  /1000Pressure mA mAo FS k T To            (163) 

where “T” and “To” are temperature values expressed in oC, “mA” and “mAo” are 

output values expressed in mA, “k“ is the coefficient of pressure drift expressed mbar/ 

oC (this coefficient is provided for every single sensor), and“FS“ is the pressure range 

(i.e. Full Scale) of the sensor expressed in bar (or psi). 

 

2.4 High temperature thermal insulation material 

In order to accurately estimate the heat loss from the test system, the thermal 

conductivity of thermal insulation material has to be specified. The ceramic fiber 

blanket provided from a Canadian company, Industrial 3R Inc., have precise values of 

thermal conductivity at temperature up to 1800 °F (982 °C), which includes the 
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temperature range that we are interested in (600 °C - 700 °C). 

The ceramic fiber blankets (product number: 3R2300) are produced from 

exceptionally pure oxides of alumina and silica using the spinning process. The 

3R2300 is flexible and stays stable at high temperatures which make it an excellent 

choice for thermal insulation. The 3R2300 ceramic fiber blankets is especially 

recommended for the applications requiring a low iron content of less than 1% and for 

highly reducing atmospheres [228]. 

Technical details about the ceramic fiber blanket are listed in Table 43, which can 

be used as a reference in the future. 

 

Table 43 Technical specifications of thermal insulation material, [228] 

Color White 

Density, lbs/ft³ (kg/m³) 4, 6, 8 (64, 96, 128) 

Thickness, in. (mm) 1/4 - 2 (6.25 - 50) 

Continuous use limit 1175 °C ( 2145 °F) 

Temperature maximum 1315 °C ( 2395 °F) 

Melting point, °F (°C) 1760 °C ( 3200 °F) 

Chemical Analysis, Nominal % 

Alumina, Al2O3 46 

Silica, SiO2 54 

Ferric oxyde, Fe2O3 0.05 

Thermal conductivity, BTU-in/hr-ft²- °F (w/m.k), ASTM C201 

Mean Temperature - 1000°F (538°C) 

6 pcf 1.06 (0.15) 

8 pcf 0.93 (0.13) 

Mean Temperature - 1500°F (816°C) 

6 pcf 1.90 (0.27) 
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8 pcf 1.60 (0.23) 

Mean Temperature - 1800°F (982°C) 

6 pcf 2.45 (0.35) 

8 pcf 2.05 (0.30) 

Note: “pcf” means lbs per cubit feet. 

 

It is important to note that all the test system will be thermally insulated by using 

the ceramic fiber blankets, and the blankets are shown in the following Figure 106. 

 

 

Figure 106 Ceramic fiber blanket with 8 pcf, [228] 

 

2.5 Preheating system - heat tracer 

In order to prevent the solidification of hot molten salt once it contacts the cold 

surface of tubing, a preheating system (heat tracer) needs to be installed alongside the 

tubing system. The heat tracer should be used to heat the tubing to 300 oC, which is 

above the melting temperature of molten salt (usually around 200 oC - 250 oC). Once 

the temperature of the tubing reaches 300 oC, the preheating system is turned off, the 

high temperature molten salt pump is turned on to circulate the hot liquid phase 
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molten salt in the test loop. 

After screening the commercialized heat tracers or heating cables online, 

Pyrotenax Mineral Insulated (MI) heating cables (from Pentair) can provide a reliable 

and consistent heat source [229]. The heating cables are supplied with a copper sheath 

and come with factory assembled cold lead, pre-terminated and ready to connect to a 

junction box. The copper sheath provides an ideal ground path and allows for a 

rugged yet flexible heating cable that is easy to install. 

According to the dimensions of the system design in Figure 97, two pieces of 

heating cables (one is 6’ long, while the other one is 17’ long) will be installed 

alongside the tubing, and they are controlled by a single digital controller and 

connected to a computer for data process. 

The MI heating cables are factory assembled with an HDPE jacketed copper 

sheath cold lead, pre-terminated and ready to connect to a junction box. The copper 

sheath provides an ideal ground path and allows for a rugged yet flexible heating 

cable that is easy to install. The configuration of Pyrotenax MI heating cable is shown 

in Figure 107. The product reference number for the two pieces of heating cables are 

32F1110 and 32F2600, and the technical details of these two products are listed in the 

following Table 44 [230]. 

 

 

Figure 107 MI heating cable design configurations, [230] 
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Table 44 MI Heating Cable Specifications, [230] 

Reference 

number 

Nominal cable 

resistance at 20°C 

Approximate cable 

diameter 

Maximum unjointed 

cable length 

Nominal weight 

Ω/ft Ω/m in mm ft m lb/1000 ft kg/1000 m 

32SF1110 11.0 36.1 0.130 3.3 2283 696 28 42 

32SA2600 6.00 19.7 0.135 3.4 2121 647 30 45 

 

The maximum current is 30A, and the maximum operating voltage is 600V 

(singe phase), but it is recommended to operate the heating cable at 380V; as a result, 

the maximum power supply is 11.4 kW. 

 

2.6 Thermocouple and its installation in the system 

Considering the high temperature measurement in the test section, a K-type 

thermocouple needs to be inserted into the center of the tubing; as a consequence the 

thermocouples have direct contact with the liquid molten salt. In this situation, we 

have to pay attention to two things, the first one is to avoid or minimize the 

disturbance to the flow inside the tubing. 1/16” sheath diameter was chosen because 

of its relatively small size and strengthened hardness; the second one is the chemical 

corrosion to the sheath of thermocouple. Thermocouples with Inconel sheath were 

chosen and purchased from OMEGA [231]. 

To measure the surface temperature of tubing at the test section, 1/32” K-type 

thermocouples can be attached to the surface due to its flexibility. However, the 
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temperature measurement of the bulk fluid temperature needs to fix the 

thermocouples that are inserted into the tubing. After carefully and thoroughly 

discussed with engineers from University Research Instrumentation Center on campus 

at University of Arizona, since they are capable of welding Stainless Steel 316 with 

Hastelloy C-22, we decided to use Swagelok fitting to fix the locations of 

thermocouples in the test system. First, a 1/16” hole will be drilled on the surface of 

tubing, and then one end connection will be welded on the surface of tubing, while the 

other end connection will be fixed on the sheath of thermocouple. Finally, the 

thermocouples just need to be inserted into the hole on the surface of tubing and tight 

the Swagelok tube connection, and then the thermocouples will be firmly installed in 

the test system. 

 

2.7 Supplier of halide eutectic molten salt 

Based on the design of the salt pot provided from Wenesco, the volume of 

storage tank is about 5.8 gallons (0.022 m3), while the density of molten salt has been 

measured to be around 2000 kg/m3. As a result, the mass of eutectic molten salt is 

about 43.91 kg. Based on the halide eutectic salt that were tested, ZnCl2 - KCl - NaCl 

with mole fraction of 44.3% - 41.9% - 13.8% was chosen, so the mass fraction can be 

calculated as 60.58% - 31.33% - 8.09%. Consequently, 26.60 kg ZnCl2 is required, 

and 12.76 kg KCl is needed, while NaCl only needs about 3.55 kg. All the salts were 

purchased from Alfa Aesar with purity above 98% [232-234]. 
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2.8 Heating tapes wrapped around the test section 

In order to precisely measure the heat transfer coefficient in the test section, a 

minimum requirement of temperature rise of 5oC is necessary, considering the 

systematic error from the thermocouples. 

According to the experimental measurement of the thermos-physical properties 

of halide eutectic molten salt, the density and specific heat capacity are 

32000 /f kg m  , 900 /fCp J kg K  , respectively. The heat transfer coefficient is 

expected to be measured in a fully developed turbulent region, so the Reynolds 

number is assumed to be 15000. If the tubing is 1/2”, Re 4 fm D  , then we can 

calculate the mass flow rate of molten salt: 0.25Re = 0.52 kg/sfm D  . Since the 

temperature rise is only 5 oC, we can simply estimate the power supply 

Q 2500fmCp T W   . However, if the the tubing is 1”, following the same 

calculations, the mass flow rate is around 1.04 kg/s, and the estimated power supply 

will be 4700W. 

After discussing with engineers from HTS/Amptek, a high watt density heating 

tape was recommended. For the 1/2” tubing, in order to satisfy the requirement of 

2500W heating power supply, two heating tapes with 1265W each @ 240V were 

chosen, and the watt density was designed to be 20.3wsi. As for the 1” tubing, three 

heating tapes with 1567W each @ 240V were purchased, while the watt density was 

20.5wsi [235]. Outside the heating tapes, thermal insulation materials will be applied 

to guarantee the heat will directly go inside the tubing to heat up the liquid molten salt. 

It is worth noting that at the current stage, only 1/2” tubing will be used in the test 
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section to measure the heat transfer coefficient. We will leave the capacity of 1” 

tubing for the future. 

 

2.9 Design of cooling system 

Since the heating tapes in the test section will provide 2500W to the system if 

1/2” tubing is applied, the same amount of heating power needs to be removed from 

the system before the liquid molten salt is returned to the storage tank. Based on the 

same consideration that the coolant has no contact with surface of tubing in order to 

prevent solidifying the hot liquid salt, a radiation-heat-transfer-based cooling system 

was proposed. The hastelloy C-22 1/2” tubing is surrounded by two concentric copper 

tubes, one is 3” while the other one is 4”, as shown in Figure 108 (a) and (b). 

 

 

(a) 

Inlet of coolant Outlet of coolant 

Inlet of 

hot HTF 

Outlet of 

cold HTF 
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(b) 

Figure 108 Design of radiative cooling system 

 

As shown in Figure 108 (a), once the hot HTF is flowing through the cooling 

system, the coolant will transfer 2500W heating power away from the system; in other 

words, the temperature of HTF will be decreased about 5 oC before it returns back to 

the storage rank. The distance between the 1” tubing and the 3” copper tubing is 1”, as 

shown in Figure 108 (b). There is no direct contact between the coolant and the hot 

surface, which also can successfully prevent solidifying the molten salt. In order to 

increase the emissivity and absorptivity of the tubes, high emissivity coating was 

purchased from AREMCO, which can make sure the surface of tubing is similar to a 

blackbody ( 0.98  ) [236]. 

Based on the theoretical formula for the heat exchanged between two concentric 

cylinders [116], the heat flux can be calculated through the following Eq. (164). 
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where T1 = 973K, T2 = 373K, r1 = 1/2”, r2 = 1.5”, 1 = 2 = 0.98,   is the 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant ( 8 2 45.67 10 /W m K    ). 

It is easy to calculate the heat flux 12q  if 2500W heating power is generated in 

test section, 12q =3885W/m, which will lead to L  0.64m. In order to leave the 

capacity for 1” tubing in the test section (4700W heat will be generated), the length of 

cooling system is about L=1.2m. 

Furthermore, it is prudent to calculate the temperature rise of coolant after it 

flows through the radiation cooling system in order to prevent the boiling of coolant. 

Fortunately, a chill water circulating system has been installed in our lab (N417C in 

AME building), and the minimum temperature is around 20 oC. By substitute the 

specific heat capacity and density of water into the following equation, then the 

temperature rise of chill water can be calculated. 

_

Q

water f water

T
m Cp

                      (165) 

It has been found that if the temperature rise is controlled around 10 oC, so the 

returned water only has a temperature of 30 oC, which is far below the boiling 

temperature of water. According to Eq. (165), the mass flow rate of chill water will be 

0.06 kg/s, so the volumetric flowrate is around 57GPH. As a result, a small flowrate 

flowmeter was purchased from GRAINGER, with a maximum flow rate of 60GPH, 

which satisfies our needs for the radiative cooling design. 
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CHAPTER 3 Conclusions 

 

The high temperature molten salt test loop was originally designed to be operated 

around 800 oC, however due to the huge expense of modifying electrical circuits in 

my lab and limited funding support, we decided to lower the operating temperature to 

600 oC, but leave the capacity of 800 oC for the future. The test loop is still under 

construction, and most of the equipment items have been purchased. We expect to 

finish building the system before the end of October. 

Currently, we are working on the radiative cooling system and processing the 

purchase of heat tracer and other relevant items. It is expected that by the end of 

August 2015, the test system will be connected piece by piece, and the thermal 

insulation materials will also be applied for each item. From September to October, 

calibrations and preliminary experimental work will be performed. In order to make 

sure there is no leakage from the test system, we will use water as the HTF for some 

tests and to examine all the connections. Since once the molten salt is melted in the 

storage tank and circulated in the test loop, it will become extremely difficult to stop 

the system and re-examine all the equipment items. 
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PART-V CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

In this dissertation, the heat transfer and flow in solar energy and bioenergy 

systems, especially the TES system in CSP plants and open-channel algal culture 

raceways for biofuel production, have been investigated. 

In the first part of this dissertation, following the 1D transient model by using 

the LCM, formulas of the effective heat transfer coefficients for four different 

solid-fluid TES configurations were analytically developed by extending the validity 

of LCM to large Biot number; then CFD verifications and experimental validations to 

the simplified 1D model using effective heat transfer coefficients were demonstrated. 

A general volume sizing strategy and an energy storage startup strategy were also 

proposed. At last, experimental investigations were conducted to explore a novel 

thermal storage material. It is recommended that this novel thermal storage material 

should replace concrete as storage material at high operating temperatures because 

concrete will become very fragile and easy to crack. 

For the flow field design of open-channel algal culture raceway, the second part 

of this dissertation first proposed a new flow field design of the ARID-HV algal 

raceway, and then experiments and numerical simulation were conducted to enhance 

the flow mixing in the flow field by arranging slots on top of the dam near the dead 

zones. In order to quantitatively evaluate the flow mixing in several different flow 

fields, a new method was proposed by using the statistics of temporal and spatial 

distribution of the massless fluid particles (centered in each cell at the inlet surface). It 
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is hoped that this method can be applied in evaluation of algal raceway flow fields as 

well as other engineering applications. 

The third part of this dissertation mainly introduces the construction work of the 

high temperature molten salt test loop. The newly developed halide salt eutectic 

mixture (NaCl-KCl-ZnCl2) has not been tested at a high operating temperature, in 

order to measure the heat transfer coefficient. Details about the design of the test 

system and the major equipment items were presented. It is expected that this high 

temperature test loop in our lab can be served as an experimental center in the future 

for the whole solar engineering community if any new candidate of HTF needs some 

experimental tests. 

The investigations in this Ph.D. dissertation for the heat transfer and flow in TES 

systems and algae culture raceways are of particular interest to the renewable energy 

community. It is expected that the proposed methods in this dissertation can provide 

useful information and design guidelines for engineers and researchers. 
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